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Special theory of RelativitySpecial theory of Relativity

Notes based on Notes based on 
Understanding Physics Understanding Physics 

by Karen Cummings et al., John Wiley & Sonsby Karen Cummings et al., John Wiley & Sons

2

An openAn open--chapter questionchapter question
•• Let say you have found a map revealing a huge galactic treasure Let say you have found a map revealing a huge galactic treasure at at 

the opposite edge of the Galaxy 200 the opposite edge of the Galaxy 200 lyly away. away. 
•• Is there any chance for you to travel such a distance from EarthIs there any chance for you to travel such a distance from Earth

and arrive at the treasure site by traveling on a rocket within and arrive at the treasure site by traveling on a rocket within your your 
lifetime of say, 60 years, given the constraint that the rocket lifetime of say, 60 years, given the constraint that the rocket 
cannot possibly travel faster than the light speed? cannot possibly travel faster than the light speed? 

You are hereTreasure’s 
here
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Relative motions at ordinary speedRelative motions at ordinary speed

•• Relative motion in  ordinary Relative motion in  ordinary 
life is commonplacelife is commonplace

•• E.g. the relative motions of E.g. the relative motions of 
two cars (material objects) two cars (material objects) 
along a roadalong a road

•• When you observe another When you observe another 
car from within your car, can car from within your car, can 
you tell whether you are at you tell whether you are at 
rest or in motion if the other rest or in motion if the other 
car is seen to be car is seen to be ““moving?moving?””

4

Relative motion of waveRelative motion of wave
•• Another example: wave motionAnother example: wave motion
•• Speed of wave measured by Observer 1 on wave 2 Speed of wave measured by Observer 1 on wave 2 

depends on the speed of  wave 1 depends on the speed of  wave 1 wrpwrp (with respect) (with respect) 
to the shore: to the shore: 2,1 2 1v v v= −
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Query: can we surf light waves?Query: can we surf light waves?

•• Light is known to be waveLight is known to be wave
•• If either or both wave 1 and wave 2 in the If either or both wave 1 and wave 2 in the 

previous picture are light wave, do  they previous picture are light wave, do  they 
follow the addition of velocity rule too? follow the addition of velocity rule too? 

•• Can you surf light wave ? (if so light shall Can you surf light wave ? (if so light shall 
appear appear at restat rest to you then)to you then)

6

In other word, does light wave follows In other word, does light wave follows 
Galilean law of addition of velocity?Galilean law of addition of velocity?

Frame SFrame S’’ travels with velocity travels with velocity vv relative to S. If light waves obey relative to S. If light waves obey 
Galilean laws of addition velocity, the speeds of the two opposiGalilean laws of addition velocity, the speeds of the two opposite  te  
light waves would be different as seen by Slight waves would be different as seen by S’’. But does light really . But does light really 
obey Galilean law of addition  of velocity?obey Galilean law of addition  of velocity?
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The negative result of MichelsonThe negative result of Michelson--
Morley experiment on EtherMorley experiment on Ether

•• In the preIn the pre--relativity era, light is thought to be propagating in a medium crelativity era, light is thought to be propagating in a medium called alled 
ether ether --

•• an direct analogy to mechanical wave propagating in elastic median direct analogy to mechanical wave propagating in elastic medium such as um such as 
sound wave in airsound wave in air

•• If exist, ether could render measurable effect in the apparent sIf exist, ether could render measurable effect in the apparent speed of light in peed of light in 
various direction various direction 

•• However MichelsonHowever Michelson--Morley experiment only find negative result on such Morley experiment only find negative result on such 
effecteffect

•• A great puzzlement to the contemporary physicist: what does lighA great puzzlement to the contemporary physicist: what does light wave move t wave move 
relative to?relative to?

8

How could we know whether we are How could we know whether we are 
at rest or moving?at rest or moving?

•• Can we cover the Can we cover the 
windows of our car windows of our car 
and carry out and carry out 
experiments inside to experiments inside to 
tell whether we are at tell whether we are at 
rest or in motion?rest or in motion?

•• NONO
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In a In a ““coveredcovered”” reference frame, we reference frame, we 
cancan’’t tell whether we are moving or t tell whether we are moving or 

at rest at rest 
•• Without referring to an external reference Without referring to an external reference 

object (such as a STOP sign or a lamp post), object (such as a STOP sign or a lamp post), 
whatever experiments we conduct in a whatever experiments we conduct in a 
constantly moving frame of reference (such constantly moving frame of reference (such 
as a car at rest or a car at constant speed) as a car at rest or a car at constant speed) 
could not tell us the state of our motion could not tell us the state of our motion 
(whether the reference frame is at rest or is (whether the reference frame is at rest or is 
moving at constant velocity)moving at constant velocity)

10

《《尚書經．考靈曜尚書經．考靈曜》》

•• 「地「地恒動不止，而人不知，譬如人在大恒動不止，而人不知，譬如人在大
舟中，閉牖而坐，舟行而不覺也。」舟中，閉牖而坐，舟行而不覺也。」

•• ““The Earth is at constant state of motion yet The Earth is at constant state of motion yet 
men are unaware of it, as in a simile: if one men are unaware of it, as in a simile: if one 
sits in a boat with its windows closed, he sits in a boat with its windows closed, he 
would not aware if the boat is movingwould not aware if the boat is moving”” in in 
““ShangshuShangshu jingjing””, 200 B.C, 200 B.C
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Physical laws must be invariant in Physical laws must be invariant in 
any reference frameany reference frame

•• Such an inability to deduce the state of motion is a Such an inability to deduce the state of motion is a 
consequence of a more general principle: consequence of a more general principle: 

•• There must be no any difference in the physical There must be no any difference in the physical 
laws in any reference frame with constant velocity laws in any reference frame with constant velocity 

•• (which would otherwise enable one to differentiate (which would otherwise enable one to differentiate 
the state of motion from experiment conducted in the state of motion from experiment conducted in 
these reference frame)these reference frame)

•• Note that a reference frame at rest is a special case Note that a reference frame at rest is a special case 
of reference frame moving at constant velocity     of reference frame moving at constant velocity     
((v v = 0 = constant)= 0 = constant)

12

The Principle of RelativityThe Principle of Relativity

•• All the laws of Physics are the same in All the laws of Physics are the same in 
every reference frameevery reference frame
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EinsteinEinstein’’s Puzzler about running fast s Puzzler about running fast 
while holding a mirrorwhile holding a mirror

•• Says Principle of Relativity: Each fundamental constants must Says Principle of Relativity: Each fundamental constants must 
have the same numerical value when measured in any reference have the same numerical value when measured in any reference 
frame (frame (c, h, e, mc, h, e, mee, etc, etc))

•• (Otherwise the laws of physics would predict inconsistent (Otherwise the laws of physics would predict inconsistent 
experimental results in different frame of reference experimental results in different frame of reference –– which must which must 
not be according to the Principle)not be according to the Principle)

•• Light always moves past you with the same speed Light always moves past you with the same speed cc, no matter , no matter 
how fast you run how fast you run 

•• Hence: you will not observe light waves to slow down as you Hence: you will not observe light waves to slow down as you 
move fastermove faster

14

cc, one of the fundamental constants , one of the fundamental constants 
of Natureof Nature
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Constancy of the speed of lightConstancy of the speed of light

16

Reading Exercise (RE) 38Reading Exercise (RE) 38--22
•• While standing beside a railroad track, we are startled by a boxWhile standing beside a railroad track, we are startled by a boxcar traveling past car traveling past 

us at half the speed of light. A passenger (shown in the figure)us at half the speed of light. A passenger (shown in the figure) standing at the standing at the 
front of the boxcar fires a laser pulse toward the rear of the bfront of the boxcar fires a laser pulse toward the rear of the boxcar. The pulse is oxcar. The pulse is 
absorbed at the back of the box car. While standing beside the tabsorbed at the back of the box car. While standing beside the track we measure rack we measure 
the speed of the pulse through the open side door. the speed of the pulse through the open side door. 

•• (a) Is our measured value of the speed of the pulse greater than(a) Is our measured value of the speed of the pulse greater than, equal to, or less , equal to, or less 
than its speed measured by the rider? than its speed measured by the rider? 

•• (b) Is our measurement of the distance between emission and abso(b) Is our measurement of the distance between emission and absorption of the rption of the 
light pulse great than, equal to, or less than the distance betwlight pulse great than, equal to, or less than the distance between emission and een emission and 
absorption measured by the rider? absorption measured by the rider? 

•• (c) What conclusion can you draw about the relation between the (c) What conclusion can you draw about the relation between the times of flight times of flight 
of the light pulse as measured in the two reference frames?of the light pulse as measured in the two reference frames?
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Touchstone Example 38Touchstone Example 38--1: 1: 
Communication storm!Communication storm!

•• A sunspot emits a tremendous burst of particles that travels A sunspot emits a tremendous burst of particles that travels 
toward the Earth. An astronomer on the Earth sees the toward the Earth. An astronomer on the Earth sees the 
emission through a solar telescope and issues a warning. emission through a solar telescope and issues a warning. 
The astronomer knows that when the particle pulse arrives The astronomer knows that when the particle pulse arrives 
it will wreak havoc with broadcast radio transmission. it will wreak havoc with broadcast radio transmission. 
Communications systems require ten minutes to switch Communications systems require ten minutes to switch 
from overfrom over--thethe--air broadcast to underground cable air broadcast to underground cable 
transmission. What is the maximum speed of the particle transmission. What is the maximum speed of the particle 
pulse emitted by the Sun such that the switch can occur in pulse emitted by the Sun such that the switch can occur in 
time, between warning and arrival of the pulse? Take the time, between warning and arrival of the pulse? Take the 
sun to be 500 lightsun to be 500 light--seconds distant from the Earth.seconds distant from the Earth.

18

SolutionSolution
•• It takes 500 seconds for the warning light flash to travel the dIt takes 500 seconds for the warning light flash to travel the distance of 500 istance of 500 

lightlight--seconds between the Sun and the Earth and enter the astronomerseconds between the Sun and the Earth and enter the astronomer’’s s 
telescope. If the particle pulse moves at half the speed of lightelescope. If the particle pulse moves at half the speed of light, it will take t, it will take 
twice as long as light to reach the Earth. If the pulse moves attwice as long as light to reach the Earth. If the pulse moves at oneone--quarter the quarter the 
speed of light, it will take four times as long to make the tripspeed of light, it will take four times as long to make the trip. We generalize . We generalize 
this by saying that if the pulse moves with speed this by saying that if the pulse moves with speed vv//cc, it will take time to make , it will take time to make 
the trip given by the expression: the trip given by the expression: 
ΔΔttpulsepulse = 500 s/ (= 500 s/ (vvpulsepulse//cc))

•• How long a warning time does the Earth astronomer have between aHow long a warning time does the Earth astronomer have between arrival of rrival of 
the light flash carrying information about the pulse the arrivalthe light flash carrying information about the pulse the arrival of the pulse of the pulse 
itself? It takes 500 seconds for the light to arrive. Therefore itself? It takes 500 seconds for the light to arrive. Therefore the warning time the warning time 
is the difference between pulse transit time and the transit timis the difference between pulse transit time and the transit time of light:e of light:
ΔΔttwarningwarning = = ΔΔttpulsepulse -- 500 s.500 s.

•• But we know that the minimum possible warning time is 10 min = 6But we know that the minimum possible warning time is 10 min = 600 s.00 s.
•• Therefore we haveTherefore we have
•• 600 s = 500 s / (600 s = 500 s / (vvpulsepulse//cc) ) –– 500 s, 500 s, 
•• which gives the maximum value for which gives the maximum value for vvpulspuls if there is to he sufficient time for if there is to he sufficient time for 

warning:warning:
vvpulspuls = 0.455 = 0.455 cc.. (Answer)(Answer)

•• Observation reveals that pulses of particles emitted from the suObservation reveals that pulses of particles emitted from the sun travel much n travel much 
slower than this maximum value. So we would have much longer warslower than this maximum value. So we would have much longer warning ning 
time than calculated here.time than calculated here.
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Relating Events is scienceRelating Events is science

•• Science: trying to relate one event to another eventScience: trying to relate one event to another event
•• E.g. how the radiation is related to occurrence of E.g. how the radiation is related to occurrence of 

cancer; how lightning is related to electrical cancer; how lightning is related to electrical 
activities in the atmosphere etc.activities in the atmosphere etc.

•• Since observation of events can be made from Since observation of events can be made from 
different frames of reference (e.g. from an different frames of reference (e.g. from an 
stationary observatory or from a constantly stationary observatory or from a constantly 
moving train), we must also need to know how to moving train), we must also need to know how to 
predict events observed in one reference frame predict events observed in one reference frame 
will look to an observer in another framewill look to an observer in another frame

20

Some examplesSome examples

•• How is the time interval measured between How is the time interval measured between 
two events observed in one frame related to two events observed in one frame related to 
the time interval measured in another frame the time interval measured in another frame 
for the same two events? for the same two events? 

•• How is the velocity of a moving object How is the velocity of a moving object 
measured by a stationary observer and that measured by a stationary observer and that 
by a moving observer related?by a moving observer related?
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Defining eventsDefining events

•• So, before one can work out the relations So, before one can work out the relations 
between two events, one must first precisely between two events, one must first precisely 
define what an event isdefine what an event is

22

Locating EventsLocating Events

•• An event is an occurrence that happens at a An event is an occurrence that happens at a 
unique place and timeunique place and time

•• Example: a collision, and explosion, emission of a Example: a collision, and explosion, emission of a 
light flashlight flash

•• An event must be sufficiently An event must be sufficiently localisedlocalised in space in space 
and time and time 

•• e.g. your birthday: you are born in the General e.g. your birthday: you are born in the General 
Hospital PP at year 1986 1Hospital PP at year 1986 1stst April 12.00 am)April 12.00 am)
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Example of two realExample of two real--life eventslife events

Event 1: She said “I love you”

July 1Dec, 12.01:12 am, Tasik Aman
Event 2: She said “Let’s break up-lah”

27 Dec 2005, 7.43:33 pm, Tasik Harapan

24

Subtle effect to locate an event: Subtle effect to locate an event: 
delay due to finiteness of light speeddelay due to finiteness of light speed

•• In our (erroneous) In our (erroneous) ““common sensecommon sense””
information are assumed to reach us information are assumed to reach us 
instantaneously as though it is an immediate instantaneously as though it is an immediate 
action through a distance without any delayaction through a distance without any delay

•• In fact, since light takes finite time to travel, In fact, since light takes finite time to travel, 
locating events is not always as simple it locating events is not always as simple it 
might seems at firstmight seems at first
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An illustrative example of delay An illustrative example of delay 
while measuring an event far awaywhile measuring an event far away

Event 1: Lightning 
strikes at t1 =0.00am

Event 2: the information 
of the lightning strike 
reaches the observer at 
t2=(1000/3x108)s later

Distance = 1 km

t2 is very short due to the very fast speed of light 
c. In our ordinary experience we ‘mistakenly’
think that, at the instance we see the lightning, it  
also occurs at the t2, whereas the lightning 
actually at an earlier time  t1, not t2

26

Reading Exercise 38Reading Exercise 38--44
•• When the pulse of protons passes through detector When the pulse of protons passes through detector 

A (next to us), we start our clock from the time A (next to us), we start our clock from the time tt = = 
0 microseconds. The light flash from detector B 0 microseconds. The light flash from detector B 
(at distance (at distance L=L=30 m away) arrives back at detector 30 m away) arrives back at detector 
A at a time A at a time tt = 0.225 microsecond later. = 0.225 microsecond later. 

•• (a) At what time did the pulse arrive at detector B? (a) At what time did the pulse arrive at detector B? 
•• (b) Use the result from part (a) to find the speed at (b) Use the result from part (a) to find the speed at 

which the proton pulse moved, as a fraction of the which the proton pulse moved, as a fraction of the 
speed of light. speed of light. 
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AnswerAnswer

•• The time taken for light  pulse to travel from B to The time taken for light  pulse to travel from B to 
A is A is LL//cc = 10= 10--77 s =0.1 s =0.1 μμs  s  

•• Therefore the proton pulse arrived detector B Therefore the proton pulse arrived detector B 
0.225 0.225 –– 0.1  0.1  μμs = 0.125  s = 0.125  μμs after it passed us at s after it passed us at 
detector A. detector A. 

•• (b) The protons left detector A at t =0 and, (b) The protons left detector A at t =0 and, 
according to part (a), arrived at detector B at t = according to part (a), arrived at detector B at t = 
0.125 0.125 μμs.  Therefore its speed from A to B is s.  Therefore its speed from A to B is 
LL/0.125 /0.125 μμs = s = ……=0.8c =0.8c 

28

Redefining SimultaneityRedefining Simultaneity

•• Hence to locate an event accurately we must take Hence to locate an event accurately we must take 
into account the factor of such time delayinto account the factor of such time delay

•• An intelligent observer is an observer who, in an An intelligent observer is an observer who, in an 
attempt to register the time and spatial location of attempt to register the time and spatial location of 
an event far away, takes into account the effect of  an event far away, takes into account the effect of  
the delay factorthe delay factor

•• (In our ordinary daily life we are more of an (In our ordinary daily life we are more of an 
unintelligent observer)unintelligent observer)

•• For an intelligent observer, he have to redefine the For an intelligent observer, he have to redefine the 
notion of notion of ““simultaneitysimultaneity”” (example 38(example 38--2)2)
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Example 38Example 38--2: 2: 
Simultaneity of the Two TowersSimultaneity of the Two Towers

•• Frodo isFrodo is an intelligent observer an intelligent observer 
standing next to Tower A, standing next to Tower A, 
which emits a flash of light which emits a flash of light 
every l0 s. 100 km distant from every l0 s. 100 km distant from 
him is the tower B, stationary him is the tower B, stationary 
with respect to him, that also with respect to him, that also 
emits a light flash every 10 s. emits a light flash every 10 s. 
Frodo wants to know whether Frodo wants to know whether 
or not each flash is emitted or not each flash is emitted 
from remote tower B from remote tower B 
simultaneous with (at the same simultaneous with (at the same 
time as) the flash from Frodotime as) the flash from Frodo’’s s 
own Tower A. Explain how to own Tower A. Explain how to 
do this with out leaving Frodo do this with out leaving Frodo 
position next to Tower A. Be position next to Tower A. Be 
specific and use numerical specific and use numerical 
values. values. 

30

SolutionSolution
•• Frodo is  an intelligent observer, which means that he know Frodo is  an intelligent observer, which means that he know 

how to take into account the speed of light in determining how to take into account the speed of light in determining 
the time of a remote event, in this case the time of emission the time of a remote event, in this case the time of emission 
of a flash by the distant Tower B. He measures the time of a flash by the distant Tower B. He measures the time 
lapse between emission of a flash by his Tower A and his lapse between emission of a flash by his Tower A and his 
reception of flash from Tower B. reception of flash from Tower B. 

•• If this time lapse is just that required for light move from If this time lapse is just that required for light move from 
Tower B to Tower A, then the two emissions occur the Tower B to Tower A, then the two emissions occur the 
same time. same time. 

•• The two Towers are 100 km apart. Call this distance The two Towers are 100 km apart. Call this distance LL. . 
Then the time Then the time tt for a light flash to move from B to A isfor a light flash to move from B to A is

•• tt = = LL//cc = l0= l055 m/3 m/3 ×× 101088 m/sm/s = 0.333 ms. (ANS)= 0.333 ms. (ANS)
•• If this is the time Frodo records between the flash nearby If this is the time Frodo records between the flash nearby 

Tower A and reception of the flash from distant tower then Tower A and reception of the flash from distant tower then 
he is justified in saying that the two Towers emit flashes he is justified in saying that the two Towers emit flashes 
simultaneously in his frame.simultaneously in his frame.
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One same event can be considered in One same event can be considered in 
any frame of referenceany frame of reference

•• One same event, in principle, can be measured by One same event, in principle, can be measured by 
many separate observers in different (inertial) many separate observers in different (inertial) 
frames of reference (reference frames that are frames of reference (reference frames that are 
moving at a constant velocity with respect to each moving at a constant velocity with respect to each 
other)other)

•• Example: On the table of a moving train, a cracked Example: On the table of a moving train, a cracked 
pot is dripping waterpot is dripping water

•• The rate of the dripping water can be measured by The rate of the dripping water can be measured by 
(1) Ali, who is also in the train, or by (2) Baba who (1) Ali, who is also in the train, or by (2) Baba who 
is an observer standing on the ground. Furthermore, is an observer standing on the ground. Furthermore, 
you too can imagine (3) ET is also performing the you too can imagine (3) ET is also performing the 
same measurement on the dripping water from same measurement on the dripping water from 
Planet Mars. (4) By Darth Veda from Dead StarPlanet Mars. (4) By Darth Veda from Dead Star……

32

No No ‘‘superiorsuperior’’ (or preferred) frame(or preferred) frame

•• In other words, any event can be considered In other words, any event can be considered 
in in infinitely many different frames of infinitely many different frames of 
references. references. 

•• No particular reference frame is No particular reference frame is ‘‘superiorsuperior’’
than any otherthan any other

•• In the previous example, AliIn the previous example, Ali’’s frame is in no s frame is in no 
way superior than Babaway superior than Baba’’s frame, nor ETs frame, nor ET’’s s 
frame, despite the fact that the water pot is frame, despite the fact that the water pot is 
stationary with respect to Ali. stationary with respect to Ali. 
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Transformation lawsTransformation laws

•• Measurements done by any observers from all frame Measurements done by any observers from all frame 
of reference are equally valid, and are all equivalent. of reference are equally valid, and are all equivalent. 

•• Transformation laws such as Transformation laws such as LorentzLorentz transformation transformation 
can be used to relate the measurements done in one can be used to relate the measurements done in one 
frame to another. frame to another. 

•• In other words, once you know the values of a In other words, once you know the values of a 
measurement in one frame, you can calculate the measurement in one frame, you can calculate the 
equivalent values as would be measured in other equivalent values as would be measured in other 
frames. frames. 

•• In practice, the choice of frame to analyse any event In practice, the choice of frame to analyse any event 
is a matter of convenience. is a matter of convenience. 

34

•• In the previous example, obviously, the pot is stationary with In the previous example, obviously, the pot is stationary with 
respect to Ali, but is moving with respect to Baba. respect to Ali, but is moving with respect to Baba. 

•• Ali, who is in the frame of the moving train, measures that the Ali, who is in the frame of the moving train, measures that the 
water is dripping at a rate of, say, water is dripping at a rate of, say, rrAA..

•• Baba, who is on the ground, also measures the rate of dripping Baba, who is on the ground, also measures the rate of dripping 
water, say water, say rrBB..

•• Both of the rates measured by Ali and that measured by Baba Both of the rates measured by Ali and that measured by Baba 
have equal status have equal status –– you canyou can’’t say any one of the measurements is t say any one of the measurements is 
‘‘superiorsuperior’’ than the otherthan the other

•• One can use One can use LorentzLorentz transformation to relate transformation to relate rrAA with with rrBB. In . In 
reality, we would find that reality, we would find that rrBB =  =  rrAA /γ  γ  where 

• 1/γγ22 = 1 = 1 −− ((vv//cc))22, , withwith v v the speed of the train with respect to the speed of the train with respect to 
ground, and ground, and cc the speed of light in vacuum. the speed of light in vacuum. 

•• Note: Note: rrBB is not equal to is not equal to rrAA (would this contradict your 
expectation?)

Example 1Example 1
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Against Against conventional wisdomconventional wisdom??
•• According to SR, According to SR, rrAA and and rrBB are different in general. are different in general. 
•• This should come as a surprise as your This should come as a surprise as your 

conventional wisdomconventional wisdom (as according to Newtonian (as according to Newtonian 
view point) may tell you that both view point) may tell you that both rrAA and and rrBB should should 
be equal in their numerical value.be equal in their numerical value.

•• However, as you will see later, such an assumption However, as you will see later, such an assumption 
is false in the light of SR since the rate of time flow is false in the light of SR since the rate of time flow 
in two frames in relative motion are differentin two frames in relative motion are different

•• Both rates, Both rates, rrAA and and rrBB, despite being different, are , despite being different, are 
correct in their own right. correct in their own right. 

36

Example 2Example 2

•• Consider a stone is thrown into the air making a projectile Consider a stone is thrown into the air making a projectile 
motion.motion.

•• If the trajectory of the stone is considered in the frame of If the trajectory of the stone is considered in the frame of 
Earth (the soEarth (the so--called Lab frame, in which the ground is called Lab frame, in which the ground is 
made as a stationary reference), the trajectory of the stone made as a stationary reference), the trajectory of the stone 
is a parabolic curve.is a parabolic curve.

•• The trajectory of the stone can also be The trajectory of the stone can also be analysedanalysed in a in a 
moving frame traveling at velocity moving frame traveling at velocity vvxx along the same along the same 
horizontal direction as the stone. In this frame (the sohorizontal direction as the stone. In this frame (the so--
called rocket frame), the trajectory of the stone is not a called rocket frame), the trajectory of the stone is not a 
parabolic curve but a vertical line.   parabolic curve but a vertical line.   
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View from different framesView from different frames

•• In the Lab frame, the In the Lab frame, the 
observer on the observer on the 
ground sees a  ground sees a  
parabolic trajectoryparabolic trajectory

•• In the Rocket frame, In the Rocket frame, 
the pilot sees the  the pilot sees the  
projectile to follow a projectile to follow a 
vertically straight line vertically straight line 
downwardsdownwards

38

Transformation law  for the Transformation law  for the 
coordinatescoordinates

•• In Lab frameIn Lab frame
•• yy = = –– ((gtgt22)/2)/2 + + HH
•• xx = = vvxxtt

•• In rocket frameIn rocket frame
•• yy’’ = = –– ((gtgt22)/2)/2
•• xx’’ = 0= 0

H
y

y’

•• Transformation law relating the Transformation law relating the 
coordinates of projectile in both frames iscoordinates of projectile in both frames is

•• yy’’ = y = y -- H H ,, xx’’ = = xx -- vvxxtt

y = 0

y’ = 0
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Time dilation as direct consequence Time dilation as direct consequence 
of constancy of light speedof constancy of light speed

•• According to the Principle of Relativity, the speed According to the Principle of Relativity, the speed 
of light is invariant (i.e. it has the same value) in of light is invariant (i.e. it has the same value) in 
every reference frame (constancy of light speed)every reference frame (constancy of light speed)

•• A direct consequence of the constancy of the speed A direct consequence of the constancy of the speed 
of light is time stretchingof light is time stretching

•• Also called time dilationAlso called time dilation
•• Time between two events can have different values Time between two events can have different values 

as measured in lab frame and rocket frames in as measured in lab frame and rocket frames in 
relative motionrelative motion

•• ““Moving clock runs slowMoving clock runs slow””

40

Experimental verification of Experimental verification of 
time stretching with time stretching with pionspions

•• PionPion’’ss half life half life tt½½ is 18 ns. is 18 ns. 
•• Meaning: If Meaning: If NN00 of them is at rest in the beginning, after 18 ns,     of them is at rest in the beginning, after 18 ns,     

NN0 0 /2 will decay/2 will decay
•• Hence, by measuring the number of Hence, by measuring the number of pionpion as a function of time as a function of time 

allows us to deduce its half lifeallows us to deduce its half life
•• Consider now Consider now NN0 0 of them travel at roughly the speed of light of them travel at roughly the speed of light cc, the , the 

distance these distance these pionspions travel after travel after tt½½=18 ns would be =18 ns would be ctct½½ ≈≈5.4 m. 5.4 m. 
•• Hence, if we measure the number of these Hence, if we measure the number of these pionspions at a distance 5.4 at a distance 5.4 

m away, we expect that m away, we expect that NN0 0 /2 of them will survive/2 of them will survive
•• However, experimentally, the number survived at 5.4m is much However, experimentally, the number survived at 5.4m is much 

greater than expectedgreater than expected
•• The flying The flying poinspoins travel tens of meters before half of them decaytravel tens of meters before half of them decay
•• How do you explain this? the half life of these How do you explain this? the half life of these pionspions seems to seems to 

have been stretched to a larger value!have been stretched to a larger value!
•• Conclusion: in our lab frame the time for half of the Conclusion: in our lab frame the time for half of the pionspions to to 

decay is much greater than it is in the rest frame of the decay is much greater than it is in the rest frame of the pionspions!!
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RE 38RE 38--55

•• Suppose that a beam of Suppose that a beam of pionspions moves so fast that at moves so fast that at 
25 meters from the target in the laboratory frame 25 meters from the target in the laboratory frame 
exactly half of the original number remain exactly half of the original number remain 
undecayedundecayed. As an experimenter, you want to put . As an experimenter, you want to put 
more distance between the target and your more distance between the target and your 
detectors. You are satisfied to have onedetectors. You are satisfied to have one--eighth of eighth of 
the initial number of the initial number of pionspions remaining when they remaining when they 
reach your detectors. How far can you place your reach your detectors. How far can you place your 
detectors from the target? detectors from the target? 

•• ANS: 75 mANS: 75 m
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A A GedankenGedanken ExperimentExperiment
•• Since light speed Since light speed cc is invariant (i.e. the same in all frames), it is is invariant (i.e. the same in all frames), it is 

suitable to be used as a clock to measure time and spacesuitable to be used as a clock to measure time and space
•• Use light and mirror as clock Use light and mirror as clock –– light clocklight clock
•• A mirror is fixed to a moving vehicle, and a light pulse leaves A mirror is fixed to a moving vehicle, and a light pulse leaves OO’’ at at 

rest in the vehicle. Orest in the vehicle. O’’ is the rocket frame.is the rocket frame.
•• Relative to a lab frame observer on Earth, the mirror and ORelative to a lab frame observer on Earth, the mirror and O’’ move move 

with a speed with a speed vv. . 
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In the rocket frameIn the rocket frame

•• The light pulse is observed The light pulse is observed 
to be moving in the to be moving in the 
vertical direction onlyvertical direction only

•• The distance the light The distance the light 
pulse traversed is 2pulse traversed is 2dd

•• The total time travel by The total time travel by 
the light pulse to the top, the light pulse to the top, 
get reflected and then get reflected and then 
return to the source is return to the source is ΔΔττ = = 
22dd//cc

44

In the lab frameIn the lab frame
•• However, O in the lab frame However, O in the lab frame 

observes a different path observes a different path 
taken by the light pulse taken by the light pulse –– itit’’s s 
a triangle instead of a a triangle instead of a 
vertical straight linevertical straight line

•• The total light path is longer The total light path is longer 
= 2= 2ll

•• ll22==((ccΔΔt/t/2)2)22

=d=d22 + (+ (ΔΔxx/2)/2)2 2 

==dd22 + (+ (vvΔΔt/t/2)2)22

l l

Δx/2=

Δx=((vvΔΔtt))
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Light triangleLight triangle

•• We can calculate the We can calculate the 
relationship between relationship between ΔΔtt, , ΔΔττ
and and v:v:

•• ll22==((ccΔΔt/t/2)2)22=d=d22 +(+(vvΔΔt/t/2)2)22

(lab frame)(lab frame)
ΔΔττ = 2= 2dd//c c (Rocket frame)(Rocket frame)
Eliminating Eliminating dd, , 

2

1

t
v
c

τ γ τΔ
Δ = = Δ

⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

2

1 1

1 v
c

γ = ≥
⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

l l

Δx/2=
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Time dilation equationTime dilation equation
•• Time dilation equationTime dilation equation

•• Gives the value of time Gives the value of time ΔτΔτ between two events between two events 
occur at time occur at time ΔΔtt apart in some reference frameapart in some reference frame

•• LorentzLorentz factorfactor

•• Note that as Note that as vv << << cc, , γ γ ≈≈ 1; as 1; as vv cc, , γ γ ∞∞
•• Appears frequently in SR as a measure of Appears frequently in SR as a measure of 

relativistic effect: relativistic effect: γγ ≈≈ 1 means little SR effect; 1 means little SR effect; γγ >> >> 
1 is the ultra1 is the ultra--relativistic regime where SR is most relativistic regime where SR is most 
pronouncepronounce

2

1 1

1 v
c

γ = ≥
⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

2

1

t
v
c

τ γ τΔ
Δ = = Δ

⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
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RE 38RE 38--66

•• A set of clocks is assembled in a stationary boxcar. They A set of clocks is assembled in a stationary boxcar. They 
include a quartz wristwatch, a balance wheel alarm clock, a include a quartz wristwatch, a balance wheel alarm clock, a 
pendulum grandfather clock, a cesium atomic clock, fruit pendulum grandfather clock, a cesium atomic clock, fruit 
flies with average individual lifetimes of 2.3 days. A clock flies with average individual lifetimes of 2.3 days. A clock 
based on radioactive decay of nuclei, and a clock timed by based on radioactive decay of nuclei, and a clock timed by 
marbles rolling down a track. The clocks are adjusted to marbles rolling down a track. The clocks are adjusted to 
run at the same rate as one another. The boxcar is then run at the same rate as one another. The boxcar is then 
gently accelerated along a smooth horizontal track to a gently accelerated along a smooth horizontal track to a 
final velocity of 300 km/hr. At this constant final speed, final velocity of 300 km/hr. At this constant final speed, 
which clocks will run at a different rate from the others as which clocks will run at a different rate from the others as 
measured in that moving measured in that moving boxcar? boxcar? 

48

The Metric EquationThe Metric Equation
•• From the light triangle in From the light triangle in 

lab frame and the vertical lab frame and the vertical 
light pulse in the rocket light pulse in the rocket 
frame:frame:

•• ll22= = ((ccΔΔtt/2)/2)22=d=d22 + (+ (ΔΔxx/2)/2)22;;
•• d d = = ccΔΔττ/2/2

⇒⇒((ccΔΔtt/2)/2)22==((ccΔΔττ/2/2))22+(+(ΔΔx/x/2)2)22

•• PuttingPutting the terms that refer to the terms that refer to 
the lab frame are on the right:the lab frame are on the right: ((ccΔΔττ))22=(=(ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))22

l l

Δx/2=
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““the the invariant spaceinvariant space--time time 
intervalinterval””

•• We call the RHS, We call the RHS, ss2 2 ≡≡ ((ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))22 ““invariantinvariant spacespace--time interval time interval 
squaredsquared”” (or sometimes simply (or sometimes simply ““thethe spacespace--time intervaltime interval””))

•• In words, the spaceIn words, the space--time interval reads:time interval reads:
•• ss22 = (= (cc××timetime interval between two events as observed in the frame)interval between two events as observed in the frame)2 2 --

(distance interval between the two events as observed in the fra(distance interval between the two events as observed in the frame)me)22

•• We can always calculate the spaceWe can always calculate the space--time intervals for any pairs of time intervals for any pairs of 
eventsevents

•• The interval squared The interval squared ss22 is said to be an is said to be an invariantinvariant because it has the because it has the 
same value as calculated by all observers (take the simile of thsame value as calculated by all observers (take the simile of the e 
massmass--toto--highhigh22 ratio)ratio)

•• Obviously, in the lightObviously, in the light--clock clock gadankengadanken experiment, the spaceexperiment, the space--time time 
interval of the two light pulse events interval of the two light pulse events ss2 2 ≡≡ ((ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))22 == ((ccΔτΔτ))22 is is 
positive because positive because ((ccΔτΔτ))2 2 > 0> 0

•• The spaceThe space--time interval for such two events being positive is deeply time interval for such two events being positive is deeply 
related to the fact that such pair of events are causally relaterelated to the fact that such pair of events are causally relatedd

50

TimeTime--like, spacelike, space--like and lightlike and light--likelike

•• The spaceThe space--time interval of event pairs is said to be time interval of event pairs is said to be 
““timetime--likelike”” (because the time component in the (because the time component in the 
interval is larger in magnitude than the spatial interval is larger in magnitude than the spatial 
component) if component) if ss22>0.>0.

•• Not all pairs of events has a positive spaceNot all pairs of events has a positive space--time time 
interval.interval.

•• Pairs of events with a negative value of spacePairs of events with a negative value of space--time time 
interval is said to be interval is said to be ““spacespace--likelike””, and these pairs , and these pairs 
of event cannot be related via any causal relationof event cannot be related via any causal relation

•• Pairs of events with Pairs of events with ss22 = 0 is said to be = 0 is said to be ““light light 
likelike””..
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RE 38RE 38--88

•• Points on the surfaces of the Earth and the Moon  that face Points on the surfaces of the Earth and the Moon  that face 
each other are separated by a distance of 3.76 each other are separated by a distance of 3.76 ×× 101088 m. m. 

•• (a) How long does it take light to travel between these (a) How long does it take light to travel between these 
points? points? 

•• A A firecrakerfirecraker explodes at each of these two points; the time explodes at each of these two points; the time 
between these explosion is one second. between these explosion is one second. 

•• (b) What is the invariant space(b) What is the invariant space--time interval for these two time interval for these two 
events?events?

•• Is it possible that one of these explosions caused the other Is it possible that one of these explosions caused the other 
explosion?explosion?

52

SolutionSolution
(a)(a) Time taken is Time taken is 

t = L t = L // cc = 3.76= 3.76××101088 m/ 3m/ 3×× 101088 m/sm/s = 1.25 s= 1.25 s
(b)(b) ss22= (= (ctct))22 -- LL22

= (3= (3××101088 m/sm/s ×× 1.25 s1.25 s))22 ––(3.76(3.76××101088 m)m)22 = = -- 7.51 m7.51 m2 2 

(space(space--like interval)like interval)
(c)(c) It is known that the two events are separated by only 1 s. It is known that the two events are separated by only 1 s. 

Since it takes 1.25 s for light to travel between these point, iSince it takes 1.25 s for light to travel between these point, it t 
is impossible that one explosion is caused by the other, given is impossible that one explosion is caused by the other, given 
that no information can travel fast than the speed of light. that no information can travel fast than the speed of light. 
Alternatively, from (b), these events are separated by a spaceAlternatively, from (b), these events are separated by a space--
like spacelike space--time interval. Hence it is impossible that the two time interval. Hence it is impossible that the two 
explosions have any causal relationexplosions have any causal relation
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Proper timeProper time
•• Imagine you are in the rocket frame, OImagine you are in the rocket frame, O’’, observing , observing 

two events taking place at the same spot, separated two events taking place at the same spot, separated 
by a time interval by a time interval ΔΔττ (such as the emission of the (such as the emission of the 
light pulse from source (EV1), and relight pulse from source (EV1), and re--absorption absorption 
of it by the source again, (EV2))of it by the source again, (EV2))

•• Since both events are measured on the same spot, Since both events are measured on the same spot, 
they appeared at rest they appeared at rest wrpwrp to youto you

•• The time lapse The time lapse ΔτΔτ between the events measured on between the events measured on 
the clock at rest is called the proper time or the clock at rest is called the proper time or 
wristwatch time (onewristwatch time (one’’s own time)s own time)

54

Improper timeImproper time
•• In contrast, the time lapse In contrast, the time lapse 

measured by an observer measured by an observer 
between two events not at the between two events not at the 
same spot, i.e. same spot, i.e. ΔΔxx ≠≠0, are 0, are 
termed termed improper timeimproper time

•• E.g., the time lapse, E.g., the time lapse, ΔΔtt, , 
measured by the  observer O measured by the  observer O 
observing the two events of observing the two events of 
light pulse emission and light pulse emission and 
absorption in the train is absorption in the train is 
improper time since both events improper time since both events 
appear to occur at different appear to occur at different 
spatial location according to spatial location according to 
him.him.

Event 1 occurs 
here at x = 0

(according to O)

Event 2 occurs 
here at x = vΔt

(according to O)
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Space and time are combined by the Space and time are combined by the 
metric equation: Spacemetric equation: Space--timetime

ss2 2 ≡≡((ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))2 2 = = 
invariant=(invariant=(ΔτΔτ))2 2 

•• The metric equation says The metric equation says 
((ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))2  2  = invariant = invariant 
=(=(ccΔτΔτ))22 in all framesin all frames

•• It combines space and It combines space and 
time in a single expression time in a single expression 
on the RHS!! on the RHS!! 

•• Meaning: Time and space Meaning: Time and space 
are interwoven in a fabric are interwoven in a fabric 
of spaceof space--time, and is not time, and is not 
independent from each independent from each 
other anymore (we used to other anymore (we used to 
think so in Newtonthink so in Newton’’s s 
absolute space and absolute space and 
absolute time system)absolute time system)

rr22= = xx22+ + yy22

yy22

xx22

The space-time invariant is the 1+1 
dimension Minkowsky space-time 

analogous to the 3-D Pythagoras 
theorem with the hypotenuse rr22= = xx22+ + yy22. . 
However, in the However, in the MinkowskyMinkowsky spacespace--time time 
metric, the space and time components  metric, the space and time components  
differ by an relative minus signdiffer by an relative minus sign

56

ss22 relates two different measures relates two different measures 
of time between the of time between the samesame two two 

eventsevents
ss2 2 ≡≡((ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))2 2 = invariant=(= invariant=(ccΔτΔτ))2 2 

•• (1) the time recorded on clocks in the reference frame in (1) the time recorded on clocks in the reference frame in 
which the events occur at different places (improper time, which the events occur at different places (improper time, 
ΔΔtt), and ), and 

•• (2) the wristwatch time read on the clock carried by a (2) the wristwatch time read on the clock carried by a 
traveler who records the two events as occurring a the traveler who records the two events as occurring a the 
same place (proper time, same place (proper time, ΔΔττ))

•• In different frames, In different frames, ΔΔtt andand ΔΔxx measured for the same two measured for the same two 
events will yield different values in general. However, the events will yield different values in general. However, the 
interval squared, (interval squared, (ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))2  2  will always give the same will always give the same 
value, see example that ensuesvalue, see example that ensues
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Example of calculation of spaceExample of calculation of space--
time interval squaredtime interval squared

•• In the lightIn the light--clock clock gedankengedanken experiment: For Oexperiment: For O’’, , 
he observes the proper time he observes the proper time interval of the two interval of the two 
light pulse events to be light pulse events to be ΔΔττ. For him, . For him, ΔΔxx’’ = 0 = 0 
since these events occur at the same placesince these events occur at the same place

•• Hence, for OHence, for O’’, , 
•• ss’’ 22 = (= (cc××timetime interval observed in the frame)interval observed in the frame)2 2 --

(distance interval observed in the frame)(distance interval observed in the frame)2 2 

•• = = ((ccΔτΔτ))2 2 -- ((ΔΔxx’’ ))2 2 = = ((ccΔΔττ ))22

•• For O, the timeFor O, the time--like interval for the two events like interval for the two events 
is is ss22==((ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))22 = = ((ccγγΔτΔτ))22--((vvΔΔtt))22 = = ((ccγγΔτΔτ))22--
((vvγγΔτΔτ))22 = = γγ22 ((cc22--vv22))ΔτΔτ22 = = cc22ΔτΔτ22 ==ss’’ 22
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What happens at high and low speedWhat happens at high and low speed

•• At low speed, At low speed, vv << << cc, , γγ ≈≈ 1, and 1, and ΔτΔτ ≈≈ΔΔtt, not much different, and we , not much different, and we 
cancan’’t feel their difference in practicet feel their difference in practice

•• However, at high speed, proper time interval (However, at high speed, proper time interval (ΔτΔτ) becomes much ) becomes much 
SMALLERSMALLER than improper time interval (than improper time interval (ΔΔtt)  in comparison, i.e. )  in comparison, i.e. ΔτΔτ = = 
ΔΔtt/γ/γ << << ΔΔtt

•• Imagine this: to an observer on the Earth frame, the person in aImagine this: to an observer on the Earth frame, the person in a rocket rocket 
frame traveling near the light speed appears to be in a frame traveling near the light speed appears to be in a ‘‘slow motionslow motion’’
mode. This is because, according to the Earth observer, the ratemode. This is because, according to the Earth observer, the rate of time of time 
flow in the rocket frame appear to be slower as compared to the flow in the rocket frame appear to be slower as compared to the 
EarthEarth’’s frame rate of time flow. s frame rate of time flow. 

•• A journey that takes, say, 10 years to complete,  according to aA journey that takes, say, 10 years to complete,  according to a traveler traveler 
on board (this is his proper time), looks like as if they take 1on board (this is his proper time), looks like as if they take 100γγ yr yr 
according to  Earth observers. according to  Earth observers. 

,t γ τΔ = Δ 2

1 1

1 v
c

γ = ≥
⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
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Space travel with timeSpace travel with time--dilationdilation

•• A spaceship traveling at speed A spaceship traveling at speed vv = 0.995= 0.995cc is sent to planet is sent to planet 
100 light100 light--year away from Earthyear away from Earth

•• How long will it takes, according to a EarthHow long will it takes, according to a Earth’’s observer?s observer?
•• ΔΔtt = 100 ly/0.995= 100 ly/0.995cc = 100.05yr= 100.05yr
•• But, due to timeBut, due to time--dilation effect, according to the traveler on dilation effect, according to the traveler on 

board, the time taken is only board, the time taken is only 
ΔτΔτ =  =  ΔΔt/t/γγ = = ΔΔtt√√(1(1--0.9950.99522)) = = 9.992 yr, not 100.05 yr as 9.992 yr, not 100.05 yr as 
the Earthlings thinkthe Earthlings think

•• So it is still possible to travel a very far distance within So it is still possible to travel a very far distance within 
oneone’’s lifetime (s lifetime (ΔτΔτ ≈≈ 50 50 yr) as long as yr) as long as γγ (or equivalently, (or equivalently, vv) ) 
is large enoughis large enough
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NatureNature’’s Speed Limits Speed Limit
•• Imagine one in the lab measures the speed of a rocket Imagine one in the lab measures the speed of a rocket vv to to 

be larger than be larger than c. c. 
•• As a consequence, according toAs a consequence, according to

•• The proper time interval measurement The proper time interval measurement ΔτΔτ in the rocket in the rocket 
frame would be proportional to an imaginary number, frame would be proportional to an imaginary number, i i 
==√√((--1)1)

•• This is unphysical (and impossible) as no real time can be This is unphysical (and impossible) as no real time can be 
proportional to an imaginary numberproportional to an imaginary number

•• Conclusion: no object can be accelerated to a speed greater Conclusion: no object can be accelerated to a speed greater 
than the speed of light in vacuum, than the speed of light in vacuum, cc

•• Or more generally, no information can propagate faster Or more generally, no information can propagate faster 
than the light speed in vacuum, than the light speed in vacuum, cc

•• Such limit is the consequence required by the logical Such limit is the consequence required by the logical 
consistency of SRconsistency of SR

2

1 vt
c

τ ⎛ ⎞Δ = Δ − ⎜ ⎟
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Time dilation in ancient legendTime dilation in ancient legend

•• 天上方一日，人间已十年天上方一日，人间已十年

•• One day in the heaven, ten years in the One day in the heaven, ten years in the 
human planehuman plane
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RE 38RE 38--77

•• Find the rocket speed Find the rocket speed vv at which the time at which the time ΔτΔτ
between ticks on the rocket is recorded by between ticks on the rocket is recorded by 
the lab clock as the lab clock as ΔΔtt = 1.01= 1.01ΔτΔτ

•• AnsAns: : γγ = = 1.01, i.e. (1.01, i.e. (vv//cc))22 =1 =1 –– 1/1/γγ 22 = = ……
•• Solve for Solve for vv in terms ofin terms of c: v =  c: v =  ……
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Satellite Clock Runs Slow?Satellite Clock Runs Slow?

•• An Earth satellite in circular orbit just above the An Earth satellite in circular orbit just above the 
atmosphere circles the Earth once every atmosphere circles the Earth once every TT = 90 min. Take = 90 min. Take 
the radius of this orbit to be the radius of this orbit to be rr = 6500 kilometers from the = 6500 kilometers from the 
center of the Earth. How long a time will elapse before the center of the Earth. How long a time will elapse before the 
reading on the satellite clock and the reading on a clock on reading on the satellite clock and the reading on a clock on 
the Earththe Earth’’s surface differ by one microsecond? s surface differ by one microsecond? 

•• For purposes of this approximate analysis, assume that the For purposes of this approximate analysis, assume that the 
Earth does not rotate and ignore gravitational effects due Earth does not rotate and ignore gravitational effects due 
the difference in altitude between the two clocks the difference in altitude between the two clocks 
(gravitational effects described by general relativity). (gravitational effects described by general relativity). 
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SolutionSolution
•• First we need to know the speed of the satellite in orbit. From First we need to know the speed of the satellite in orbit. From the radius of the radius of 

the orbit we compute the circumference and divide by the time nethe orbit we compute the circumference and divide by the time needed to eded to 
cover that circumference:cover that circumference:

•• vv = 2= 2ππrr//TT = (2= (2ππ××6500 km)/(90 6500 km)/(90 ××60 s)  = 7.56 km/s60 s)  = 7.56 km/s
•• Light speed is almost exactly Light speed is almost exactly cc = 3 = 3 ×× 101055 km/s. so the satellite moves at the km/s. so the satellite moves at the 

fraction of the speed of light given by fraction of the speed of light given by 
•• ((vv //cc))22 = [(7.56 km/s)/(3= [(7.56 km/s)/(3××101055 km/s)]km/s)]2  2  = (2.52 = (2.52 ××101055))22 = 6.35= 6.35××1010--1010. . 
•• The relation between the time lapse The relation between the time lapse ΔτΔτ recorded on the satellite clock and recorded on the satellite clock and 

the time lapse the time lapse ΔΔtt on the clock on Earth (ignoring the Earthon the clock on Earth (ignoring the Earth’’s rotation and s rotation and 
gravitational effects) is given by gravitational effects) is given by 

•• ΔτΔτ = (1= (1−−((vv //cc))22))1/2 1/2 ΔΔtt
•• We want to know the difference between We want to know the difference between ΔΔtt and and ΔτΔτ i.e. i.e. ΔΔtt -- ΔΔττ::
•• We are asked to find the elapsed time for which the satellite clWe are asked to find the elapsed time for which the satellite clock and the ock and the 

Earth clock differ in their reading by one microsecond, i.e. Earth clock differ in their reading by one microsecond, i.e. ΔΔtt –– ΔΔττ =1=1μμs s 
•• Rearrange the above equation to read Rearrange the above equation to read ΔΔtt22 –– ΔΔττ 2 2 = (= (ΔΔtt++ΔΔττ)(Δ)(Δtt--ΔΔττ), ), one shall one shall 

arrive at the relation that arrive at the relation that ΔΔtt = = [1+[1+(1(1−−((vv//cc))22))1/21/2](1μ](1μs) / (s) / (vv//cc))22 ≈≈ 3140s3140s
•• This is approximately one hour. A difference of one microsecond This is approximately one hour. A difference of one microsecond between between 

atomic clock is easily detectable. atomic clock is easily detectable. 

dfds
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Disagreement on simultaneityDisagreement on simultaneity

Two events that are simultaneous in one Two events that are simultaneous in one 
frame are not necessarily simultaneous in a frame are not necessarily simultaneous in a 

second frame in uniform relative motionsecond frame in uniform relative motion
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ExampleExample

The two lightning strikes 
simultaneously

No, I don’t agree. These two lightning 
does not strike simultaneously

68

Einstein Train illustrationEinstein Train illustration
•• Lightning strikes the Lightning strikes the 

front and back of a front and back of a 
moving train, leaving moving train, leaving 
char marks on both char marks on both 
track and train. Each track and train. Each 
emitted flash spreads emitted flash spreads 
out in all directions.out in all directions.

I am equidistant from the front and back char I am equidistant from the front and back char 
marks on the train. Light has the standard marks on the train. Light has the standard 
speed in my frame, and equal speed in both speed in my frame, and equal speed in both 
direction. The flash from the front of the train direction. The flash from the front of the train 
arrived first, therefore the flash must have left arrived first, therefore the flash must have left 
the front of the train first. The front lightning the front of the train first. The front lightning 
bolt fell first before the rear light bolt fell. I bolt fell first before the rear light bolt fell. I 
conclude that the two strokes are not conclude that the two strokes are not 
simultaneous.simultaneous.

I stand by the tracks halfway between the I stand by the tracks halfway between the 
char marks on the track. The flashes from char marks on the track. The flashes from 
the strokes reach me a the same time and I the strokes reach me a the same time and I 
am equidistance from the char marks on the am equidistance from the char marks on the 
track. I conclude that two events were track. I conclude that two events were 
simultaneoussimultaneous
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Why?Why?

•• This is due to the invariance of the This is due to the invariance of the 
spacespace--time invariant in all frames, (i.e. time invariant in all frames, (i.e. 
the invariant must have the same value the invariant must have the same value 
for all frames)for all frames)
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How invariance of spaceHow invariance of space--time time 
interval explains disagreement on interval explains disagreement on 

simultaneity by two observerssimultaneity by two observers
•• Consider a pair of events with spaceConsider a pair of events with space--time interval time interval 

ss22==((ccΔΔtt))22--((ΔΔxx))2 2 ==((ccΔΔtt’’ ))22--((ΔΔxx’’ ))22

•• where the primed and unwhere the primed and un--primed notation refer to space primed notation refer to space 
and time coordinates of two frames at relative motion (lets and time coordinates of two frames at relative motion (lets 
call them O and Ocall them O and O’’ ))

•• Say O observes two simultaneous event in his frame (i.e. Say O observes two simultaneous event in his frame (i.e. 
ΔΔtt = = 0) and are separate by a distance of 0) and are separate by a distance of ((ΔΔxx), hence the ), hence the 
spacespace--time interval is time interval is ss2 2 = = -- ((ΔΔxx))2 2 

•• The spaceThe space--time interval for the same two events observed time interval for the same two events observed 
in another frame, Oin another frame, O’’, , ss’’ 2 2 = = ((ccΔΔtt’’ ))22-- ((ΔΔxx’’ ))2 2 must read the must read the 
same, as same, as -- ((ΔΔxx))22

•• Hence, Hence, ((ccΔΔtt’’ ))2 2 =  (=  (ΔΔxx’’ ))22 -- ((ΔΔxx))2 2 which may not be zero on which may not be zero on 
the RHS. i.e. the RHS. i.e. ΔΔtt’’ is generally not zero. This means in is generally not zero. This means in 
frame Oframe O’’, these events are not observed to be occurring , these events are not observed to be occurring 
simultaneouslysimultaneously
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Simulation of disagreement on simultaneity by two observers Simulation of disagreement on simultaneity by two observers 
(be aware that this simulation simulates the scenario in which (be aware that this simulation simulates the scenario in which 

the lady in the moving car sees simultaneity whereas the the lady in the moving car sees simultaneity whereas the 
observer on the ground disagrees) observer on the ground disagrees) 
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RE 38RE 38--99
•• Susan, the rider on the train pictured Susan, the rider on the train pictured 

in the figure is carrying an audio tape in the figure is carrying an audio tape 
player. When she received the light player. When she received the light 
flash from the front of the train she flash from the front of the train she 
switches on the tape player, which switches on the tape player, which 
plays very loud music. When she plays very loud music. When she 
receives the light flash from the back receives the light flash from the back 
end of the train, Susan switches off end of the train, Susan switches off 
the tape player. Will Sam, the the tape player. Will Sam, the 
observers on the ground be able to observers on the ground be able to 
hear the music?hear the music?

•• Later Susan and Sam meet for coffee Later Susan and Sam meet for coffee 
and examine the tape player. Will they and examine the tape player. Will they 
agree that some tape has been wound agree that some tape has been wound 
from one spool to the other?from one spool to the other?

•• The answer is: The answer is: ……
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SolutionSolution

•• Music has been emitted from the tape Music has been emitted from the tape 
player. This is a fact that must be true in player. This is a fact that must be true in 
both frames of reference. Hence Sam on the both frames of reference. Hence Sam on the 
ground will be able to hear the music (albeit ground will be able to hear the music (albeit 
with some distortion).with some distortion).

•• When the meet for coffee, they will both When the meet for coffee, they will both 
agree that some tape has been wound from agree that some tape has been wound from 
one spool to the other in the tape recorder.one spool to the other in the tape recorder.
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Touchstone Example 38Touchstone Example 38--5: Principle 5: Principle 
of Relativity Appliedof Relativity Applied

•• Divide the following items into two lists, On one list, labeled Divide the following items into two lists, On one list, labeled SAME, place SAME, place 
items that name properties and laws that are always the same in items that name properties and laws that are always the same in every frame. every frame. 
On the second list, labeled MAY BE DIF FERENT. place items that On the second list, labeled MAY BE DIF FERENT. place items that name name 
properties that can be different in different frames:properties that can be different in different frames:

•• a. the time between two given eventsa. the time between two given events
•• b. the distance between two given eventsb. the distance between two given events
•• c. the numerical value of Planckc. the numerical value of Planck’’s constant hs constant h
•• d. the numerical value of the speed of light cd. the numerical value of the speed of light c
•• e. the numerical value of the charge e on the electrone. the numerical value of the charge e on the electron
•• f. the mass of an electron (measured at rest)f. the mass of an electron (measured at rest)
•• g. the elapsed time on the wristwatch of a person moving betweeng. the elapsed time on the wristwatch of a person moving between two given   two given   

eventsevents
•• h. the order h. the order otot elements in the periodic tableelements in the periodic table
•• i. Newtoni. Newton’’s First Law of Motion (s First Law of Motion (““A particle initially at rest remains at rest, A particle initially at rest remains at rest, 

and and …”…”))
•• j. Maxwellj. Maxwell’’s equations that describe electromagnetic fields in a vacuums equations that describe electromagnetic fields in a vacuum
•• k. the distance between two simultaneous eventsk. the distance between two simultaneous events
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SolutionSolution
THE SAME IN ALL FRAMESTHE SAME IN ALL FRAMES

•• c. numerical value of c. numerical value of hh
•• d. numerical value of d. numerical value of cc
•• e. numerical value of e. numerical value of ee
•• f. mass of electron (at rest)f. mass of electron (at rest)
•• g. wristwatch time between two g. wristwatch time between two 

event (this is the proper time event (this is the proper time 
interval between two event)interval between two event)

•• h. order of elements in the h. order of elements in the 
periodic tableperiodic table

•• i. Newtoni. Newton’’s First Law of Motions First Law of Motion
•• j. Maxwellj. Maxwell’’s equationss equations
•• k. distance between two k. distance between two 

simultaneous eventssimultaneous events

MAY BE DIFFERENT IN MAY BE DIFFERENT IN 
DIFFERENT FRAMESDIFFERENT FRAMES

•• a. time between two given a. time between two given 
eventsevents

•• b. distance between two give b. distance between two give 
eventsevents
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Relativistic DynamicsRelativistic Dynamics
•• Where does Where does E=mcE=mc22 comes from?comes from?
•• By EinsteinBy Einstein’’s postulate, the observational law of s postulate, the observational law of 

linear momentum must also hold true in all frames linear momentum must also hold true in all frames 
of referenceof reference

m1u1

m2u2

m1v1 m2v2

Conservation of linear momentum classically means 

m1u1 +m2u2 = m1v1 +m2v2
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Classical definition of linear Classical definition of linear 
momentummomentum

•• Classically, one defines linear momentum as mass Classically, one defines linear momentum as mass ×× velocityvelocity

•• Consider, in a particular reference frame where the object with Consider, in a particular reference frame where the object with a mass a mass 
mm0 0 is moving with velocity is moving with velocity vv, then the momentum is defined , then the momentum is defined 
(according to classical mechanics) as(according to classical mechanics) as

•• pp = = mm00vv. . 

•• If If vv = 0, the mass = 0, the mass mm00 is called the rest mass.is called the rest mass.

•• Similarly, in the other frame, (say the OSimilarly, in the other frame, (say the O’’ frame), frame), pp’’= = mm’’vv’’

•• According to NewtonAccording to Newton’’s mechanics, the mass s mechanics, the mass mm’’(as(as seen in frame Oseen in frame O’’) ) 
is the same as the mass  is the same as the mass  mm00 (as seen in O frame). There is no (as seen in O frame). There is no 
distinction between the two. distinction between the two. 

•• In particular, there is no distinction between the rest mass andIn particular, there is no distinction between the rest mass and the the 
‘‘moving massmoving mass’’
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Modification of expression of linear Modification of expression of linear 
momentummomentum

•• However, simple analysis will reveal that in order to preserve tHowever, simple analysis will reveal that in order to preserve the he 
consistency between conservation of momentum and the consistency between conservation of momentum and the LorentzLorentz
Transformation (to be discussed later), the definition of momentTransformation (to be discussed later), the definition of momentum has um has 
to be modified to  to be modified to  

•• momentummomentum = = γγmm00v v 

• where mm00 is the rest mass (an invariant quantity). is the rest mass (an invariant quantity). 

• A popular interpretation of the above re-definition of linear momentum 
holds that the mass of an moving object, m, is different from its value 
when it’s at rest, m0, by a factor of γ, i.e

•• mm = = γγmm00
• (however some physicists argue that this is actually not a correct 

interpretation. For more details, see the article by Okun posted on the 
course webpage. In any case, for pedagogical reason, we will stick to 
the “popular interpretation” of the “relativistic mass”)
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In other wordsIn other words……
•• In order to preserve the consistency between In order to preserve the consistency between LorentzLorentz

transformation of velocity and conservation of linear transformation of velocity and conservation of linear 
momentum, the definition of 1momentum, the definition of 1--D linear momentum, classically D linear momentum, classically 
defined asdefined as

•• ppclassicalclassical = = rest mass rest mass ×× velocityvelocity, , 
•• has to be modified to has to be modified to 

ppclassicalclassical →→ ppsrsr == ““relativistic massrelativistic mass”” ×× velocityvelocity
= = mvmv = = γγmm00v v 

•• where the where the relativisiticrelativisitic mass mass m = m = γγmm00 is not the same the rest is not the same the rest 
mass, mass, mm00

•• Read up the text for a more rigorous illustration why the Read up the text for a more rigorous illustration why the 
definition of classical momentum is inconsistent with LTdefinition of classical momentum is inconsistent with LT
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PictoriallyPictorially……

O

O’

v
M

I see the momentum 
of M as p = mv=m0γv

I see M is at rest. Its mass 
is m0, momentum, p’ = 0
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Two kinds of massTwo kinds of mass

• Differentiate two kinds of mass: rest mass 
and relativistic mass

• m0 = rest mass = the mass measured in a 
frame where the object is at rest. The rest 
mass of an object must be the same in all 
frames (not only in its rest frame).

• Relativistic mass m = γ m0. The relativistic 
mass is speed-dependent
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BehaviourBehaviour of of ppSRSR as compared to as compared to 
ppclassicclassic
•• Classical momentum is Classical momentum is 

constant in mass, constant in mass, ppclassicclassic = = mm00vv
•• Relativistic momentum is Relativistic momentum is ppSRSR

= = mm00γγvv
•• ppSRSR / / ppclassicclassic = = γ γ ∞∞ as as v v cc
•• In the other limit, In the other limit, v v << << cc

ppSRSR / / ppclassicclassic = = 11
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ExampleExample

The rest mass of an electron is mThe rest mass of an electron is m00 = 9.11 x 10= 9.11 x 10--3131kg. kg. 

p = m0γu

Compare the relativistic p with that calculated 
with classical definition

If it moves with v = 0.75 c, what is its relativistic 
momentum?

m0
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SolutionSolution
•• The The LorentzLorentz factor is factor is 

γγ = [1= [1--((vv//cc))22] ] --1/21/2 = [1= [1--(0.75(0.75cc//cc))22] ] --1/21/2=1.51=1.51
•• Hence the relativistic momentum is simply Hence the relativistic momentum is simply 

pp = = γγ mm0 0 ×× 0.750.75cc
=  1.51 =  1.51 ×× 9.11 9.11 ×× 1010--3131kg kg ×× 0.75 0.75 ×× 3 3 ×× 101088 m/s  m/s  
=  3.1 =  3.1 ×× 1010--22  22  Ns Ns 

• In comparison, classical momentum gives pclassical
= mm0 0 ×× 0.750.75cc = 2.5 ×× 10-22 Ns – about 34% lesser 
than the relativistic value
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WorkWork--Kinetic energy theoremKinetic energy theorem

•• Recall the law of conservation of mechanical Recall the law of conservation of mechanical 
energy:energy:

Work done by external force on a system,  
W = the change in kinetic energy of the 
system, ΔK
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K1

F

K2

F

s

ΔΚ = K2 - K1

W = F s
Conservation of mechanical energy: W = ΔK

The total energy of the object, E = K + U. Ignoring potential energy, 
E of the object is solely in the form of kinetic energy. If K1 = 0, then 
E = K2. But in general, U also needs to be taken into account for E.
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In classical mechanics, mechanical energy (kinetic + 
potential) of an object is closely related to its momentum and 
mass

Since in SR we have redefined the classical mass and 
momentum to that of relativistic version

mclass(cosnt, = m0) mSR = m0γ
pclass = mclassv pSR = (m0γ)v

We shall derive K in SR in the following slides

E.g, in classical mechanics, Kclass = p2/2m =mv2/2. However, this 
relationship has to be supplanted by the relativistic version 

Kclass = mv2/2 KSR = E – m0c2 = γm0c2 - m0c2

we must also modify the relation btw work and energy so that 
the law conservation of energy is consistent with SR
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Force, work and kinetic energyForce, work and kinetic energy

•• When a force is acting on an object with rest mass When a force is acting on an object with rest mass 
mm00, it will get accelerated (say from rest) to some , it will get accelerated (say from rest) to some 
speed (say speed (say vv) and increase in kinetic energy from 0 ) and increase in kinetic energy from 0 
to to KK

K as a function of v can be derived from first principle 
based on the definition of:

Force, F = dp/dt, 
∫work done,  W = F dx,

and conservation of mechanical energy, ΔK = W
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Derivation of relativistic kinetic Derivation of relativistic kinetic 
energyenergy

2 2

1 10 0 0

x x v

x x

dp dp dv dpvdx vdx vdv
dx dv dx dv= =

⎛ ⎞= = =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠∫ ∫ ∫

2 2 2

1 1 10 0 0

x x x

x x x

dp dp dxW F dx dx dx
dt dx dt= = =

⎛ ⎞= = = ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠∫ ∫ ∫

Force = rate change of 
momentum

Chain rule in 
calculus

dxv
dt

=where, by definition, is the velocity of the 
object
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Explicitly, p = γ m0v,

Hence, dp/dv = d/dv (γm0v) 

= m0 [v (dγ/dv) + γ]                                 

 = m0 [γ + (v2/c2) γ3] = m0 (1-v2/c2)-3/2

in which we have inserted the relation 
3

3/ 22 22 2

2 2

1 1

1 1

d d v v
dv dv c cv v

c c

γ γ= = =
⎛ ⎞− −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

integrate

2 2 2 2
0 0 0K W m c m c mc m cγ⇒ = = − = −

3/ 22

0 20
1

v vW m v dv
c

−
⎛ ⎞

= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∫
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2 2 2 2
0 0 0K m c m c mc m cγ= − = −

The relativistic kinetic energy of an object of rest  
mass m0 traveling at speed v

EE = = mmcc22 is the total relativistic energy of an moving objectis the total relativistic energy of an moving object
E0 = m0c2 is called the rest energy of the object. 
Any object has non-zero rest mass contains energy E0 = m0c2

One can imagine that masses are ‘frozen energies in the 
form of masses’ as per E0 = m0c2

The rest energy (or rest mass) is an invariant
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•• Or in other words, the total relativistic energy of a Or in other words, the total relativistic energy of a 
moving object is the sum of its rest energy and its moving object is the sum of its rest energy and its 
relativistic kinetic energyrelativistic kinetic energy

2 2
0E mc m c K= = +

The (relativistic) mass of an moving object m is 
larger than its rest mass m0 due to the contribution 
from its relativistic kinetic energy – this is a pure 
relativistic effect not possible in classical 
mechanics
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PictoriallyPictorially

•• Object at restObject at rest
•• Total relativistic energy = Total relativistic energy = 

rest energy only (no rest energy only (no 
kinetic energy)kinetic energy)

•• E=EE=E00=m=m00cc22

•• A moving objectA moving object
•• Total relativistic energy = Total relativistic energy = 

kinetic energy + rest energykinetic energy + rest energy
•• EE==mcmc22==KK++EE00

•• K=mcK=mc22 -- EE0 0 = = ΔΔmcmc22

mm00
mm00

Δm
m=m0+Δm
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Relativistic Kinetic Energy of an Relativistic Kinetic Energy of an 
electronelectron

•• The kinetic energy increases without limit as the particle speedThe kinetic energy increases without limit as the particle speed vv
approaches the speed of lightapproaches the speed of light

•• In principle we can add as much kinetic energy as we want to a mIn principle we can add as much kinetic energy as we want to a moving oving 
particle in order to increase the kinetic energy of a particle wparticle in order to increase the kinetic energy of a particle without limit ithout limit 

•• What is the kinetic energy required to accelerate an electron toWhat is the kinetic energy required to accelerate an electron to the speed the speed 
of light?of light?

•• Exercise: compare the classical kinetic energy of an object, Exercise: compare the classical kinetic energy of an object, KKclasclas=m0v2/ 2 
to the relativistic kinetic energy, to the relativistic kinetic energy, KKsrsr=(γ−1)m0c2. What are their . What are their 
difference?difference?
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E = mc2 relates the relativistic mass of an object to the total energy released 
when the object is converted into pure energy
Example, 10 kg of mass, if converted into pure energy, it will bExample, 10 kg of mass, if converted into pure energy, it will be equivalent to e equivalent to 
EE = = mcmc22 = 10 x (3 x10= 10 x (3 x1088) ) 22 J  = 9 x10J  = 9 x101717J J -- equivalent to a few tons of TNT equivalent to a few tons of TNT 
explosiveexplosive

Mass energy equivalence, Mass energy equivalence, EE = = mcmc22
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So, now you know how So, now you know how EE==mcmc22

comes aboutcomes about……
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Example 38Example 38--6: Energy of Fast 6: Energy of Fast 
ParticleParticle

•• A particle of rest mass A particle of rest mass mm00 moves so fast that moves so fast that 
its total (relativistic) energy is equal to 1.1 its total (relativistic) energy is equal to 1.1 
times its rest energy. times its rest energy. 

•• (a) What is the speed (a) What is the speed vv of the particle?of the particle?
•• (b)(b) What is the kinetic energy of the What is the kinetic energy of the 

particle?particle?
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SolutionSolution
(a)(a)
•• Rest energy Rest energy EE00 = = mm00cc22

•• We are looking for a speed such that the energy is 1.1 times We are looking for a speed such that the energy is 1.1 times 
the rest energy. the rest energy. 

•• We know how the relativistic energy is related to the rest We know how the relativistic energy is related to the rest 
energy viaenergy via

•• EE = = γγEE00 = 1.1= 1.1EE00
•• ⇒⇒ 1/ 1/ γγ22 = 1/1.1= 1/1.12 2 = 1/1.21 = 0.8264= 1/1.21 = 0.8264
•• 11-- vv22//cc2 2 = 0.8264= 0.8264
•• ⇒⇒ vv22//cc2 2 = 1= 1-- 0.8264 = 0.17360.8264 = 0.1736
•• ⇒⇒ vv = = 0.4166 20.4166 2cc

(b) Kinetic energy is (b) Kinetic energy is KK = = E E –– EE00 = 1.1= 1.1EE00 -- EE00 = 0.1= 0.1EE00 =0.1 =0.1 mm00cc22
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Reduction of relativistic kinetic Reduction of relativistic kinetic 
energy to the classical limitenergy to the classical limit

•• The expression of the relativistic kinetic The expression of the relativistic kinetic 
energyenergy

2 2
0 0K m c m cγ= −

must reduce to that of classical one in the limit v/c
0, i.e.

2 2
0

0

lim ( )
2 2
classical

relativisticv c

p m vK
m<<

= =
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Expand Expand γγ with binomial expansion with binomial expansion 
•• For For vv << << cc, we can always expand , we can always expand γγ in terms of in terms of 

((vv//cc))2 2 asas
1/ 22 2 4

2 2 41 1 terms of order and higher
2

v v v
c c c

γ
−

⎛ ⎞
= − = + +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

2 2 2
0 0 ( 1)K mc m c m c γ= − = −

2
2

0 2

11 ... 1
2

vm c
c

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
= + + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

2
0

2
m v

≈

i.e., the relativistic kinetic energy reduces to 
classical expression in the v << c limit
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ExerciseExercise

•• Plot Plot KKclassclass and and KKsr sr vsvs ((vv//cc))22 on the same graph for on the same graph for 
((vv//cc) ) 22 between 0 and 1. between 0 and 1. 

•• Ask: In general, for a given velocity, does the Ask: In general, for a given velocity, does the 
classical kinetic energy of an moving object larger classical kinetic energy of an moving object larger 
or smaller compared to its relativistic kinetic or smaller compared to its relativistic kinetic 
energy?energy?

•• In general does the discrepancy between the In general does the discrepancy between the 
classical KE and relativistic KE increase or classical KE and relativistic KE increase or 
decrease as decrease as vv gets gets closer to closer to cc??
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(v/c)2

K

10

Kclass(v= c) = m0c2/2

Kclass=  m0c2 (v/c)2 /2

( )
2

sr 0 2

1 1
1 /

K m c
v c

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= −
⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

(v’/c)2

Kclass=  m0c2 (v’/c)2 /2

( )
2

sr 0 2

1 1
1 /

K m c
v c

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= −
⎜ ⎟′−⎝ ⎠

ΔK

Note that ΔK gets larger as v → c
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RecapRecap
•• Important formula for total energy, kinetic energy Important formula for total energy, kinetic energy 

and rest energy as predicted by SR:and rest energy as predicted by SR:

0

0

2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

total relativisitic energy;
 rest mass;

relativistic mass; 
rest energy ;

relativistic momentum,
relativistic momentum;

; ; ; ; ;

E
m

m
E
p
K
m m p m v K m c m c E m c E m cγ γ γ γ

=
=

=
=

=
=

= = = − = =
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ExampleExample
•• A microscopic particle A microscopic particle 

such as a proton can be such as a proton can be 
accelerated to accelerated to extremely extremely 
high speed high speed of of vv = 0.85= 0.85c c 
in in the the TevatronTevatron at at Fermi Fermi 
National Accelerator National Accelerator 
LaboratoryLaboratory, US., US.

•• Find its total energy and Find its total energy and 
kinetic energy in kinetic energy in eVeV. . 
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SolutionSolution
Due to mass-energy equivalence, sometimes we 
express the mass of an object in unit of energy

• Proton has rest mass mp = 1.67 × 10-27kg 
• The rest mass of the proton can be expressed as 

energy equivalent, via 
• mpc2 = 1.67×10-31kg × (3 × 108m/s)2

• = 1.5×10-10 J 
• = 1.5 × 10-10 × (1.6x10-19)-1 eV
• = 939,375,000 eV = 939 MeV
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SolutionSolution

•• First, find the First, find the LorentzLorentz factor, factor, γγ = 1.89= 1.89
•• The rest mass of proton, The rest mass of proton, mm00cc22, is 939 , is 939 MeVMeV
•• Hence the total energy is Hence the total energy is 

EE = = mmcc22 = = γ (γ (mm00cc22)= 1.89 )= 1.89 × 939 939 MeVMeV = 1774 = 1774 MeVMeV
•• Kinetic energy is the difference between the total Kinetic energy is the difference between the total 

relativistic energy and the rest mass, relativistic energy and the rest mass, 
KK = = EE -- mm00cc22= (1774  = (1774  –– 939) 939) MeVMeV = 835 = 835 MeVMeV
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ExerciseExercise

•• Show that the rest mass of an electron is Show that the rest mass of an electron is 
equivalent to 0.51 equivalent to 0.51 MeVMeV
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Conservation of Kinetic energy in Conservation of Kinetic energy in 
relativistic collisionrelativistic collision

•• Calculate (i) the kinetic energy of the Calculate (i) the kinetic energy of the 
system and (ii) mass increase for a system and (ii) mass increase for a 
completely inelastic headcompletely inelastic head--on of two balls on of two balls 
(with rest mass (with rest mass mm00 each) moving toward the each) moving toward the 
other at speed other at speed vv//cc = = 1.51.5×1010--6  6  (the speed of a (the speed of a 
jet plane). jet plane). MM is the resultant mass after is the resultant mass after 
collision, assumed at rest.collision, assumed at rest.

mm00 mm00
v v

M
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SolutionSolution
•• (i) (i) KK = 2= 2mcmc2 2 -- 22mm00cc22 = 2(= 2(γγ−−1)1)mm00cc22

•• (ii) (ii) EEbeforebefore = = EEafterafter ⇒⇒ 22γ γ mm00cc2 2 = = McMc2 2 ⇒⇒ M =M = 22γ γ mm00
•• Mass increase Mass increase ΔΔM M =  =  M M -- 22mm0 0 == 2(2(γ γ −−1)1)mm00
•• Approximation: Approximation: vv//cc = = ……=1.5x10=1.5x10--66 ⇒⇒ γ γ ≈≈1 + 1 + ½½ vv22//cc2 2 

((binomailbinomail expansion) expansion) ⇒⇒ M M ≈≈ 22((1 + 1 + ½½ vv22//cc22))mm00
•• Mass increase Mass increase ΔΔM M =  =  M M -- 22mm00
•• ≈≈ ((vv22//cc22))mm00 = (= (1.5x101.5x10--66))22mm00
•• Comparing Comparing K K with with ΔΔMcMc22: the kinetic energy is not lost : the kinetic energy is not lost 

in relativistic inelastic collision but is converted into the in relativistic inelastic collision but is converted into the 
mass of the final composite object, i.e. kinetic energy is mass of the final composite object, i.e. kinetic energy is 
conservedconserved

•• In contrast, in classical mechanics, momentum is In contrast, in classical mechanics, momentum is 
conserved but kinetic energy is not in an inelastic conserved but kinetic energy is not in an inelastic 
collisioncollision
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2 4 2 4 2
2 2 2 4 0 0

0 2 2 2 2

21

m c m c EE m c
v E c p
c

γ
⎛ ⎞

⇒ = = = ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠−

2 2 2
2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2

0 0 2 2; v c pE m c p m v
c E

γ γ= = ⇒ =

2 2 2 2 4
0E p c m c= +

Energy-momentum 
invariance

In terms of relativistic momentum, the relativistic In terms of relativistic momentum, the relativistic 
total energy can be expressed as followedtotal energy can be expressed as followed

Relativistic momentum and 
relativistic Energy
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Invariance in relativistic dynamicsInvariance in relativistic dynamics

•• Note that Note that EE22 -- pp22cc2 2 is an invariant, numerically equal to is an invariant, numerically equal to 
((mm00cc22))22

•• i.e., in any dynamical process, the difference between the i.e., in any dynamical process, the difference between the 
total energy total energy squaredsquared and total momentum and total momentum squaredsquared of a of a 
given system must remain unchangedgiven system must remain unchanged

•• In additional, when observed in other frames of reference, In additional, when observed in other frames of reference, 
the total relativistic energy and total relativistic momentum the total relativistic energy and total relativistic momentum 
may have different values, but their difference, may have different values, but their difference, EE22 -- pp22cc22

,,
must remain invariantmust remain invariant

•• Such invariance greatly simplify the calculations in Such invariance greatly simplify the calculations in 
relativistic dynamicsrelativistic dynamics
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Example: measuring Example: measuring pionpion mass mass 
using conservation of momentumusing conservation of momentum--

energyenergy
•• pi meson decays into a pi meson decays into a muonmuon + + masslessmassless neutrino neutrino 
•• If the mass of the If the mass of the muonmuon is known to be 106 MeV/is known to be 106 MeV/cc22, and , and 

the the kinetikkinetik energy of the energy of the muonmuon is measured to be 4.6 is measured to be 4.6 MeVMeV, , 
find the mass of the find the mass of the pionpion
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SolutionSolution
2 2 2 2 4

2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2

2 2 2

Relationship between Kinetic energy and momentum:

Conservation of relativistic energy: 

E p c m c

E E E

m c m c c p m c c p

m c m c p p

μ μ μ

π μ ν

π μ μ ν ν

π μ μ μ

= +

= +

⇒ = + + +

⇒ = + +

Momentum conservation: p pμ ν=

( )

( )
( )

22 2 2

2 2 2 2 4

22 2 2 2 4 2

22 2 4 2 2

Also, total energy = K.E. + rest energy 

But 

;

2

E K m c E K m c

E p c m c

E p c m c K m c

p c K m c m c K K m c

μ μ μ μ μ μ

μ μ μ

μ μ μ μ μ

μ μ μ μ μ μ μ

= + ⇒ = +

= +

⇒ = + = +

= + − = +
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( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

22 2 2 2 4

2 2 4 2 2

2 22 4 2 2 4 2 2 4

2 2 2

22 2
2 2

Plug  into 

2

106MeV 106MeV4.6MeV+ 4.6MeV 2 4.6MeV

111MeV 996MeV=143MeV

p c K m c m c

m c m c c p cp

m c K m c m c K m c m c

K m c K K m c

c c
c c

μ μ μ μ

π μ μ μ

μ μ μ μ μ μ μ

μ μ μ μ μ

= + −

= + +

⎡ ⎤= + + − + + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

= + + +

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

= +
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Observing an event from lab frame and Observing an event from lab frame and 
rocket framerocket frame

116

LorentzLorentz TransformationTransformation

•• All inertial frames are equivalentAll inertial frames are equivalent
•• Hence all physical processes Hence all physical processes analysedanalysed in one frame in one frame 

can also be can also be analysedanalysed in other inertial frame and yield in other inertial frame and yield 
consistent resultsconsistent results

•• Any event observed in two frames of reference must Any event observed in two frames of reference must 
yield consistent results related by transformation lawsyield consistent results related by transformation laws

•• Specifically such a transformation law is required to Specifically such a transformation law is required to 
related the space and time coordinates of an event related the space and time coordinates of an event 
observed in one frame to that observed from the otherobserved in one frame to that observed from the other
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Different frame uses different Different frame uses different 
notation for coordinatesnotation for coordinates

•• O' frame uses O' frame uses {{x',y',zx',y',z'';;t't'}} to denote the to denote the 
coordinatecoordinates of an event, s of an event, whereas O frame uses whereas O frame uses 
{{x,y,zx,y,z;;tt}}

•• How to related How to related {{x',y',z',tx',y',z',t''} to {} to {x,y,zx,y,z;;tt}?}?
•• In Newtonian mechanics, we use In Newtonian mechanics, we use GalileanGalilean

transformation transformation 

118
O’

O

Two observers in two inertial frames Two observers in two inertial frames 
with relative motion use different with relative motion use different 

notationnotation

-v

I measures the coordinates of 
M as {x,t};
I see O’ moving with a 
velocity  +v

I measures the coordinates 
of M as {x’,t’}
I see O moving with a 
velocity -v

+v

x x’

Object M
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Galilean transformationGalilean transformation
(applicable only for (applicable only for vv<<<<cc))

•• For example, the spatial coordinate of the For example, the spatial coordinate of the 
object M as observed in O is object M as observed in O is x x and is being and is being 
observed at a time observed at a time t, t, whereas according to Owhereas according to O’’, , 
the coordinate for the space and time the coordinate for the space and time 
coordinates are coordinates are xx’’ and and tt’’. . At low speed At low speed v v <<<<cc, , 
the transformation that relates {the transformation that relates {xx'',,tt''} to {} to {xx,,tt} is } is 
given by Galilean transformationgiven by Galilean transformation

•• {{xx''==xx--vtvt, t, t'' = t= t} (} (xx'' and and tt'' in terms of in terms of x,tx,t))
•• {{x x = = xx'' + + vtvt, t = t, t = t''} (} (xx and and t t in terms of in terms of xx',',tt''))

120

Illustration on Galilean transformation Illustration on Galilean transformation 
of {of {xx''==xx--vtvt, t, t'' = t= t}}

•• Assume object M is at rest in the O frame, hence the coordinate Assume object M is at rest in the O frame, hence the coordinate of the object M of the object M 
in O frame is fixed  at in O frame is fixed  at xx

•• Initially, when Initially, when tt = = tt’’ = 0, O and O= 0, O and O’’ overlapoverlap
•• OO’’ is moving away from O at velocity +is moving away from O at velocity +vv
•• The distance of the origin of OThe distance of the origin of O’’ is increasing with time. At time is increasing with time. At time tt (in O frame), (in O frame), 

the origin of Othe origin of O’’ frame is at an instantaneous distance of +frame is at an instantaneous distance of +vtvt away from Oaway from O
•• In the OIn the O’’ frame the object M is moving away with a velocity frame the object M is moving away with a velocity ––v v (to the left)(to the left)
•• Obviously, in OObviously, in O’’ frame, the coordinate of the object M, denoted by frame, the coordinate of the object M, denoted by xx’’, is time, is time--

dependent, being dependent, being xx’’ = = x x –– vtvt
•• In addition, under current assumption (i.e. classical viewpoint)In addition, under current assumption (i.e. classical viewpoint) the rate of time the rate of time 

flow is assumed to be the same in both frame, hence flow is assumed to be the same in both frame, hence t t = = tt’’

O

+v

O’x (fixed) x’ (not fixed, time dependent)

Object M

vt
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However, GT contradicts the SR However, GT contradicts the SR 
postulate when postulate when vv approaches the approaches the 
speed of light, hence it has to be speed of light, hence it has to be 

supplanted by a relativistic version of supplanted by a relativistic version of 
transformation law when neartransformation law when near--toto--light light 

speeds are involved:speeds are involved:
LorentzLorentz transformationtransformation

(The contradiction becomes more (The contradiction becomes more 
obvious if GT on velocities, rather obvious if GT on velocities, rather 

than on space and time, is considered)than on space and time, is considered)
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Galilean transformation of velocityGalilean transformation of velocity
(applicable only for (applicable only for uuxx,v,v << << cc))

•• Now, say object M is moving as a velocity of Now, say object M is moving as a velocity of vv wrpwrp to the lab to the lab 
frame Oframe O

•• What is the velocity of M as measured by OWhat is the velocity of M as measured by O’’??
•• Differentiate Differentiate xx’’ = = x x –– vtvt wrpwrp to to t t (=(=tt’’), we obtain ), we obtain 
•• d(d(xx’’)/d)/dtt’’ = = d(d(xx –– vtvt)/d)/dtt = = d(d(xx)/d)/dtt –– vv

⇒⇒ uuxx’’ = = uuxx –– vv

O

+v

O’

ux(as seen by O); ux’ (as seen by O’)Object MI see M moving with 
velocity ux I see M moving with  

velocity ux’
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If applied to light Galilean transformation of If applied to light Galilean transformation of 
velocityvelocity

contradicts the SR Postulatecontradicts the SR Postulate
•• Consider another case, now, a photon (particle of light) observeConsider another case, now, a photon (particle of light) observed from d from 

different framesdifferent frames
•• A photon. being a A photon. being a masslessmassless particle of light must move at a speed particle of light must move at a speed uuxx = = c c 

when observed in O framewhen observed in O frame
•• However Galilean velocity addition law However Galilean velocity addition law uuxx’’ = = uuxx –– vv, if applied to the , if applied to the 

photon,photon, says that in Osays that in O’’ frame, the photon shall move at a lower speed of frame, the photon shall move at a lower speed of 
uuxx’’ = = uuxx –– v = c v = c –– vv

•• This is a contradiction to the constancy of light speed in SRThis is a contradiction to the constancy of light speed in SR

O

+v

O’

ux = c(as seen by 
O); uuxx’’ = = c c –– vv (as 
seen by O’)

photonI see the photon is moving 
with a velocity  ux = c

I see the photon is 
moving with a 
velocity uuxx’’ = = c c ––
vv, this couldn, this couldn’’t be t be 
rightright
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ConclusionConclusion

•• GT (either for spatial, temporal or velocity) GT (either for spatial, temporal or velocity) 
cannot be applicable when dealing with cannot be applicable when dealing with 
object moving near or at the speed of lightobject moving near or at the speed of light

•• It has to be supplanted by a more general It has to be supplanted by a more general 
form of transformation form of transformation –– LorentzLorentz
transformation, LTtransformation, LT

•• LT must reduce to GT when LT must reduce to GT when vv << << c.c.
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Derivation of Derivation of LorentzLorentz transformationtransformation

Our purpose is to find the general transformation that relates {Our purpose is to find the general transformation that relates {x,tx,t} to {} to {xx’’,t,t’’ } } 
(applicable not only for v<<c but also for (applicable not only for v<<c but also for vv≈≈cc))

126

Read derivation of LT from the texts Read derivation of LT from the texts 

•• BrehmBrehm and Mullinand Mullin
•• KraneKrane
•• SerwaySerway, Mayer and Mosses, Mayer and Mosses
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Derivation of Derivation of LorentzLorentz transformationtransformation
•• Consider a rocket moving with a speed Consider a rocket moving with a speed vv (O' frame)(O' frame) along the along the 

xx'xx' direction direction wrpwrp to the stationary O frameto the stationary O frame
•• A light pulse is emitted at the instant A light pulse is emitted at the instant t' t' == tt = 0 when the two = 0 when the two 

origins of the two reference frames coincideorigins of the two reference frames coincide
•• The lightThe light signal travels as a spherical wave at a constant speed signal travels as a spherical wave at a constant speed cc

in bothin both framesframes
•• After in time interval of After in time interval of tt, the origin of the wave, the origin of the wave centred at O centred at O 

has a radius has a radius rr = = ctct, where , where rr 22 = = xx22 ++ yy22 ++ zz22

128

•• FromFrom the view point of O',the view point of O', afterafter an interval an interval tt‘‘ the origin of the wave, the origin of the wave, 
centred at O' has a radius:  centred at O' has a radius:  

r'r' = = ct'ct' , (, (rr’’ ))22 = = ((xx’’))22 ++ ((yy’’ ))22 ++ ((zz’’ ))22

•• y'y'==yy, , z'z' = = zz ((because the motion of O' is along the because the motion of O' is along the xxxx’’) ) axisaxis –– no change no change 
for for yy,,zz coordinates coordinates ((condition Acondition A))

•• The transformation from The transformation from xx to to xx’’ (and vice versa) must be linear, i.e. (and vice versa) must be linear, i.e. xx’’ ∝∝ x x 
((condition Bcondition B) ) 

•• Boundary condition (1)Boundary condition (1): If : If vv = = c, c, from the viewpoint of O, the from the viewpoint of O, the origin of Oorigin of O’’
is located on the is located on the wavefrontwavefront (to the right of O)(to the right of O)

•• ⇒⇒ x x ’’ = 0 must correspond to = 0 must correspond to xx = = ctct
•• Boundary condition (2):Boundary condition (2): In the same limit, from the viewpoint of OIn the same limit, from the viewpoint of O’’, the , the 

origin of  O is located on the origin of  O is located on the wavefrontwavefront (to the left of O(to the left of O’’) ) 
•• ⇒⇒ xx = 0 = 0 corresponds to corresponds to xx’’ = = --ctct’’
•• Putting everything together we assume the transformation that rePutting everything together we assume the transformation that relates lates xx’’ to to 

{{xx, , tt} takes the form } takes the form xx’’ = = kk((xx -- ctct) as this will fulfill all the ) as this will fulfill all the conditions (B)conditions (B)
and and boundary condition (1) boundary condition (1) ; (; (kk some proportional constant to be some proportional constant to be 
determined) determined) 

•• Likewise, we assume the form Likewise, we assume the form xx = = kk((xx’’ + + ct ct ’’) to relate ) to relate xx to {to {xx ’’, , tt‘‘ } as this } as this 
is the form that fulfill all the is the form that fulfill all the conditions (B)conditions (B) and and boundary condition (2) boundary condition (2) 

ArgumentsArguments
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Illustration of Boundary Illustration of Boundary 
condition (1)condition (1)

•• xx = = ctct ((xx’’= = ctct’’) is defined as the ) is defined as the xx--coordinate (coordinate (xx’’--coordinate ) of the coordinate ) of the wavefrontwavefront in the O (Oin the O (O’’) frame) frame
•• Now, we choose O as the rest frame, ONow, we choose O as the rest frame, O’’ as the rocket frame. Furthermore, assume Oas the rocket frame. Furthermore, assume O’’ is moving is moving 

away to the right from O with light speed, i.e. away to the right from O with light speed, i.e. vv = += +cc
•• Since Since uu = = cc, this means that the , this means that the wavefrontwavefront and the origin of Oand the origin of O’’ coincides all the timecoincides all the time
•• For O, the For O, the xx--coordinate of the coordinate of the wavefrontwavefront is moving away from O at light speed; this is tantamount to is moving away from O at light speed; this is tantamount to 

the statement that the statement that xx = = ctct
•• From OFrom O’’ point of view, the point of view, the xx’’--coordinate of the coordinate of the wavefrontwavefront is at the origin of  itis at the origin of  it’’s frame; this is s frame; this is 

tantamount to the statement that tantamount to the statement that xx’’ = 0= 0
•• Hence, in our yetHence, in our yet--toto--bebe--derived transformation, derived transformation, xx’’ = 0 must correspond to = 0 must correspond to xx = = ctct

v=c

O’O

wavefront

r=ct

The time now is 
t’. The x’-
coordinate of 
the wavefront is 
located at my 
frame’s origin, 
x’ = 0

The time now is t.
The x-coordinate of the 

wavefront is located at the 
distance x = ct, coincident 

with O’ origin
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Permuting framesPermuting frames

• Since all frames are equivalent, physics analyzed 
in O’ frame moving to the right with velocity +v is 
equivalent to the physics analyzed in O frame 
moving to the left with velocity –v

• Previously we choose O frame as the lab frame 
and O’ frame the rocket frame moving to the right 
(with velocity +v wrp to O)

• Alternatively, we can also fix O’ as the lab frame 
and let O frame becomes the rocket frame moving 
to the left (with velocity –v wrp to O’)
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Illustration of Boundary Illustration of Boundary 
condition (2)condition (2)

•• Now, we choose ONow, we choose O’’ as the rest frame, O as the rocket frame. From Oas the rest frame, O as the rocket frame. From O’’ point of view, O point of view, O 
is moving to the left with a relative velocity is moving to the left with a relative velocity vv = = -- cc

•• From OFrom O’’ point of view, the point of view, the wavefrontwavefront and the origin of O coincides. The and the origin of O coincides. The xx’’--coordinate coordinate 
of the of the wavefrontwavefront is moving away from Ois moving away from O’’ at light speed to the left; this is tantamount to at light speed to the left; this is tantamount to 
the statement that the statement that xx’’ = = --ctct’’

•• From O point of view, the From O point of view, the xx--coordinate of the coordinate of the wavefrontwavefront is at the origin of  itis at the origin of  it’’s frame; s frame; 
this is tantamount to the statement that this is tantamount to the statement that xx = 0= 0

•• Hence, in our yetHence, in our yet--toto--bebe--derived transformation, derived transformation, xx = 0 must correspond to = 0 must correspond to xx’’ = = -- ctct’’

v=- c

O’O

wavefront

r=ct

The time now is t’.
The x’-coordinate 
of the wavefront is 
located at the 
distance x’ = -ct’, 
coincident with O 
origin

The time now is t. 
The x-coordinate of the 
wavefront is located at my 
frame’s origin, x = 0
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•• We now have We now have 
•• rr = = ctct, , rr22 = = xx22 ++ yy22 ++ zz22; ; y'y'==yy, , z'z' = = zz ;;x x = = kk((xx’’ + + ctct’’););
•• rr’’ = = ctct’’, , rr’’ 22 = = xx’’22 ++ yy’’22 + + zz’’22; ; xx’’ = = kk((xx -- ctct); ); 
•• With some algebra, we can sWith some algebra, we can solvolve e for for {{x'x',,t't'} in terms of {} in terms of {xx,,tt}} to obtain the to obtain the 

desired transformation law (do it as an exercise)desired transformation law (do it as an exercise)
•• The constant The constant k k turns out to be identified as the turns out to be identified as the LorentzLorentz factor, factor, γγ

2
' ( )

1

x vtx x vt
v
c

γ−
= = −

⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

( )2
2

2

/
' ( / )

1

t v c x
t t v c x

v
c

γ
−

⎡ ⎤= = −⎣ ⎦
⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

Finally, the transformation obtainedFinally, the transformation obtained

((xx’’ and and tt’’ in terms of in terms of x,tx,t))
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•• Note that, now, the Note that, now, the length and time interval length and time interval 
measured become dependent of the state of measured become dependent of the state of 
motion (in terms of motion (in terms of γγ) ) –– in contrast to Newtonin contrast to Newton’’s s 
classical viewpointclassical viewpoint

•• LorentzLorentz transformation reduces to Galilean transformation reduces to Galilean 
transformation when transformation when vv <<<< cc (show this (show this 
yourself) yourself) 

•• i.e. LT i.e. LT GT in the limit GT in the limit v v << << cc

Space and time now becomes stateSpace and time now becomes state--
ofof--motion dependent (via motion dependent (via γγ))
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How to express {x, t} in terms of {x’, t’ }?

•• We have expressed {We have expressed {x'x',,tt''} in terms of {} in terms of {xx,,tt } } 
as per as per 

• Now, how do we express {x, t } in terms of 
{x’, t’ }?

2
' ( )

1

x vtx x vt
v
c

γ−
= = −

⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

( )2
2

2

/
' ( / )

1

t v c x
t t v c x

v
c

γ
−

⎡ ⎤= = −⎣ ⎦
⎛ ⎞− ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
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', ',t t x x v v↔ ↔ → −

The two transformations above are equivalent; use which is 
appropriate in a given question

' ( ) ( ' ')x x vt x x vtγ γ= − → = +
2 2' ( / ) ' ( / ) 't t v c x t t v c xγ γ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − → = +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

Simply permute the role of x and x’
and reverse the sign of v
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Length contractionLength contraction
•• Consider the rest length of a ruler as measured in frame OConsider the rest length of a ruler as measured in frame O’’ is is 
•• LL’’ = = ΔΔxx’’ = x= x’’22 -- xx’’11 (proper length) measured at the same (proper length) measured at the same 

instance in that frame (instance in that frame (tt’’22 = = tt’’11))
•• What is the length of the rule as measured by O?What is the length of the rule as measured by O?
•• The length in O, The length in O, LL, according the LT can be deduced as , according the LT can be deduced as 

followed:followed:
LL’’ = = ΔΔxx’’ = x= x’’2 2 -- xx’’1 1 = = γ γ [[((xx22 -- xx11) ) –– vv((tt2 2 --tt11)] )] 

•• The length of the ruler in O, The length of the ruler in O, LL, is simply the distance btw , is simply the distance btw xx2 2 
and and xx11 measured  at the same instance in that frame (measured  at the same instance in that frame (tt22 = = tt11). ). 
Hence we have Hence we have 

•• LL’’ = = γ γ LL
•• where where L L = is the improper length.= is the improper length.
•• As a consequence, we obtain the relation between the proper As a consequence, we obtain the relation between the proper 

length measured by the observer at rest length measured by the observer at rest wrpwrp to the ruler and that to the ruler and that 
measured by an observer who is at a relative motion measured by an observer who is at a relative motion wrpwrp to the to the 
ruler:ruler:

LL’’ = = γ γ LL
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Moving rulers appear shorterMoving rulers appear shorter

LL’’ = = γ γ LL
•• LL’’ is defined as the proper length = is defined as the proper length = lengthlength of and object of and object 

measured in the frame in which the object is at restmeasured in the frame in which the object is at rest
•• L L is the length measured in a frame which is moving is the length measured in a frame which is moving wrpwrp

to the rulerto the ruler
•• If an observer at rest If an observer at rest wrpwrp to an object measures its length to an object measures its length 

to be to be LL’’ , , an observer moving with a relative speed an observer moving with a relative speed uu wrpwrp to to 
the object will find the object to be shorter than its rest the object will find the object to be shorter than its rest 
length by a factor 1 / length by a factor 1 / γ γ 

•• i.e., the length of a moving object is measured to be shorter i.e., the length of a moving object is measured to be shorter 
than the proper length than the proper length –– hence hence ““length contractionlength contraction””

•• In other words, a moving rule will appear shorter!!In other words, a moving rule will appear shorter!!
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Example of a moving rulerExample of a moving ruler
Consider a meter rule is carried Consider a meter rule is carried 
on on boardboard in a rocket (call the in a rocket (call the 
rocket frame Orocket frame O’’))

•• An astronaut in the rocket An astronaut in the rocket 
measure the length of the ruler. measure the length of the ruler. 
Since the ruler is at rest Since the ruler is at rest wrpwrp to to 
the astronaut in Othe astronaut in O’’, the length , the length 
measured by the astronaut is the measured by the astronaut is the 
proper length, proper length, LLpp = 1.00 m, see = 1.00 m, see 
(a)(a)

•• Now consider an observer on the Now consider an observer on the 
lab frame on Earth. The ruler lab frame on Earth. The ruler 
appears moving when viewed by appears moving when viewed by 
the lab observer. If the lab the lab observer. If the lab 
observer attempts to measure the observer attempts to measure the 
rulerruler, the ruler would appear , the ruler would appear 
shorter than 1.00m shorter than 1.00m 

The ruler is at rest when 
I measure it. Its length is 

LLpp = 1.00 m= 1.00 m

The ruler is at moving at a 
speed v when I measure it. Its 

length is LL = 0.999 m= 0.999 m
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RE 38RE 38--1111

•• What is the speed What is the speed v v ofof a passing rocket in a passing rocket in 
the case that we measure the length of the the case that we measure the length of the 
rocket to be half its length as measured in a rocket to be half its length as measured in a 
frame in which the rocket is at rest?frame in which the rocket is at rest?
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Length contraction only happens Length contraction only happens 
along the direction of motionalong the direction of motion

Example: A spaceship in the form of a triangle flies by an Example: A spaceship in the form of a triangle flies by an 
oberveroberver at rest at rest wrpwrp to the ship (see fig (a)), the distance to the ship (see fig (a)), the distance xx
and and yy are found to be 50.0 m and 25.0 m respectively. are found to be 50.0 m and 25.0 m respectively. 
What is the shape of the ship as seen by an observer who What is the shape of the ship as seen by an observer who 
sees the ship in motion along the direction shown in fig sees the ship in motion along the direction shown in fig 
(b)?(b)?
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SolutionSolution
•• The observer sees the horizontal length of the ship to The observer sees the horizontal length of the ship to 

be contracted to a length of be contracted to a length of 
•• L = L = LLpp//γγ = = 50 m50 m√√(1 (1 –– 0.9500.95022) = 15.6 m) = 15.6 m
•• The 25 m vertical height is unchanged because it is The 25 m vertical height is unchanged because it is 

perpendicular to the direction of relative motion perpendicular to the direction of relative motion 
between the observer and the spaceship. between the observer and the spaceship. 
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Similarly, one could also derive time Similarly, one could also derive time 
dilation from the LTdilation from the LT

Do it as homeworkDo it as homework
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An interesting story book to read An interesting story book to read 

•• Mr. Mr. ThompkinsThompkins’’ss in paper back, by George in paper back, by George 
GamowGamow..
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What is the velocities of the ejected What is the velocities of the ejected 
stone?stone?

•• Imagine you ride on a rocket moving Imagine you ride on a rocket moving ¾¾ cc
wrpwrp to the lab. From your rocket you launch to the lab. From your rocket you launch 
a stone forward at a stone forward at ½½ cc, as measured in your , as measured in your 
rocket frame. What is the speed of the stone rocket frame. What is the speed of the stone 
observed by the lab observer?observed by the lab observer?

¾¾ c,c, wrpwrp to labto lab The speed of the stone The speed of the stone 
as I measure it isas I measure it is……

½½ c, c, wrpwrp to the to the 
rocketrocket
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Adding relativistic velocities using Adding relativistic velocities using 
Galilean transformationGalilean transformation

•• According to GT of velocity (which is valid at low speed regime According to GT of velocity (which is valid at low speed regime vv << << 
cc), ), 

•• the lab observer would measure a velocity of the lab observer would measure a velocity of uuxx==uuxx’’++ v = v = ½½ c c + + ¾¾ cc
•• = = 1.25 1.25 c c for the ejected stone.for the ejected stone.
•• However, in SR, However, in SR, cc is the ultimate speed and no object can ever exceed is the ultimate speed and no object can ever exceed 

this ultimate speed limitthis ultimate speed limit
•• So something is no right hereSo something is no right here……Galilean  addition law is no more valid Galilean  addition law is no more valid 

to handle addition of relativistic velocities (i.e. at speed neato handle addition of relativistic velocities (i.e. at speed near to r to cc))

¾¾ c,c, wrpwrp to labto lab If I use GT, the speed of the stone If I use GT, the speed of the stone 
as is as is 1.25 1.25 cc!!!!!! It couldn’t be right

½½ c, c, wrpwrp to the to the 
rocketrocket
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Relativity of velocitiesRelativity of velocities
•• The The generalisedgeneralised transformation law of velocity used for addition transformation law of velocity used for addition 

of relativistic velocities is called of relativistic velocities is called LorentzLorentz transformation of transformation of 
velocities, derived from the velocities, derived from the LorentzLorentz transformation of spacetransformation of space--
timetime

•• Our task is to Our task is to relate the velocity of the object M as observed by 
O’ (i.e. ux’) to that observed by O (i.e. ux).

O

+v

O’

ux (as seen by O); ux’ (as 
seen by O’)A moving Object M

I see the object M is moving 
with a velocity ux, I also see 
O’ is moving with a velocity 
+v

I see the object M is 
moving with a 
velocity ux’
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Relativity of velocitiesRelativity of velocities
•• Consider an moving object being observed by two observers, Consider an moving object being observed by two observers, 

one in the lab frame and the other in the rocket frameone in the lab frame and the other in the rocket frame
•• We could derive the We could derive the LorentzLorentz transformation of velocities by transformation of velocities by 

taking time derivative taking time derivative wrpwrp to the LT for spaceto the LT for space--time, see next time, see next 
slideslide

O

+v

O’

ux (as seen by O); ux’ (as 
seen by O’)A moving Object M

I see the object M is moving 
with a velocity ux, I also see 
O’ is moving with a velocity 
+v

I see the object M is 
moving with a 
velocity ux’
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2' ( ), ' ( )vdx dx vdt dt dt dx
c

γ γ= − = −

Derivation of Derivation of LorentzLorentz transformation transformation 
of velocitiesof velocities

• By definition, ux = dx/dt, u’x = dx’/dt’
• The velocity in the O’ frame can be obtained 

by taking the differentials of the Lorentz
transformation 

' ( )x x vtγ= − 2' ( / )t t v c xγ ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦
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CombiningCombining

21

x

x

u v
vu
c

−
=

−

where we have made used of the definition 
ux = dx/dt

'

2

' ( )
' ( )

x
dx dx vdtu vdt dt dx

c

γ

γ

−
= =

− 2

dx dtdt v
dt dt

dt v dxdt
dt c dt

⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠=

⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
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Comparing the LT of velocity with 
that of GT 

2

''
' 1

x
x

x

u vdxu u vdt
c

−
= =

−
Galilean transformation of velocity:

'x xu u v= −

LT reduces to GT in the limit

Lorentz transformation of velocity:

2
xu v c<<
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•• Please try to make a clear distinction Please try to make a clear distinction 
among the  definitions of various among the  definitions of various 
velocities, i.e. velocities, i.e. uuxx , , uu’’xx , v so that you wont , v so that you wont 
get confusedget confused
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LT is consistent with the LT is consistent with the 
constancy of speed of lightconstancy of speed of light

•• In either O or OIn either O or O’’ frame, the speed of light seen must be frame, the speed of light seen must be 
the same, the same, c. c. LT is consistent with this requirement.LT is consistent with this requirement.

•• Say object M is moving with speed of light as seen by Say object M is moving with speed of light as seen by 
O, i.e. O, i.e. uuxx == cc

•• According to LT, the speed of M as seen by OAccording to LT, the speed of M as seen by O’’ is is 

•• That is, in either frame, both observers agree that the That is, in either frame, both observers agree that the 
speed of light they measure is the same, speed of light they measure is the same, cc = 3 = 3 ×× 101088m/sm/s

( )22

' 11 11

x
x

x

u v c v c u c vu cu v cv v c v
c c cc

− − − −
= = = = =

− − −−
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How to express How to express uuxx in terms of in terms of uuxx’’??
•• Simply permute Simply permute v v with with –– v v and change the and change the 

role of role of uuxx with that of with that of uuxx’’::

2 2

'' '1 1

x x
x x

x x

u v u vu uu v u v
c c

− +
= → =

− +

' , ' ,x x x xu u u u v v→ → → −
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Recap: Recap: LorentzLorentz transformation transformation 
relates relates 

{{xx’’,,tt’’} } {{xx,,tt}; }; uu’’xx uuxx

( ' ')x x vtγ= +

' ( )x x vtγ= − 2' ( / )t t v c xγ ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦

2' ( / ) 't t v c xγ ⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦

2

'
1

x
x

x

u vu u v
c

−
=

−

2

'
'1

x
x

x

u vu u v
c

+
=

+
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RE 38RE 38--1212

•• A rocket moves with speed 0.9A rocket moves with speed 0.9cc in our lab in our lab 
frame. A flash of light is sent toward from frame. A flash of light is sent toward from 
the front end of the rocket. Is the speed of the front end of the rocket. Is the speed of 
that flash equal to 1.9 that flash equal to 1.9 cc as measured in our as measured in our 
lab frame? If not, what is the speed of the lab frame? If not, what is the speed of the 
light flash in our frame? Verify your answer light flash in our frame? Verify your answer 
using LT of velocity formula.using LT of velocity formula.
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Example (relativistic velocity Example (relativistic velocity 
addition)addition)

•• Rocket 1 is approaching rocket 2 on aRocket 1 is approaching rocket 2 on a
headhead--on collision course. Each is moving at on collision course. Each is moving at 
velocity 4velocity 4cc/5/5 relative to an independent relative to an independent 
observer midway between the two. Withobserver midway between the two. With
what velocity does rocket 2 approaches what velocity does rocket 2 approaches 
rocket 1? rocket 1? 
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v

Note: c.f. in GT, their relative speed would just be 4c/5 + 4c/5 = 1.6 c
which violates constancy of speed of light postulate. See how LT
handle this situation: 

DiagramaticalDiagramatical translation of the translation of the 
question in textquestion in text

158

v

•• Choose the observer in the middle as in the stationary frame, OChoose the observer in the middle as in the stationary frame, O
•• Choose Choose rocket 1 as the moving frame Orocket 1 as the moving frame O’’
•• Call tCall the velocity ofhe velocity of rocket 2 rocket 2 as seen from rocket 1 as seen from rocket 1 uu’’xx. This . This is the quantity we is the quantity we 

are interested inare interested in
•• Frame O' is movingFrame O' is moving in the +in the +veve directiondirection as seen in Oas seen in O, so , so vv = +4= +4cc/5/5
•• The velocityThe velocity of rocket 2 as seen from O is in the of rocket 2 as seen from O is in the 
•• --veve direction, so direction, so uxux == -- 44cc/5/5
•• Now, what is the velocity of rocket 2 as seen from frameNow, what is the velocity of rocket 2 as seen from frame O', O', u u ’’xx = ?= ? (intuitively, (intuitively, 

u u ’’x must be in the negative direction)x must be in the negative direction)
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Using LT:
2

2

4 4
405 5'

4 4 411
5 51

x
x

x

c c
u vu cu v c c

c
c

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞− − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠= = = −
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞− − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠−

i.e. the velocity of rocket 2 as seen from rocket 1 (the moving 
frame, O’) is –40c/41, which means that O’ sees rocket 2 
moving in the –ve direction (to the left in the picture), as 
expected.

v
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Doppler ShiftDoppler Shift

•• R.I.YR.I.Y
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CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 2

••PROPERTIES OF WAVES AND   PROPERTIES OF WAVES AND   
MATTERMATTER
••BLACK BODY RADIATIONBLACK BODY RADIATION

2

Matter, energy and interactionsMatter, energy and interactions

•• One can think that our universe is like a stage existing One can think that our universe is like a stage existing 
in the form of spacein the form of space--time as a backgroundtime as a background

•• All existence in our universe is in the form of either All existence in our universe is in the form of either 
matter or energy (Recall that matter and energy are matter or energy (Recall that matter and energy are 
`equivalent`equivalent’’ as per the equation as per the equation EE = = mmcc22))

matter energy
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InteractionsInteractions
• Matter and energy exist in various forms, but they 

constantly transform from one to another according to 
the law of physics

• we call the process of transformation from one form of 
energy/matter to another energy/matter as ‘interactions’

• Physics attempts to elucidate the interactions between 
them 

• But before we can study the basic physics of the 
matter-energy interactions, we must first have some 
general idea to differentiate between the two different 
modes of physical existence: matter and wave 

• This is the main purpose of this lecture

4

Matter (particles)Matter (particles)

• you should know the following facts since kindergarten:
• A particle is discrete, or in another words, corpuscular, in 

nature. 
• a particle can be localized completely, has mass and    

electric charge that can be determined with infinite 
precision (at least in principle)

• So is its momentum 
• These are all implicitly assumed in Newtonian mechanics 
• This is to be contrasted with energy exists in the forms of 

wave which is not corpuscular in nature (discuss later)

•• Consider a particles with mass:Consider a particles with mass: m0
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Energy in particle is corpuscular Energy in particle is corpuscular 
(discrete) i.e. not spread out all over (discrete) i.e. not spread out all over 

the place like a continuumthe place like a continuum
• The energy carried by a particle is 

given by

• The energy of a particles is 
concentrated within the boundary of 
a particle (e,g. in the bullet)

• Hence we say “energy of a particle is 
corpuscular”

• This is in contrast to the energy 
carried by the water from the host, in 
which the energy is distributed 
spread all over the space in a 
continuous manner

2242
0

2 cpcmE +=

6

•• Example of `particlesExample of `particles’’: bullet, billiard : bullet, billiard 
ball, you and me, stars, sands, etcball, you and me, stars, sands, etc……

•• Atoms, electrons, molecules (or are Atoms, electrons, molecules (or are 
they?)they?)

Example of particlesExample of particles
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What is not a `particleWhat is not a `particle’’? ? 

•• Waves  Waves  -- electromagnetic radiation electromagnetic radiation 
(light is a form of electromagnetic (light is a form of electromagnetic 
radiation), mechanical waves and radiation), mechanical waves and 
matter waves is classically thought to matter waves is classically thought to 
not have attributes of particles as not have attributes of particles as 
mentionedmentioned

8

AnalogyAnalogy
•• Imagine energy is like waterImagine energy is like water
•• A cup containing water is like a particle that carries some A cup containing water is like a particle that carries some 

energy within itenergy within it
•• Water is contained within the cup as in energy is contained Water is contained within the cup as in energy is contained 

in a particle. in a particle. 
•• The water is not to be found outside the cup because they The water is not to be found outside the cup because they 

are all retained inside it. Energy of a particle is corpuscular are all retained inside it. Energy of a particle is corpuscular 
in the similar  sense that they are all inside the carrier whichin the similar  sense that they are all inside the carrier which
size is a finite volume.size is a finite volume.

•• In contrast, water that is not contained by any container will In contrast, water that is not contained by any container will 
spill all over the place (such as water in the great ocean). spill all over the place (such as water in the great ocean). 
This is the case of the energy carried by wave where energy This is the case of the energy carried by wave where energy 
is not concentrated within a finite volume but is spread is not concentrated within a finite volume but is spread 
throughout the spacethroughout the space
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WaveWave
•• Three kinds of wave in Nature: mechanical, Three kinds of wave in Nature: mechanical, 

electromagnetical and matter waveselectromagnetical and matter waves
•• The simplest type of wave is strictly sinusoidal The simplest type of wave is strictly sinusoidal 

and is characterised by a `sharpand is characterised by a `sharp’’ frequency frequency ν (ν (= = 
1/1/TT, , TT = the period of the wave= the period of the wave)), wavelength , wavelength λλ
and its travelling speed and its travelling speed cc

λ

C = λν;  A `pure’ (or ‘plain’) wave which has 
`sharp’ wavelength and frequency

( )cosy A kx tω= −

2k π
λ

=

10

Quantities that characterise a pure Quantities that characterise a pure 
wavewave

•• The quantities that quantify a pure (or called a plane) wave:The quantities that quantify a pure (or called a plane) wave:
λλ, wave length, equivalent to , wave length, equivalent to k = k = 22π π / / λλ, the wave number, the wave number
ν ν =1/=1/ΤΤ, frequency, equivalent angular frequency, , frequency, equivalent angular frequency, 
ωω = = 22πνπν

•• cc speed of wave, related to the above quantities via speed of wave, related to the above quantities via 
cc ==λνλν == ω ω //kk

( )cosy A kx tω= −
λ

C = λν;  
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Where is the wave?Where is the wave?
•• For the case of a particle we can locate its location and For the case of a particle we can locate its location and 

momentum preciselymomentum precisely
•• But how do we But how do we ‘‘locatelocate’’ a wave? a wave? 
•• Wave spreads out in a region of space and is not located in Wave spreads out in a region of space and is not located in 

any specific point in space like the case of a particleany specific point in space like the case of a particle
•• To be more precise we says that a  plain wave exists within To be more precise we says that a  plain wave exists within 

some region in space, some region in space, ΔΔxx
•• For a particle,  For a particle,  ΔΔxx is just the is just the ‘‘sizesize’’ of its dimension, e.g. of its dimension, e.g. ΔΔxx

for an apple is 5 cm, located exactly in the middle of a for an apple is 5 cm, located exactly in the middle of a 
square table, x = 0.5 m from the edges. In principle, we can square table, x = 0.5 m from the edges. In principle, we can 
determine the position of x to infinitydetermine the position of x to infinity

•• But for a wave, But for a wave, ΔΔxx could be infinitycould be infinity
In fact, for the `pure’ (or ‘plain’) wave which has 
`sharp’ wavelength and frequency mentioned in 
previous slide, the Δx is infinity

12

For example, a rippleFor example, a ripple

the ripple exists within the region 
Δx

Δx
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A pure wave has A pure wave has ΔΔxx infinityinfinity
•• If we know the wavelength and frequency of a If we know the wavelength and frequency of a 

pure wave with infinite precision (= the statement pure wave with infinite precision (= the statement 
that the wave number and frequency are that the wave number and frequency are ‘‘sharpsharp’’), ), 
one can shows that :one can shows that :

•• The wave cannot be confined to any restricted The wave cannot be confined to any restricted 
region of space but must have an infinite extension region of space but must have an infinite extension 
along the direction in which it is propagates along the direction in which it is propagates 

•• In other words, the wave is In other words, the wave is ‘‘everywhereeverywhere’’ when its when its 
wavelength is wavelength is ‘‘sharpsharp’’

•• This is what it means by the mathematical This is what it means by the mathematical 
statement that statement that ““ΔΔxx is infinityis infinity””

14

More quantitatively,More quantitatively,
2λλ ≥ΔΔx

•• This is the uncertainty relationships for This is the uncertainty relationships for 
classical wavesclassical waves
ΔλΔλ is the uncertainty in the wavelength. is the uncertainty in the wavelength. 

•• When the wavelength `sharpWhen the wavelength `sharp’’ (that we (that we 
knows its value precisely), this would knows its value precisely), this would 
mean mean ΔλΔλ = 0.  = 0.  

•• In other words, In other words, ΔλΔλ infinity means we infinity means we 
are totally ignorant of what the value of are totally ignorant of what the value of 
the wavelength of the wave is.the wavelength of the wave is.
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ΔΔxx is the uncertainty in the location of the is the uncertainty in the location of the 
wave (or equivalently, the region where the wave (or equivalently, the region where the 
wave exists)wave exists)

•• ΔΔxx = 0 means that we know exactly where the = 0 means that we know exactly where the 
wave is located, whereas wave is located, whereas ΔΔxx infinity means infinity means 
the wave is spread to all the region and we the wave is spread to all the region and we 
cannot tell where is itcannot tell where is it’’s `locations `location’’
ΔΔλλ ΔΔxx ≥≥λλ2 2 means the more we knows about x, means the more we knows about x, 
the less we knows about the less we knows about λ λ as as ΔΔxx is inversely is inversely 
proportional to proportional to ΔΔλλ

16

1≥ΔΔ νt

Other equivalent formOther equivalent form
•• can also be expressed in an equivalence formcan also be expressed in an equivalence form

via the relationship via the relationship c c = = νλνλ and and ΔΔxx = = ccΔΔtt
•• Where Where ΔΔtt is the time required to measure the frequency of the is the time required to measure the frequency of the 

wavewave
•• The more we know about the value of the frequency of the The more we know about the value of the frequency of the 

wave, the longer the time taken to measure itwave, the longer the time taken to measure it
•• If u want to know exactly the precise value of the frequency, thIf u want to know exactly the precise value of the frequency, the e 

required time is required time is ΔΔtt = infinity= infinity
•• We will encounter more of this when we study the Heisenberg We will encounter more of this when we study the Heisenberg 

uncertainty relation in quantum physicsuncertainty relation in quantum physics

2λλ ≥ΔΔ x
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•• can also be expressed in an equivalence formcan also be expressed in an equivalence form

via the relationship via the relationship c c = = νλνλ and and ΔΔxx = = ccΔΔtt
•• Where Where ΔΔtt is the time required to measure the frequency is the time required to measure the frequency 

of the waveof the wave
•• The more we know about the value of the frequency of The more we know about the value of the frequency of 

the wave, the longer the time taken to measure itthe wave, the longer the time taken to measure it
•• If u want to know exactly the precise value of the If u want to know exactly the precise value of the 

frequency, the required time is frequency, the required time is ΔΔtt = infinity= infinity
•• We will encounter more of this when we study the We will encounter more of this when we study the 

Heisenberg uncertainty relation in quantum physicsHeisenberg uncertainty relation in quantum physics

2λλ ≥ΔΔx

1≥ΔΔ νt

•• The classical wave uncertain relationshipThe classical wave uncertain relationship
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Wave can be made more Wave can be made more 
````localisedlocalised’’’’

•• We have already shown that the 1We have already shown that the 1--D plain D plain 
wave is infinite in extent and canwave is infinite in extent and can’’t be properly t be properly 
localisedlocalised (because for this wave, (because for this wave, ΔΔxx infinity)infinity)

•• However, we can construct a relatively However, we can construct a relatively 
localisedlocalised wave (i.e., with smaller wave (i.e., with smaller ΔΔxx)) by :by :

•• adding up two plain waves of slightly different adding up two plain waves of slightly different 
wavelengths (or equivalently, frequencies)wavelengths (or equivalently, frequencies)
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Constructing wave groupsConstructing wave groups

• Two pure waves with slight difference in 
frequency and wave number Δω = ω1 - ω2, 
Δk= k1 - k2, are superimposed

);cos( 111 txkAy ω−= )cos( 222 txkAy ω−=

20

Envelop wave and phase waveEnvelop wave and phase wave
The resultant wave is a ‘wave group’ comprise of an 

`envelop’ (or the group wave) and a phase waves
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ωωωω
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•• As a comparison to a plain waves, a group wave is more As a comparison to a plain waves, a group wave is more 
‘‘localisedlocalised’’ (due to the existence of the wave envelop. In (due to the existence of the wave envelop. In 
comparison, a plain wave has no `envelopcomparison, a plain wave has no `envelop’’ but only but only ‘‘phase phase 
wavewave’’))

•• It comprises of the slow envelop waveIt comprises of the slow envelop wave

that moves at group velocity vthat moves at group velocity vgg = = ΔωΔω//ΔΔkk

{ }txktxkk
pp ωωω
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( ) ( )tkxAtxkkA ωωω Δ−Δ=−−−
2
1cos2}{}{

2
1cos2 1212

and the phase waves (individual waves oscillating inside the 
envelop)

moving at phase velocity vp = ωp/kp

In general, vg = Δω/Δk << vp = (ω1+ω2)/(k1 + k2) because ω2 
≈ ω1, k1≈ k2

22

`envelop’ (group waves). 
Sometimes it’s called 
‘modulation’

( ) { }txktkxAyyy pp ωω −⋅
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⎬
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2
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Phase waves
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Energy is carried at the speed of the Energy is carried at the speed of the 
group wavegroup wave

• The energy carried by the group wave is 
concentrated in regions in which the amplitude 
of the envelope is large

• The speed with which the waves' energy is 
transported through the medium is the speed 
with which the envelope advances, not the 
phase wave

• In this sense, the envelop wave is of more 
‘physical’ relevance in comparison to the 
individual phase waves (as far as energy 
transportation is concerned)

24

Wave pulse Wave pulse –– an even more an even more 
`̀localisedlocalised’’ wave wave 

• In the previous example, we add up only two slightly 
different wave to form a train of wave group

• An even more `localised’ group wave – what we call 
a  “wavepulse” can be constructed by adding more 
sine waves of different numbers ki and possibly 
different amplitudes so that they interfere 
constructively over a small region Δx and outside this 
region they interfere destructively so that the resultant 
field approach zero

• Mathematically, 

( )w a v e  p u ls e c o si i i
i

y A k x tω
∞

= −∑
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A wavepulse – the wave is well localised within Δx. This is done by 
adding a lot of waves with with their wave parameters {Ai, ki, ωi} 
slightly differ from each other (i = 1, 2, 3….as many as it can)

such a wavepulse will move with a velocity 

0k
g dk

dv ⎥⎦
⎤=

ω (c.f the group velocity considered 
earlier vg = Δω/Δk)
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Comparing the three kinds of waveComparing the three kinds of wave
Δx ∞

Δx Δx

ΔxWhich wave is the 
most localised?
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Why are waves and particles so Why are waves and particles so 
important in physics?important in physics?

• Waves and particles are important in physics 
because they represent the only modes of 
energy transport (interaction) between two 
points. 

• E.g we signal another person with a thrown 
rock (a particle), a shout (sound waves), a 
gesture (light waves), a telephone call (electric 
waves in conductors), or a radio message 
(electromagnetic waves in space).

28

Interactions take place between
(i)(i) particles and particles (e.g. in particles and particles (e.g. in 

particleparticle--particle collisionparticle collision, a girl bangs, a girl bangs
into a guyinto a guy) or ) or 
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(ii)waves and particle, in which a particle gives 
up all or part of its energy to generate a wave, 
or when all or part of the energy carried by a 
wave is absorbed/dissipated by a nearby 
particle (e.g. a wood chip dropped into water, or an 
electric charge under acceleration, generates EM 
wave)

Oscillating 
electron gives 
off energy

This is an example where 
particle is interacting with 
wave; energy transform 
from the electron’s K.E. 
to the energy 
propagating in the form 
of EM wave wave
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• In contrast, two waves do not interact in the 
manner as particle-particle or particle-wave do

• Wave and wave simply “superimpose”: they pass 
through each other essentially unchanged, and 
their respective effects at every point in space 
simply add together according to the principle of 
superposition to form a resultant at that point -- a 
sharp contrast with that of two small, impenetrable 
particles

Waves superimpose, not collideWaves superimpose, not collide
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Superposition of wavesSuperposition of waves
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Electromagnetic (EM) wave
• According to Maxwell theory, light is a form of 

energy that propagates in the form of electromagnetic 
wave

• In Maxwell theory light is synonym to 
electromagnetic radiation is synonym to 
electromagnetic wave

• Other forms of EM radiation include heat in the form 
of infra red radiation, visible light, gamma rays, radio 
waves, microwaves, x-rays 
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A pure EM waveA pure EM wave
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Heinrich Hertz (1857Heinrich Hertz (1857--1894), German, 1894), German, 
Established experimentally that light is Established experimentally that light is 

EM waveEM wave
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Interference experiment with wavesInterference experiment with waves
•• If hole 1 (2) is block, intensity If hole 1 (2) is block, intensity 

distribution of (distribution of (II11) ) II2 2 is is 
observedobserved

•• However, if both holes are However, if both holes are 
opened, the intensity of opened, the intensity of II1212 is is 
such that such that II1212≠≠ II1  1  + + II22

•• Due to the wave nature, the Due to the wave nature, the 
intensities do not simply addintensities do not simply add

•• In addition, and interference In addition, and interference 
term exist, term exist, 

II1212= = II1  1  + + II22 +2cos +2cos δ δ ((II1  1  + + II22))
•• ““waves interferewaves interfere””
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Pictures of interference and Pictures of interference and 
diffraction pattern in wavesdiffraction pattern in waves

•• Interference Interference •• diffractiondiffraction

38

Since light display interference and Since light display interference and 
diffraction pattern, it is wave diffraction pattern, it is wave 

•• Furthermore, Maxwell theory tell us what Furthermore, Maxwell theory tell us what 
kind of wave light iskind of wave light is

•• It is electromagnetic waveIt is electromagnetic wave
•• (In other words it is not mechanical wave)(In other words it is not mechanical wave)
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Interference experiment with bullets Interference experiment with bullets 
(particles)(particles)

•• II22, , II11 are distribution of intensity of bullet detected with either onare distribution of intensity of bullet detected with either one hole covered. e hole covered. II1212
the distribution of bullets detected when both holes openedthe distribution of bullets detected when both holes opened

•• Experimentally, Experimentally, II1212 =  =  II11 + + II22 (the individual intensity simply adds when both holes (the individual intensity simply adds when both holes 
opened)opened)

•• Bullets always arrive in identical lump (corpuscular) and displaBullets always arrive in identical lump (corpuscular) and display no interferencey no interference

I2

I1

I12 = I1+I2

I12
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EM radiation transports energy in EM radiation transports energy in 
flux, not in bundles of particlesflux, not in bundles of particles

• The way how wave 
carries energy is 
described in terms of 
‘energy flux’, in unit of 
energy per unit area per 
unit time

• Think of the continuous 
energy transported by a 
stream of water in a hose
This is in contrast to a stream 
of ‘bullet’ from a machine gun 
where the energy transported 
by such a steam is discrete in 
nature
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Essentially, Essentially, 
• Particles and wave are disparately 

distinct phenomena and are 
fundamentally different in their 
physical behaviour

• Free particles only travel in 
straight line and they don’t bend 
when passing by a corner

•• However, for light, it doesHowever, for light, it does
•• Light, according to MaxwellLight, according to Maxwell’’s s 

EM theory, is EM waveEM theory, is EM wave
• It displays wave phenomena such 

as diffraction and interference 
that is not possible for particles

• Energy of the EM wave is 
transported in terms of energy 
flux
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BLACK BODY RADIATIONBLACK BODY RADIATION

•• Object that is HOT Object that is HOT 
(anything > 0 K is (anything > 0 K is 
considered considered ““hothot””) ) 
emits EM radiationemits EM radiation

•• For example, an For example, an 
incandescent lamp is incandescent lamp is 
red HOT because it red HOT because it 
emits a lot of emits a lot of EM EM 
wave, especially in the wave, especially in the 
IR regionIR region
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Attempt to understand the origin of Attempt to understand the origin of 
radiation from hot bodies from radiation from hot bodies from 

classical theoriesclassical theories
•• In the early years, around 1888 In the early years, around 1888 –– 1900, light is 1900, light is 

understood to be EM radiationunderstood to be EM radiation
•• Since hot body radiate EM radiation, hence Since hot body radiate EM radiation, hence 

physicists at that time naturally attempted to physicists at that time naturally attempted to 
understand the origin of hot body in terms of understand the origin of hot body in terms of 
classical EM theory and thermodynamics classical EM theory and thermodynamics 
(which has been well established at that time)(which has been well established at that time)
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•• All hot object radiate EM wave of all All hot object radiate EM wave of all 
wavelengths wavelengths 

•• However, the energy intensities of the However, the energy intensities of the 
wavelengths differ continuously from wavelengths differ continuously from 
wavelength to wavelength (or equivalently, wavelength to wavelength (or equivalently, 
frequency)frequency)

•• Hence the term: the spectral distribution of Hence the term: the spectral distribution of 
energy as a function of wavelengthenergy as a function of wavelength
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Spectral distribution of energy in Spectral distribution of energy in 
radiation depends only on radiation depends only on 

temperaturetemperature
•• The distribution of intensity of the emitted radiation The distribution of intensity of the emitted radiation 

from a hot body at a given wavelength depends on from a hot body at a given wavelength depends on 
the temperaturethe temperature
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RadianceRadiance
•• In the measurement of the In the measurement of the distribution of intensity of the distribution of intensity of the 

emitted radiation from a hot body, emitted radiation from a hot body, one measures one measures ddII
where where ddII is the intensity of EM radiation emitted is the intensity of EM radiation emitted 
between between λλ and and λλ +d+dλλ about a particular wavelength about a particular wavelength λλ..

•• Intensity = power per unit area, in unit if Watt per mIntensity = power per unit area, in unit if Watt per m22..
•• RadianceRadiance RR((λ,λ,ΤΤ ) is defined as per ) is defined as per ddII = = RR((λ,λ,ΤΤ ) d) dλλ
•• RR((λλ, , Τ Τ ) is the power radiated per unit area () is the power radiated per unit area (intensityintensity) ) 

per unit wavelength interval at a given wavelength per unit wavelength interval at a given wavelength λλ and and 
a given temperature a given temperature TT..

•• ItIt’’s unit could be in Watt per meter square per m or s unit could be in Watt per meter square per m or 
•• W per meter square per nm.W per meter square per nm.
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Total radiated power per unit areaTotal radiated power per unit area
•• The total power radiated per unit area (intensity) The total power radiated per unit area (intensity) 

of the BB is given by the integralof the BB is given by the integral

•• For a blackbody with a total area of For a blackbody with a total area of AA, its total , its total 
power emitted at temperature power emitted at temperature TT is is 

•• Note: The SI unit for Note: The SI unit for PP is Watt, SI unit for is Watt, SI unit for II is is 
Watt per meter square; for Watt per meter square; for AA, the SI unit is meter , the SI unit is meter 
squaresquare

( ) ( )
0

, dI T R Tλ λ
∞

= ∫

( ) ( )P T AI T=
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Introducing Introducing idealisedidealised black bodyblack body
•• In reality the spectral distribution of intensity of radiation oIn reality the spectral distribution of intensity of radiation of f 

a given body could depend on the type of the surface which a given body could depend on the type of the surface which 
may differ in absorption and radiation efficiency (i.e. may differ in absorption and radiation efficiency (i.e. 
frequencyfrequency--dependent)dependent)

•• This renders the study of the origin of radiation by hot This renders the study of the origin of radiation by hot 
bodies casebodies case--dependent (which means no good because the dependent (which means no good because the 
conclusions made based on one body cannot be applicable conclusions made based on one body cannot be applicable 
to other bodies that have different surface absorption to other bodies that have different surface absorption 
characteristics) characteristics) 

•• E.g. At the same temperature, the spectral distribution by E.g. At the same temperature, the spectral distribution by 
the exhaust pipe from a Proton GEN2 and a Toyota the exhaust pipe from a Proton GEN2 and a Toyota AltisAltis is is 
differentdifferent
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EmmissivityEmmissivity, , ee

•• As a strategy to overcome this nonAs a strategy to overcome this non--generality, we generality, we 
introduce an introduce an idealisedidealised black body which, by definition, black body which, by definition, 
absorbs all radiation incident upon it, regardless of absorbs all radiation incident upon it, regardless of 
frequencyfrequency

•• Such Such idealisedidealised body is universal and allows one to body is universal and allows one to 
disregard the precise nature of whatever is radiating, since disregard the precise nature of whatever is radiating, since 
all BB behave identicallyall BB behave identically

•• All real surfaces could be approximate to the behavior of a All real surfaces could be approximate to the behavior of a 
black body via a parameter EMMISSIVITY black body via a parameter EMMISSIVITY ee ((ee=1 means =1 means 
ideally approximated, 0< ideally approximated, 0< ee < 1 means poorly < 1 means poorly 
approximated)approximated)
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Blackbody ApproximationBlackbody Approximation

•• A good approximation of a A good approximation of a 
black body is a small hole black body is a small hole 
leading to the inside of a leading to the inside of a 
hollow objecthollow object

•• The HOLE acts as a perfect The HOLE acts as a perfect 
absorberabsorber

•• The Black Body is the The Black Body is the 
HOLEHOLE
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•• Any radiation striking the HOLE Any radiation striking the HOLE 
enters the cavity, trapped by enters the cavity, trapped by 
reflection until is absorbed by the reflection until is absorbed by the 
inner wallsinner walls

•• The walls are constantly absorbing The walls are constantly absorbing 
and emitting energy at thermal EB and emitting energy at thermal EB 

•• The nature of the radiation leaving The nature of the radiation leaving 
the cavity through the hole the cavity through the hole 
depends only on the temperature depends only on the temperature 
of the cavity and not the detail of of the cavity and not the detail of 
the surfaces nor frequency of the the surfaces nor frequency of the 
radiationradiation
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EssentiallyEssentially
•• A black body in thermal EB absorbs A black body in thermal EB absorbs 

and emits radiation at the same rateand emits radiation at the same rate
•• The HOLE effectively behave like a The HOLE effectively behave like a 

Black Body because it effectively Black Body because it effectively 
absorbs all radiation fall upon itabsorbs all radiation fall upon it

•• And at the same time, it also emits all And at the same time, it also emits all 
the absorbed radiations at the same the absorbed radiations at the same 
rate as the radiations are absorbedrate as the radiations are absorbed

•• The measured spectral distribution of The measured spectral distribution of 
black bodies is universal and depends black bodies is universal and depends 
only on temperature. only on temperature. 

•• In other words: THE SPECTRAL In other words: THE SPECTRAL 
DISTRIBUTION OF EMISSION DISTRIBUTION OF EMISSION 
DEPENDS SOLELY ON THE DEPENDS SOLELY ON THE 
TEMPERATURE AND NOT OTHER TEMPERATURE AND NOT OTHER 
DETAILS.DETAILS.

BB at thermodynamic 
equilibrium at a fixed 
temperature

T
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Experimentally measured curve of a  Experimentally measured curve of a  
BBBB
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StefanStefan’’s Laws Law
(an empirical law)(an empirical law)

•• PP = = σσAeTAeT44

•• PP total power output of a BBtotal power output of a BB
•• AA total surface area of a BBtotal surface area of a BB
•• σσ StefanStefan--BoltzmannBoltzmann constant (experimentally constant (experimentally 

measured)measured)
σσ = 5.670 x 10= 5.670 x 10--88 W / mW / m22 .. KK44

•• StefanStefan’’s law can be written in terms of s law can be written in terms of 
intensityintensity
•• II = = PP//AA = = σσTT44

•• For a blackbody, where For a blackbody, where ee = 1= 1
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WienWien’’ss Displacement LawDisplacement Law

•• λλmaxmaxTT = 2.898 x 10= 2.898 x 10--33 mm..KK
•• λλmaxmax is the wavelength at which the curve peaksis the wavelength at which the curve peaks
•• TT is the absolute temperatureis the absolute temperature

•• The wavelength at which the intensity The wavelength at which the intensity 
peaks, peaks, λλmaxmax, is inversely proportional to the , is inversely proportional to the 
absolute temperatureabsolute temperature
•• As the temperature increases, the peak As the temperature increases, the peak 

wavelength wavelength λλmaxmax is is ““displaceddisplaced”” to shorter to shorter 
wavelengths.wavelengths.
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This figure shows two stars in 
the constellation Orion. 
Betelgeuse appears to glow 
red, while Rigel looks blue in 
color. Which star has a higher 
surface temperature? 

(a) Betelgeuse 

(b) Rigel

(c) They both have the same 
surface temperature. 

(d) Impossible to determine. 

ExampleExample
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Intensity of Blackbody Radiation, Intensity of Blackbody Radiation, 
SummarySummary

•• The intensity increases with The intensity increases with 
increasing temperatureincreasing temperature

•• The amount of radiation The amount of radiation 
emitted increases with emitted increases with 
increasing temperatureincreasing temperature
•• The area under the curveThe area under the curve

•• The peak wavelength The peak wavelength 
decreases with increasing decreases with increasing 
temperaturetemperature
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ExampleExample

•• Find the peak wavelength of the blackbody Find the peak wavelength of the blackbody 
radiation emitted by radiation emitted by 

•• (A) the Sun (2000 K)(A) the Sun (2000 K)
•• (B) the tungsten of a light bulb at 3000 K(B) the tungsten of a light bulb at 3000 K
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SolutionsSolutions
•• (A) the sun (2000 K)(A) the sun (2000 K)
•• By By WeinWein’’ss displacement law, displacement law, 

•• (infrared)(infrared)
•• (B) the tungsten of a (B) the tungsten of a lightbulblightbulb at at 

3000 K3000 K

•• YellowYellow--greengreen

3

max
2.898 10 m K

2000K
1.4 m

λ

μ

−× ⋅=

=

3

max
2.898 10 m K

5800K
0.5 m

λ

μ

−× ⋅=

=
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Why does the spectral distribution of Why does the spectral distribution of 
black bodies have the shape as black bodies have the shape as 

measured?measured?
•• Lord Lord RayleighRayleigh and James and James 

Jeans at 1890Jeans at 1890’’s try to s try to 
theoretically derive the theoretically derive the 
distribution based on distribution based on 
statistical mechanics statistical mechanics 
(some kind of (some kind of generalisedgeneralised
thermodynamics) and thermodynamics) and 
classical Maxwell theory classical Maxwell theory 

•• (Details omitted, u will (Details omitted, u will 
learn this when u study learn this when u study 
statistical mechanics later) statistical mechanics later) 
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RJRJ’’s model of BB radiation s model of BB radiation 
with classical EM theory and with classical EM theory and 

statistical physicsstatistical physics
•• Consider a cavity at Consider a cavity at 

temperature temperature TT whose walls whose walls 
are considered as  perfect are considered as  perfect 
reflectors reflectors 

•• TThe cavity supports many he cavity supports many 
modes of oscillation of the modes of oscillation of the 
EM field caused by EM field caused by 
accelerated charges in the accelerated charges in the 
cavity walls, resulting in the cavity walls, resulting in the 
emission of EM waves at all emission of EM waves at all 
wavelengthwavelength

•• These EM waves inside the These EM waves inside the 
cavity are the BB radiationcavity are the BB radiation

•• They are considered to be a They are considered to be a 
series of standing EM wave series of standing EM wave 
set up within the cavityset up within the cavity
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Number density of EM standing Number density of EM standing 
wave modes in the cavitywave modes in the cavity

•• The number of independent standing waves The number of independent standing waves 
GG((νν)d)dνν in the frequency interval between in the frequency interval between ν ν 
and and νν+d+dνν per unit volume in the cavity is per unit volume in the cavity is 
(by applying statistical mechanics)(by applying statistical mechanics)

•• The next step is to find the average energy The next step is to find the average energy 
per standing waveper standing wave

( )
2

3

8 dG d
c

πν νν ν =
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TThe average energy per standing he average energy per standing 
wave, wave, 〈〈εε〉〉

231.38 10 J/K, Boltzmann constantk −= ×

•• Theorem of Theorem of equipartitionequipartition of energy (a mainstay of energy (a mainstay 
theorem from statistical mechanics) says that ttheorem from statistical mechanics) says that the he 
average energy per standing wave is average energy per standing wave is 

•• 〈〈εε〉〉 = = kTkT

•• In classical physics, In classical physics, 〈〈εε〉〉 can take any value can take any value 
CONTINOUSLY  and there is not reason to  limit CONTINOUSLY  and there is not reason to  limit 
it to take only discrete valuesit to take only discrete values

•• (this is because the temperature (this is because the temperature TT is continuous is continuous 
and not discrete, hence and not discrete, hence εε must also be continuous)must also be continuous)
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Energy density in the BB cavityEnergy density in the BB cavity

•• Energy density of the radiation inside the BB cavity Energy density of the radiation inside the BB cavity 
in the frequency interval between in the frequency interval between ν ν and and ν ν + + ddνν, , 

= the total energy per unit volume in the = the total energy per unit volume in the 
cavity in the frequency interval between cavity in the frequency interval between ν ν and and ν ν + + 
ddνν
= the number of independent standing waves in the = the number of independent standing waves in the 
frequency interval between frequency interval between νν and and ν ν + + ddνν per unit per unit 
volume, volume, GG((νν)d)dνν,, ×× tthe average energy per standing he average energy per standing 
wave.wave.

⇒⇒ = = GG((νν)d)dνν ×〈×〈εε〉〉 = = 
2

3

8 kTd
c

πν ν

( , )du v T v

( , )du v T v
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Energy density in terms of radianceEnergy density in terms of radiance
•• The energy density in the cavity in the The energy density in the cavity in the 

frequency interval between frequency interval between νν and and νν + + ddνν can can 
be easily expressed in terms of wavelength, be easily expressed in terms of wavelength, λλ
via via cc = = νλνλ

•• In experiment we measure the BB in terms of In experiment we measure the BB in terms of 
radiance radiance RR((λλ,,TT) which is related to the energy ) which is related to the energy 
density via a factor of density via a factor of cc/4: /4: 

•• RR((λλ,,TT) =  () =  (cc/4)/4)uu((λ,λ,Τ Τ )) 4

2 ckTπ
λ

=

( ) ( )
2

3 4

8 8, ,kTd kTu v T d u T d d
c

πν ν πν λ λ λ
λ

= → =
can you 
show this?
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RayleighRayleigh--Jeans LawJeans Law
•• RayleighRayleigh--Jeans law for the radiance (based Jeans law for the radiance (based 

on classical physics):on classical physics):

•• At long wavelengths, the law matched At long wavelengths, the law matched 
experimental results fairly wellexperimental results fairly well

( ), = 4
2πckTR λ T
λ
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RayleighRayleigh--Jeans Law, cont.Jeans Law, cont.
•• At short wavelengths, there At short wavelengths, there 

was a major disagreement was a major disagreement 
between the between the RayleighRayleigh--Jeans Jeans 
law and experimentlaw and experiment

•• This mismatch became This mismatch became 
known as the known as the ultraviolet ultraviolet 
catastrophecatastrophe
•• You would have infinite You would have infinite 

energy as the wavelength energy as the wavelength 
approaches zeroapproaches zero
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Max PlanckMax Planck

•• Introduced the Introduced the 
concept of concept of ““quantum quantum 
of actionof action””

•• In 1918 he was In 1918 he was 
awarded the Nobel awarded the Nobel 
Prize for the Prize for the 
discovery of the discovery of the 
quantized nature of quantized nature of 
energyenergy
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PlanckPlanck’’s Theory of Blackbody s Theory of Blackbody 
RadiationRadiation

•• In 1900 Planck developed a theory of blackbody In 1900 Planck developed a theory of blackbody 
radiation that leads to an equation for the radiation that leads to an equation for the 
intensity of the radiationintensity of the radiation

•• This equation is in complete agreement with This equation is in complete agreement with 
experimental observationsexperimental observations
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PlanckPlanck’’s Wavelength s Wavelength 
Distribution FunctionDistribution Function

•• Planck generated a theoretical expression Planck generated a theoretical expression 
for the wavelength distribution (radiance)for the wavelength distribution (radiance)

•• hh = 6.626 x 10= 6.626 x 10--3434 JJ..ss
•• hh is a fundamental constant of natureis a fundamental constant of nature

( ) ( )
, =

−

2

5

2
1hc λkT

πhcR λ T
λ e
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PlanckPlanck’’s Wavelength s Wavelength 
Distribution Function, cont.Distribution Function, cont.

•• At long wavelengths, PlanckAt long wavelengths, Planck’’s equation reduces to s equation reduces to 
the the RayleighRayleigh--Jeans expressionJeans expression

•• This can be shown by expanding the exponential This can be shown by expanding the exponential 
termterm

•• At short wavelengths, it predicts an exponential At short wavelengths, it predicts an exponential 
decrease in intensity with decreasing wavelengthdecrease in intensity with decreasing wavelength
•• This is in agreement with experimental resultsThis is in agreement with experimental results

...
!

⎛ ⎞= + + + ≈ +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

<<

211 1
2

in the long wavelength limit 

hc λkT hc hc hce
λkT λkT λkT

hc λkT
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Comparison between PlanckComparison between Planck’’s law s law 
of BB radiation and RJof BB radiation and RJ’’s laws law

( ), = 4

2πckTR λ T
λ

( ) ( )
, =

−

2

5

2
 1hc λkT

πhcR λ T
λ e

correctely fit by 
Planck's derivation
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How Planck modeled the BBHow Planck modeled the BB

•• He assumed the cavity radiation comes He assumed the cavity radiation comes 
from the atomic oscillations in the cavity from the atomic oscillations in the cavity 
wallswalls

•• Planck made two assumptions about the Planck made two assumptions about the 
nature of the oscillators in the cavity wallsnature of the oscillators in the cavity walls
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PlanckPlanck’’s Assumption, 1s Assumption, 1
•• The energy of an oscillator can have only certain The energy of an oscillator can have only certain 

discretediscrete values values EEnn
•• EEnn = = nhvnhv

•• nn =0,1,2,=0,1,2,……; ; n n is called the quantum numberis called the quantum number
•• hh is Planckis Planck’’s constant = 6.63 x 10s constant = 6.63 x 10--3434 JsJs
•• νν is the frequency of oscillationis the frequency of oscillation

•• the energy of the oscillator is the energy of the oscillator is quantizedquantized
•• Each discrete energy value corresponds to a different Each discrete energy value corresponds to a different 

quantum statequantum state
•• This is in stark contrast to the case of RJ derivation This is in stark contrast to the case of RJ derivation 

according to classical theories, in which the energies of according to classical theories, in which the energies of 
oscillators in the cavityoscillators in the cavity must assume a continuous must assume a continuous 
distributiondistribution
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EnergyEnergy--Level Diagram Level Diagram of the Planck of the Planck 
OscillatorOscillator

•• An An energyenergy--level diagramlevel diagram
of the oscillators showing of the oscillators showing 
the quantized energy levels the quantized energy levels 
and allowed transitionsand allowed transitions

•• Energy is on the vertical Energy is on the vertical 
axisaxis

•• Horizontal lines represent Horizontal lines represent 
the allowed energy levels the allowed energy levels 
of the oscillatorsof the oscillators

•• The doubleThe double--headed arrows headed arrows 
indicate allowed transitionsindicate allowed transitions

44hhνν

33hhνν

22hhνν

hhνν
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Oscillator in PlanckOscillator in Planck’’s theory is s theory is 
quantisedquantised in energies (taking only in energies (taking only 

discrete values)discrete values)
•• The energy of an oscillator can have only The energy of an oscillator can have only 

certain certain discretediscrete values values EEn n = = nhnhνν, , 
n=n=0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3,……

•• The average energy per standing wave  in The average energy per standing wave  in 
the Planck oscillator is the Planck oscillator is 

hv kT

hv kT
e

ε ε=
−

     (instead of =  in classical theories)
1

For the details of derivation, see slides in the 
appendix section
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PlanckPlanck’’s Assumption, 2s Assumption, 2

•• The oscillators emit or absorb energy when The oscillators emit or absorb energy when 
making a transition from one quantum state making a transition from one quantum state 
to anotherto another
•• The entire energy difference between the The entire energy difference between the 

initial and final states in the transition is initial and final states in the transition is 
emitted or absorbed as a single quantum of emitted or absorbed as a single quantum of 
radiationradiation

•• An oscillator emits or absorbs energy only An oscillator emits or absorbs energy only 
when it changes quantum stateswhen it changes quantum states
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Pictorial representation of oscillator Pictorial representation of oscillator 
transition between statestransition between states

Allowed states of the oscillators

Transition between states

A quantum of energy hf is absorbed or 
emitted during transition between states
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Example: Example: quantisedquantised oscillator oscillator vsvs
classical oscillatorclassical oscillator

•• A 2.0 kg block is attached to a A 2.0 kg block is attached to a masslessmassless
spring that has a force constant spring that has a force constant kk=25 N/m. =25 N/m. 
The spring is stretched 0.40 m from its EB The spring is stretched 0.40 m from its EB 
position and released. position and released. 

•• (A) Find the total energy of the system and (A) Find the total energy of the system and 
the frequency of oscillation according to the frequency of oscillation according to 
classical mechanics.  classical mechanics.  
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SolutionSolution

•• In classical mechanics, In classical mechanics, EE= = ½½kAkA22 = = …… 2.0 J2.0 J
•• The frequency of oscillation is The frequency of oscillation is 

1 ... 0.56 Hz
2

kf
mπ

= = =
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(B)(B)

•• (B) Assuming that the energy is (B) Assuming that the energy is quantisedquantised, find , find 
the quantum number the quantum number n n for the system oscillating for the system oscillating 
with this amplitudewith this amplitude

•• Solution: This is a quantum analysis of the Solution: This is a quantum analysis of the 
oscillatoroscillator

•• EEn n = = nhnhƒƒ = n (= n (6.63 x 106.63 x 10--3434 Js)(0.56 Hz) = 2.0 JJs)(0.56 Hz) = 2.0 J
•• ⇒⇒ n n = 5= 5.4 x 10.4 x 103333 !!! !!! A very large quantum A very large quantum 

number, typical for number, typical for macroscopinmacroscopin systemsystem
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•• The previous example illustrated the fact that the The previous example illustrated the fact that the 
quantum of action, quantum of action, hh, is so tiny that, from , is so tiny that, from 
macroscopic point of view, the macroscopic point of view, the quantisationquantisation of the of the 
energy level is so tiny that it is almost energy level is so tiny that it is almost 
undetectable. undetectable. 

•• Effectively, the energy level of a macroscopic Effectively, the energy level of a macroscopic 
system such as the energy of a harmonic oscillator system such as the energy of a harmonic oscillator 
form a form a ‘‘continuumcontinuum’’ despite it is granular at the despite it is granular at the 
quantum scalequantum scale
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ε = 0

allowed energies in classical 
system – continuous (such as 
an harmonic oscillator,  
energy carried by a wave; 
total mechanical energy of an 
orbiting planet, etc.)

allowed energies in quantised 
system – discrete (such as 
energy levels in an atom, 
energies carried by a photon)

“magnified” view of the 
energy continuum shows 
discrete energy levels
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To To summarisesummarise
•• Classical BB presents a Classical BB presents a ““ultraviolet catastropheultraviolet catastrophe””
•• The spectral energy distribution of electromagnetic radiation The spectral energy distribution of electromagnetic radiation 

in a black body CANNOT be explained in terms of classical in a black body CANNOT be explained in terms of classical 
Maxwell EM theory, in which the average energy in the cavity Maxwell EM theory, in which the average energy in the cavity 
assumes continuous values of assumes continuous values of <<εε>> = = kTkT (this is the result of (this is the result of 
the wave nature of radiation)the wave nature of radiation)

•• To solve the BB catastrophe one has to assume that the energy To solve the BB catastrophe one has to assume that the energy 
of individual radiation oscillator in the cavity of a BB is of individual radiation oscillator in the cavity of a BB is 
quantisedquantised as  per as  per EEn n = = nhnhνν

•• As a As a resltreslt the average energy of the radiation in the cavity the average energy of the radiation in the cavity 
•• This picture is in conflict with classical physics because in This picture is in conflict with classical physics because in 

classical physics energy is in principle a continuous variable classical physics energy is in principle a continuous variable 
that can take any value between 0 that can take any value between 0 ∞∞

•• One is then lead to the revolutionary concept that One is then lead to the revolutionary concept that 

ENERGY OF AN OSCILLATOR IS QUANTISEDENERGY OF AN OSCILLATOR IS QUANTISED
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Cosmic microwave background Cosmic microwave background 
(CMBR) as perfect black body (CMBR) as perfect black body 

radiationradiation

86

Pigeon Trap Used 
Penzias and Wilson thought the static their radio antenna was 
picking up might be due to droppings from pigeons roosting 
in the antenna horn. They captured the pigeons with this trap 
and cleaned out the horn, but the static persisted.

1965, cosmic microwave 1965, cosmic microwave 
background was first detected background was first detected by 

Penzias and Wilson

Nobel Prize 1976
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CMBR CMBR –– the most perfect the most perfect 
Black BodyBlack Body

•• Measurements of the cosmic microwave background Measurements of the cosmic microwave background 
radiation allow us to determine the temperature of the radiation allow us to determine the temperature of the 
universe today. universe today. 

•• The brightness of the relic radiation is measured as a The brightness of the relic radiation is measured as a 
function of the radio frequency. To an excellent function of the radio frequency. To an excellent 
approximation it is described by a thermal of blackbody approximation it is described by a thermal of blackbody 
distribution with a temperature of distribution with a temperature of TT=2.735 degrees above =2.735 degrees above 
absolute zero. absolute zero. 

•• This is a dramatic and direct confirmation of one of the This is a dramatic and direct confirmation of one of the 
predictions of the Hot Big Bang model. predictions of the Hot Big Bang model. 

•• The COBE satellite measured the spectrum of the cosmic The COBE satellite measured the spectrum of the cosmic 
microwave background in 1990, showing remarkable microwave background in 1990, showing remarkable 
agreement between theory and experiment. agreement between theory and experiment. 

88

The Temperature of the Universe The Temperature of the Universe 
Today, as implied from CMBRToday, as implied from CMBR

The diagram shows the The diagram shows the 
results plotted in waves results plotted in waves 
per centimeter versus per centimeter versus 
intensity. The theoretical intensity. The theoretical 
best fit curve (the solid best fit curve (the solid 
line) is indistinguishable line) is indistinguishable 
from the experimental data from the experimental data 
points (the pointpoints (the point--size is size is 
greater than the greater than the 
experimental errors).experimental errors).
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COBECOBE

•• The Cosmic Background Explorer satellite was The Cosmic Background Explorer satellite was 
launched twenty five years after the discovery of launched twenty five years after the discovery of 
the microwave background radiation in 1964. the microwave background radiation in 1964. 

•• In spectacular fashion in 1992, the COBE team In spectacular fashion in 1992, the COBE team 
announces that they had discovered `ripples at the announces that they had discovered `ripples at the 
edge of the universe', that is, the first sign of edge of the universe', that is, the first sign of 
primordial fluctuations at 100,000 years after the primordial fluctuations at 100,000 years after the 
Big Bang. Big Bang. 

•• These are the imprint of the seeds of galaxy These are the imprint of the seeds of galaxy 
formation. formation. 

90

““Faces of GodFaces of God””
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•• The The ““faces of Godfaces of God””: a map of temperature : a map of temperature 
variations on the full sky picture that COBE variations on the full sky picture that COBE 
obtained. obtained. 

•• They are at the level of only one part in one They are at the level of only one part in one 
hundred thousand. hundred thousand. 

•• Viewed in reverse the Universe is highly Viewed in reverse the Universe is highly 
uniform in every direction lending strong uniform in every direction lending strong 
support for the support for the cosmological principle.cosmological principle.

92

The Nobel Prize in Physics 2006The Nobel Prize in Physics 2006

"for their discovery of the blackbody "for their discovery of the blackbody 
form and anisotropy of the cosmic form and anisotropy of the cosmic 
microwave background radiation"microwave background radiation"

John C. 
Mather

George F. 
Smoot
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New material pushes the boundary New material pushes the boundary 
of blackness of blackness –– darkest materialdarkest material

•• http://www.reuters.com/article/scienceNews/idUhttp://www.reuters.com/article/scienceNews/idU
SN1555030620080116?sp=trueSN1555030620080116?sp=true

94

AppendixAppendix

•• Details of the derivation of PlanckDetails of the derivation of Planck’’s laws law
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How does How does EEn n = = nhnhνν,, n=n=0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3,……
leads to leads to 
•• Statistical mechanicsStatistical mechanics
•• See, for example, See, for example, FizikFizik ModenModen dandan mekanikmekanik

kuantumkuantum, by Elmer E. Anderson (English version , by Elmer E. Anderson (English version 
is also available, with title Modern physics and is also available, with title Modern physics and 
quantum mechanics)quantum mechanics)

•• Assume the modes of oscillator follow MaxwellAssume the modes of oscillator follow Maxwell--
BoltzmanBoltzman distributiondistribution

•• so that the average energy for each oscillator is so that the average energy for each oscillator is 
given by given by 
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•• Energy density in the interval between Energy density in the interval between νν dandan νν+d+dνν of of 
the blackbody which has average energy the blackbody which has average energy 〈〈εε〉〉==
can be written down in a similar manner as for the case can be written down in a similar manner as for the case 
before, before, 
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CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCESEXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCES
FOR PARTICLEFOR PARTICLE--LIKE LIKE 

PROPERTIES OF WAVESPROPERTIES OF WAVES

2

PhotoelectricityPhotoelectricity
•• Classically, light is treated as EM wave Classically, light is treated as EM wave 

according to Maxwell equationaccording to Maxwell equation
•• However, in a few types of experiments, light However, in a few types of experiments, light 

behave in ways that is not consistent with the behave in ways that is not consistent with the 
wave picturewave picture

•• In these experiments, light behave like particle In these experiments, light behave like particle 
insteadinstead

•• So, is light particle or wave? (recall that wave So, is light particle or wave? (recall that wave 
and particle are two mutually exclusive and particle are two mutually exclusive 
attributes of existence)attributes of existence)

•• This is a paradox that we will discuss in the rest This is a paradox that we will discuss in the rest 
of the course of the course –– wave particle dualitywave particle duality
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Photoelectric effectPhotoelectric effect
• Photoelectrons are ejected from a metal 

surface when hit by radiation of sufficiently 
high frequency f (usually in the uv region)

• The photoelectrons are attracted to the 
collecting anode (positive) by potential 
difference applied on the anode and detected 
as electric current by the external circuits

• A negative voltage, relative to that of the 
emitter, can be applied to the collector. 

• When this retarding voltage is sufficiently 
large the emitted electrons are repelled, and 
the current to the collector drops to zero (see 
later explanation).

4

Photocurrent Photocurrent II vsvs applied voltage applied voltage VV
at constant at constant ff

•• No current flows for a No current flows for a 
retarding potential more retarding potential more 
negative than negative than ––VVss

•• The photocurrent The photocurrent II
saturates for potentials saturates for potentials 
near or above zero near or above zero 

•• Why does the Why does the II--V V curve curve 
rises gradually from rises gradually from ––VVss
towards more positive towards more positive V V 
before it flat off ?before it flat off ?

f f constantconstantKmax = eVs

saturation photocurrent 
I1 at lower radiation 
intensity, R1

saturation photocurrent 
I2 at higher radiation 
intensity, R2
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Features of the experimental resultFeatures of the experimental result

• When the external potential difference V = 0, the 
current is not zero because the photoelectrons carry 
some kinetic energy, K

• K range from 0 to a maximal value, Kmax
• As V becomes more and more positive, there are 

more electrons attracted towards the anode within a 
given time interval. Hence the pthotocurrent, I, 
increases with V

• Saturation of I will be achieved when all of the 
ejected electron are immediately attracted towards 
the anode once they are kicked out from the metal 
plates (from the curve this happens approximately 
when V ≈ 0 or larger

6

• On the other direction, when V becomes more 
negative, the photocurrent detected decreases in 
magnitude because the electrons are now moving 
against the potential   

• Kmax can be measured. It is given by eVs, where Vs, is 
the value of |V| when the current flowing in the 
external circuit = 0 

• Vs is called the ‘stopping potentialstopping potential’
• When V = -Vs, e of the highest KE will be sufficiently 

retarded by the external electric potential such that 
they wont be able to reach the collector 
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II2 2 > > II1 1 because more electrons are  because more electrons are  
kicked out per unit time by radiation of kicked out per unit time by radiation of 

larger intensity, larger intensity, RR
•• The photocurrent saturates at a larger value of The photocurrent saturates at a larger value of II2 2 

when it is irradiated by higher radiation when it is irradiated by higher radiation 
intensity intensity RR22

•• This is expected as larger This is expected as larger RR means energy are means energy are 
imparted at a higher rate on the metal surfaceimparted at a higher rate on the metal surface

8

Stopping potential Stopping potential VVss is radiation is radiation 
intensityintensity--independentindependent

• Experimentalists observe 
that for a given type of 
surface:  

• At constant frequency the 
maximal kinetic energy of 
the photoelectrons is 
measured to be a constant 
independent of the intensity 
of light.

• (this is a puzzle to those 
who thinks that light is 
wave)

f f constantconstantKmax = eVs

saturation photocurrent 
I1 at lower radiation 
intensity, R1

saturation photocurrent 
I2 at higher radiation 
intensity, R2
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KKmaxmax of photoelectrons is frequencyof photoelectrons is frequency--
dependent at constant radiation dependent at constant radiation 

intensityintensity
• One can also detect the 

stopping potential Vs  for a 
given material at different 
frequency (at constant 
radiation intensity)

• Kmax (=eVs) = Kmax is 
measured to increase 
linearly in the radiation 
frequency,

• i.e. if f increases, Kmax too 
increases

Sodium

10

Cutoff frequency, Cutoff frequency, ff00
• From the same graph one 

also found that there 
exist a cutcut--off off 
frequencyfrequency, f0, below 
which no PE effect 
occurs no matter how 
intense is the radiation 
shined on the metal 
surface

Sodium
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Different material have different cutDifferent material have different cut--
off frequency off frequency ff00

• For different material, the cut-off 
frequency is different

12

Classical physics canClassical physics can’’t explain PEt explain PE

•• The experimental results of PE pose The experimental results of PE pose 
difficulty to classical physicists as they difficulty to classical physicists as they 
cannot explain PE effect in terms of cannot explain PE effect in terms of 
classical physics (Maxwell EM theory, classical physics (Maxwell EM theory, 
thermodynamics, classical mechanics etc.)thermodynamics, classical mechanics etc.)
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• If light were wave, the energy carried by the 
radiation will increases as the intensity of 
the monochromatic light increases

• Hence we would also expect Kmax of the 
electron to increase as the intensity of 
radiation increases (because K.E. of the 
photoelectron must come from the energy 
of the radiation) 

• YET THE OBSERVATION IS 
OTHERWISE.

Puzzle onePuzzle one

14

Puzzle twoPuzzle two

• Existence of a characteristic cut-off 
frequency, ν0. (previously I use f0)

• Wave theory predicts that photoelectric 
effect should occur for any frequency as 
long as the light is intense enough to give 
the energy to eject the photoelectrons. 

• No cut-off frequency is predicted in 
classical physics.
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Puzzle threePuzzle three
•• No detection time lag measured.No detection time lag measured.
•• Classical wave theory needs a time lag between Classical wave theory needs a time lag between 

the instance the light impinge on the surface with the instance the light impinge on the surface with 
the instance the photoelectrons being ejected. the instance the photoelectrons being ejected. 
Energy needs to be accumulated for the wave Energy needs to be accumulated for the wave 
front, at a rate proportional to            , front, at a rate proportional to            , 
before it has enough energy to eject before it has enough energy to eject 
photoelectrons. photoelectrons. ((SS = energy flux of the EM = energy flux of the EM 
radiation)radiation)

•• But, in the PE experiments, PE is almost But, in the PE experiments, PE is almost 
immediateimmediate

c
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0

2μ
=
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Cartoon analogy: in the wave picture, accumulating 
the energy required to eject an photoelectron from an 
atom is analogous to filling up a tank with water from a 
pipe until the tank is full. One must wait for certain 
length of time (time lag) before the tank can be filled 
up with water at a give rate. The total water filled is 
analogous to the total energy absorbed by electrons 
before they are ejected from the metal surface at

Electron 
spills out 
from the tank 
when the 
water is filled 
up gradually 
after some 
‘time lag’

Water from the pipe 
fills up the tank at 
some constant rate
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Wave theory and the time delay Wave theory and the time delay 
problemproblem

•• A potassium foil is placed at a distance A potassium foil is placed at a distance rr = = 
3.5 m from a light source whose output 3.5 m from a light source whose output 
power power PP00 is 1.0 W. How long would it take is 1.0 W. How long would it take 
for the foil to soak up enough energy (=1.8 for the foil to soak up enough energy (=1.8 
eVeV) from the beam to eject an electron? ) from the beam to eject an electron? 
Assume that the ejected electron collected Assume that the ejected electron collected 
the energy from a circular area of the foil the energy from a circular area of the foil 
whose radius is 5.3 x 10whose radius is 5.3 x 10--11 11 mm

18

Use inverse rUse inverse r22 lawlaw

r=3.5m

Area of sphere , 
A = 4πr2

Area of the 
surface 
presented by 
an atom, a = π 
rb

2, where rb = 
0.5 Angstrom

Energy from the 
bulb, P0 = 1 W
(or joule per 
second)

Energy absorbed by a is 

ε = (a/A) x P0

= (π rb
2/4π r2) x 1 Watt

= … Watt
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•• Time taken for a to absorb 1.8 Time taken for a to absorb 1.8 eVeV is simply 1.8 x is simply 1.8 x 
1.6 x 101.6 x 10--19 19 J / J / ε = ε = 5000 s = 1.4 h!!!5000 s = 1.4 h!!!

•• In PE, the photoelectrons are ejected almost In PE, the photoelectrons are ejected almost 
immediately but not 1.4 hour laterimmediately but not 1.4 hour later

•• This shows that the wave model used to calculate This shows that the wave model used to calculate 
the time lag in this example fails to account for the the time lag in this example fails to account for the 
almost instantaneous ejection of photoelectron in almost instantaneous ejection of photoelectron in 
the PE experimentthe PE experiment

20

Einstein’s quantum theory of the 
photoelectricity (1905)

•• A NobleA Noble--prize winning theoryprize winning theory
•• To explain PE, Einstein postulates that the radiant To explain PE, Einstein postulates that the radiant 

energy of light is quantized into concentrated energy of light is quantized into concentrated 
bundle. The discrete entity that carries the energy bundle. The discrete entity that carries the energy 
of the radiant energy is called photonof the radiant energy is called photon

•• Or, in quantum physics jargon, we say Or, in quantum physics jargon, we say ““photon is photon is 
the quantum of lightthe quantum of light””

•• Wave behaviour of light is a result of collective Wave behaviour of light is a result of collective 
behaviour of very large numbers of photonsbehaviour of very large numbers of photons
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Flux of radiant 
energy appears 
like a continuum 
at macroscopic 
scale of intensity

Granularity of light (in 
terms of photon) 
becomes  manifest when 
magnified

Photon is granularPhoton is granular

22

•• The way how photon carries energy is in in The way how photon carries energy is in in 
contrast to the way wave carries energy. contrast to the way wave carries energy. 

•• For wave the radiant energy is continuously For wave the radiant energy is continuously 
distributed over a region in space and not in distributed over a region in space and not in 
separate bundlesseparate bundles

•• (always recall the analogy of water in a hose (always recall the analogy of water in a hose 
and a stream of ping pong ball to help and a stream of ping pong ball to help 
visualisationvisualisation))

Wave and particle carries energy Wave and particle carries energy 
differentlydifferently
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A beam of light if pictured as monochromatic wave (λ, ν) 

A

c
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A beam of light pictured in terms of photons
A

Energy flux of the beam is S = N (hν) /At = n0 chν (in unit of joule 
per unit time per unit area). N is obtained by ‘counting’ the total 
number of photons in the beam volume, N = n0V = n0 x (A ct), 
where n0 is the photon number density of the radiation (in unit of 
number per unit volume)

L = ct

E=hν

Energy flux of the beam is                  (in unit 
of joule per unit time per unit area), 
analogous to fluid in a host

24

1. The energy of a single photon is E = hν. h is a 
proportional constant, called the Planck constant, that is 
to be determined experimentally.

• With this assumption, a photon will have a momentum 
given by p = E/c = h/λ.

• This relation is obtained from SR relationship 
E2 = p2c2 + (m0c2)2, for which the mass of a photon is 
zero.

• Note that in classical physics momentum is intrinsically 
a particle attribute not defined for wave.
By picturing light as particle (photon), the definition of 
momentum for radiation now becomes feasible 

Einstein’s 1st postulate
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Light as photon (in Einstein theory) Light as photon (in Einstein theory) 
instead of wave (in Classical EM instead of wave (in Classical EM 

theory)theory)

{ν,λ}
p=h/λ, E=hν=hc/λ

26

ExampleExample
• (a) What are the energy and momentum of a photon of red 

light of wavelength 650nm? 

• (b) What is the wavelength of a photon of energy 2.40 eV? 

• In atomic scale we usually express energy in eV, momentum 
in unit of eV/c, length in nm; the combination of constants, hc, 
is conveniently expressed in 

• 1 eV = 1.6x10-19 J

• hc = (6.62x10-34 Js)·(3x108 m/s)
= [6.62x10-34 ·(1.6x10-19)-1eV·s]·(3x108 m/s)

= 1.24eV·10-6m = 1240eV·nm

• 1 eV/c = (1.6x10-19)J/ (3x108 m/s) = 5.3x10-28 Ns
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solutionsolution

•• (a)(a) E E == hchc//λλ
= 1240 = 1240 eVeV⋅⋅nmnm /650 nm /650 nm 
= 1.91= 1.91 eVeV (= 3.1(= 3.1××1010--1919J)J)

•• (b)(b) p p = = EE//cc = 1.91 = 1.91 eV/eV/cc (= 1(= 1xx1010--2727 Ns)Ns)
•• (c) (c) λλ = = hchc//E E 

= 1240eV= 1240eV··nm /2.40 nm /2.40 eVeV
= 517 nm= 517 nm

28

Einstein’s 2nd postulate
• In PE one photon is completely absorbed by one atom in 

the photocathode. 
• Upon the absorption, one electron is  ‘kicked out’ by the 

absorbent atom.
• The kinetic energy for the ejected electron is 

K = hν - W
• W is the worked required to 
• (i) cater for losses of kinetic energy due to internal 

collision of the electrons (Wi), 
• (ii) overcome the attraction from the atoms in the surface 

(W0)
• When no internal kinetic energy loss (happens to 

electrons just below the surface which suffers minimal 
loss in internal collisions), K is maximum:

• Kmax = hν - W0
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W0

W0 = work 
required to 
overcome 
attraction from 
surface atoms

In general, 

K = hν – W, where 

W = W0 + Wi

KE = hν
KE = hν - Wi

KE = hν – Wi – W0

KE loss = Wi

KE loss = W0

30

Einstein theory manage to solve the Einstein theory manage to solve the 
three unexplained features:three unexplained features:

• First feature:
• In Einstein’s theory of PE, Kmax = hν - W0

• Both hν and W0 do not depend on the radiation 
intensity

• Hence Kmax is independent of irradiation intensity
• Doubling the intensity of light wont change Kmax

because only depend on the energy hν of 
individual photons and W0

• W0 is the intrinsic property of a given metal 
surface
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Second feature explainedSecond feature explained

The cut-off frequency is explained

• Recall that in Einstein assumption, a photon is 
completely absorbed by one atom to kick out one
electron.

• Hence each absorption of photon by the atom transfers 
a discrete amount of energy by hν only. 

• If hν is not enough to provide sufficient energy to 
overcome the required work function, W0, no 
photoelectrons would be ejected from the metal 
surface and be detected as photocurrent

32

CutCut--off frequency is related to work off frequency is related to work 
function of metal surface function of metal surface W0 = hν0

• A photon having the cut-off frequency ν0 has just 
enough energy to eject the photoelectron and none 
extra to appear as kinetic energy. 

• Photon of energy less than hν0 has not sufficient 
energy to kick out any electron

• Approximately, electrons that are eject at the cut-off 
frequency will not leave the surface. 

• This amount to saying that the have got zero kinetic 
energy: Kmax = 0

• Hence, from Kmax = hν - W0, we find that the cut-off 
frequency and the work function is simply  related by

• W0 = hν0
• Measurement of the cut-off frequency tell us what the 

work function is for a given metal 
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W0 = hν0

34

Third feature explainedThird feature explained

•• The required energy to eject photoelectrons is The required energy to eject photoelectrons is 
supplied in concentrated bundles of photons, not supplied in concentrated bundles of photons, not 
spread uniformly over a large area in the wave spread uniformly over a large area in the wave 
front. front. 

•• Any photon absorbed by the atoms in the target Any photon absorbed by the atoms in the target 
shall eject photoelectron immediately. shall eject photoelectron immediately. 

•• Absorption of photon is a discrete process at Absorption of photon is a discrete process at 
quantum time scale (almost quantum time scale (almost ‘‘instantaneouslyinstantaneously’’): it ): it 
either got absorbed by the atoms, or otherwise.either got absorbed by the atoms, or otherwise.

•• Hence no time lag is expected in this pictureHence no time lag is expected in this picture
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A simple way to picture photoelectricity in terms of particle-
particle collision:

Energy of photon is transferred during the instantaneous 
collision with the electron. The electron will either get kicked
up against the barrier threshold of W0 almost instantaneously, 
or fall back to the bottom of the valley if hν is less than W0

hν

W0

Initial photon 
with energy hν

Electron within the 
metal, initially at rest

Photoelectron that is 
successfully kicked out from 
the metal, moving with K

K = hν – W0Almost 
instantaneously

36

Compare the particleCompare the particle--particle particle 
collision model with the watercollision model with the water--

fillingfilling--tank model:tank model:
Electron 
spills out 
from the tank 
when the 
water is filled 
up gradually 
after some 
‘time lag’

Water (light wave) 
from the pipe fills up 
the tank at some 
constant rate
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Experimental  determination of Experimental  determination of 
Planck constant from PEPlanck constant from PE

• Experiment can measure eVs (= Kmax) for a 
given metallic surface (e.g. sodium) at 
different frequency of impinging radiation

• We know that the work function and the 
stopping potential of a given metal is given 
by 

• eVs = hν - W0

38

In experiment, we can measure the slope in the graph of Vs
verses frequency ν for different metal surfaces. It gives a 
universal value of h/e = 4.1x10-15 Vs. Hence, h = 6.626 x 10-34 Js

Different metal  
surfaces have 
different ν0

Vs = (h/e)ν -ν0
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PYQ 2.16, Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 2.16, Final Exam 2003/04

•• Planck constantPlanck constant
•• (i) is a universal constant(i) is a universal constant
•• (ii) is the same for all metals(ii) is the same for all metals
•• (iii) is different for different metals(iii) is different for different metals
•• (iv) (iv) characterisescharacterises the quantum scalethe quantum scale
•• A.A. I,IVI,IV B.B. I,II, IVI,II, IV C. C. I, III,IVI, III,IV

•• D.D. I, IIII, III E. E. II,IIIII,III
•• ANS: B, ANS: B, MachlupMachlup, Review question 8, pg. , Review question 8, pg. 

496, modified496, modified

40

PYQ 4(a,b) Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 4(a,b) Final Exam 2003/04
•• (a)(a) Lithium, beryllium and mercury have work Lithium, beryllium and mercury have work 

functions of 2.3 functions of 2.3 eVeV, 3.9 , 3.9 eVeV and 4.5 and 4.5 eVeV, , 
respectively. If a 400respectively. If a 400--nm light is incident on nm light is incident on 
each of these metals, determineeach of these metals, determine

•• (i)(i) which metals exhibit the photoelectric which metals exhibit the photoelectric 
effect, and effect, and 

•• (ii)(ii) the maximum kinetic energy for the the maximum kinetic energy for the 
photoelectron in each case (in photoelectron in each case (in eVeV))
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Solution for Q3aSolution for Q3a
•• The energy of a 400 nm photon is The energy of a 400 nm photon is E E = = hc/hc/λλ = = 

3.11 3.11 eVeV
•• The effect will occur only in The effect will occur only in lithium*lithium*
•• Q3a(ii)Q3a(ii)
•• For lithium, For lithium, KKmaxmax = = hhνν –– WW00

= 3.11 = 3.11 eVeV –– 2.30 2.30 eVeV
= = 0.81 0.81 eVeV

*marks are deducted for calculating *marks are deducted for calculating ““KKmaxmax”” for for 
beryllium and mercury which is meaninglessberyllium and mercury which is meaningless

42

PYQ 4(a,b) Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 4(a,b) Final Exam 2003/04
•• (b)(b) Molybdenum has a work function of 4.2 Molybdenum has a work function of 4.2 eVeV. . 
•• (i)(i) Find the cutFind the cut--off wavelength (in nm) and off wavelength (in nm) and 

threshold frequency for the photoelectric effect. threshold frequency for the photoelectric effect. 
•• (ii)(ii) Calculate the stopping potential if the Calculate the stopping potential if the 

incident radiation has a wavelength of 180 nm.incident radiation has a wavelength of 180 nm.
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Solution for Q4bSolution for Q4b
•• Q3a(ii)Q3a(ii)
•• Known Known hhννcutoffcutoff = = WW00

•• CutCut--off wavelength = off wavelength = λλ cutoffcutoff = = cc//ννcutoffcutoff

= = hchc//WW00 = 1240 nm = 1240 nm eVeV / 4.2 / 4.2 eVeV = = 295 nm295 nm
•• CutCut--off frequency (or threshold frequency), off frequency (or threshold frequency), νν cutoffcutoff

= = c c / / λ λ cutoffcutoff == 1.01 x 1015 Hz
•• Q3b(ii)Q3b(ii)
•• Stopping potential Stopping potential VVstopstop = (= (hchc//λλ –– WW00) /) / e     e     = (1240 = (1240 

nmnm⋅⋅eV/180 nm eV/180 nm –– 4.2 4.2 eV)/eV)/ee = = 2. 7 V2. 7 V

44

Example (read it yourself)Example (read it yourself)

•• Light of wavelength 400 Light of wavelength 400 
nm is incident upon lithium nm is incident upon lithium 
((WW00 = 2.9 = 2.9 eVeV). Calculate ). Calculate 

•• (a) the photon energy and (a) the photon energy and 
•• (b) the stopping potential, (b) the stopping potential, 

VVss

•• (c) What frequency of light (c) What frequency of light 
is needed to produce is needed to produce 
electrons of kinetic energy electrons of kinetic energy 
3 3 eVeV from illumination of from illumination of 
lithium? lithium? 
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• (a) E= hν = hc/λ = 1240eV·nm/400 nm = 3.1 eV
• (b) The stopping potential x e = Max Kinetic 

energy of the photon 
• => eVs = Kmax = hν - W0 = (3.1 - 2.9) eV
• Hence, Vs = 0.2 V
• i.e. a retarding potential of 0.2 V will stop all 

photoelectrons
• (c) hν = Kmax + W0 = 3 eV + 2.9 eV = 5.9 eV. 

Hence the frequency of the photon is 
ν = 5.9 x (1.6 x 10-19 J) / 6.63 x 10-34 Js 

= 1.42 x1015 Hz

Solution:Solution:
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PYQ, 1.12 KSCP 2003/04PYQ, 1.12 KSCP 2003/04
Which of the following Which of the following statement(sstatement(s) is (are) true?) is (are) true?

•• II The energy of the quantum of light is proportional to the The energy of the quantum of light is proportional to the 
frequency of the wave model of lightfrequency of the wave model of light

•• IIII In In photoelectricityphotoelectricity, the photoelectrons has as much , the photoelectrons has as much 
energy as the quantum of light which causes it to be ejectedenergy as the quantum of light which causes it to be ejected

•• IIIIII In In photoelectricityphotoelectricity, no time delay in the emission of , no time delay in the emission of 
photoelectrons would be expected in the quantum theory photoelectrons would be expected in the quantum theory 

•• A.A. II, IIIII, III B.B. I, IIII, III C. I, II, IIIC. I, II, III D.D. I I 
ONLYONLY

•• E. E. Non of the above Non of the above 
•• AnsAns: B: B
•• MurugeshanMurugeshan, S. , S. ChandChand & Company, New Delhi, pg. 136, & Company, New Delhi, pg. 136, 

Q28 (for I), Q29, Q30  (for II,III)Q28 (for I), Q29, Q30  (for II,III)
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To summerise: In 
photoelectricity (PE), light 
behaves like particle rather 
than like wave.

48

Compton effectCompton effect
•• Another experiment revealing the particle Another experiment revealing the particle 

nature of Xnature of X--ray (radiation, with ray (radiation, with 
wavelength ~ 10wavelength ~ 10--1010 m)m)

Compton, Arthur Holly (1892-1962), 
American physicist and Nobel laureate 
whose studies of X rays led to his discovery 
in 1922 of the so-called Compton effect. 

The Compton effect is the change in 
wavelength of high energy electromagnetic 
radiation when it scatters off electrons. The 
discovery of the Compton effect confirmed 
that electromagnetic radiation has both 
wave and particle properties, a central 
principle of quantum theory.
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ComptonCompton’’s experimental setups experimental setup
•• A beam of x rays of A beam of x rays of 

wavelength 71.1 pm is wavelength 71.1 pm is 
directed onto a carbon target directed onto a carbon target 
T. The x rays scattered from T. The x rays scattered from 
the target are observed at the target are observed at 
various angle various angle θθ to the to the 
direction of the incident direction of the incident 
beam. The detector beam. The detector 
measures both the intensity measures both the intensity 
of the scattered x rays and of the scattered x rays and 
their wavelengththeir wavelength

θθ

50

Experimental dataExperimental data

Although initially the 

incident beam consists of

only a single well-defined

wavelength (λ ) the 

scattered x-rays at a given

angle θ have intensity 

peaks at two wavelength

(λ’ in addition), where λ’>λ

θ

θ

θ = 0 °

θ = 45 °

θ = 90 ° θ = 135 °
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Compton shouldnCompton shouldn’’t shift, according t shift, according 
to classical wave theory of lightto classical wave theory of light

• Unexplained by classical wave theory for 
radiation

• No shift of wavelength is predicted in 
wave theory of light

52

Modelling Compton shift as Modelling Compton shift as 
““particleparticle--particleparticle”” collisioncollision

•• Compton (and independently by Compton (and independently by DebyeDebye) ) 
explain this in terms of collision between explain this in terms of collision between 
collections of (particlecollections of (particle--like) photon, each like) photon, each 
with energy with energy EE = = hhνν = = pcpc, with the , with the freefree
electrons in the target graphite (imagine electrons in the target graphite (imagine 
billardbillard balls collision)balls collision)

•• EE22=(=(mcmc22))22++cc22pp22

•• EEγγ
22=(=(mmγγcc22))22++cc22pp22==cc22pp22
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Photographic picture of a Compton Photographic picture of a Compton 
electronelectron

•• Part of a bubble chamber Part of a bubble chamber 
picture (Fermilab'15 foot picture (Fermilab'15 foot 
Bubble Chamber', found Bubble Chamber', found 
at the University of at the University of 
Birmingham). An Birmingham). An 
electron was knocked out electron was knocked out 
of an atom by a high of an atom by a high 
energy photon.energy photon.

•• Photon is not shown as the Photon is not shown as the 
photographic plate only photographic plate only 
captures the track of captures the track of 
charged particle, not light.charged particle, not light.

54

φ

θ

Scattered photon, 
E’=hc/λ’, 
p’=h/λ’

Scattered 
electron, Ee,pe

Initial photon, 
E=hc/λ,     

p=h/λ

Initial electron, 
at rest, 
Eei=mec2, 
pei=0

2: Conservation of momentum:p 
= p’ + pe (vector sum)

1: Conservation of E: 

cp + mec2 = cp’ + Ee

y

x

Two particle collision in 2DTwo particle collision in 2D
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•• pp = = pp’’ + + ppee (vector sum) actually comprised of (vector sum) actually comprised of 
two equation for both conservation of two equation for both conservation of 
momentum in xmomentum in x-- and yand y-- directionsdirections

p’sinθ = pesinφ

Conservation 
of l.mom in y-
direction

Conservation of l.mom in x-direction
p = p’cosθ + pecosφ

Conservation of momentum in 2Conservation of momentum in 2--DD

56

Some algebraSome algebra……
Mom conservation in y : p’sinθ = pesinφ

(PY)

Mom conservation in x : p - p’ cosθ = pecosφ
(PX)

Conservation of total relativistic energy:

cp + mec2 = cp’ + Ee                                                               

(RE)

(PY)2 + (PX)2, substitute into (RE)2 to eliminate φ, pe

and Ee (and using Ee
2 = c2pe

2 + me
2c4 ): 

Δλ ≡ λ’- λ = (h/mec)(1 – cosθ )
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Compton wavelengthCompton wavelength
λe = h/mec = 0.0243 Angstrom, is the Compton 
wavelength (for electron)

• Note that the wavelength of the x-ray used in the 
scattering is of the similar length scale to the Compton 
wavelength of electron

•• The Compton scattering experiment can now be The Compton scattering experiment can now be 
perfectly explained by the Compton shift relationship perfectly explained by the Compton shift relationship 
Δλ ≡ λ’ − λ = λe(1 - cosθ)
as a function of the photon scattered angleas a function of the photon scattered angle

•• Be reminded that the relationship is derived by assuming Be reminded that the relationship is derived by assuming 
light behave like particle (photon)light behave like particle (photon)

58

XX--ray scattering from an electron ray scattering from an electron 
(Compton scattering): classical (Compton scattering): classical 

versus quantum pictureversus quantum picture
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Δλ ≡ λ’ − λ = (h/mec)(1 - cosθ)

Notice that Δλ depend on θ only, 
not on the incident wavelength, λ..

For θ = 00 “grazing”
collision => Δλ = 0

θ 0

Consider some limiting 
behaviour of the Compton shift:

λ
λ’ λ

λ’=0.1795 nm

60

θ =180o

For θ 1800 “head-on” collision 
=> Δλ = Δλmax

θ 1800 photon being reversed in direction 
Δλmax =λmax’ − λ =(h/mec)(1 – cos 180°)
• = 2λe =2( 0.00243nm) 

initially λ

After collision

λ’max = λ + Δλmax
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PYQ 2.2 Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 2.2 Final Exam 2003/04

Suppose that a beam of 0.2-MeV photon is
scattered by the electrons in a carbon target. What is
the wavelength of those photon scattered through an
angle of 90o?
A. 0.00620 nm
B. 0.00863 nm  
C. 0.01106 nm
D. 0.00243 nm
E. Non of the above

62

Solution
First calculate the wavelength of a 0.2 MeV photon:
E = hc/λ= 1240 eV⋅nm/λ = 0.2 MeV
λ =1240 nm / 0.2 x 106 = 0.062 nm

From Compton scattering formula, the shift is
Δλ = λ’−λ = λe (1 – cos 90° ) = λe

Hence, the final wavelength is simply
λ’ = Δλ +λ = λe +λ = 0.00243nm + 0.062 nm = 0.00863 

nm

ANS: B, Schaum’s 3000 solved problems, Q38.31, 
pg. 712
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• X-rays of wavelength 0.2400 nm are Compton 
scattered and the scattered beam is observed at 
an angle of 60 degree relative to the incident 
beam. 

• Find (a) the wave length of the scattered x-
rays, (b) the energy of the scattered x-ray 
photons, (c) the kinetic energy of the scattered 
electrons, and (d) the direction of travel of the 
scattered electrons

ExampleExample

64

λ’= λ + λe (1 - cosθ )
= 0.2400nm+0.00243nm(1–cos60o) 
= 0.2412 nm

 Ε’ = hc/λ’
 = 1240 eV⋅nm /0.2412 nm 
 = 5141 eV

solutionsolution
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Eγ
K

E ’γ < Eγ

me
Initial 
photon

Note that we ignore SR effect here because K << rest mass of electron, me = 0.5 
MeV

φ

kinetic energy gained by the scattered electron 
= energy transferred by the incident photon during the 
scattering:
K = hc/λ - hc/λ’=(5167–5141)eV = 26 eV

θ
pγ

p’γ

pe

66

By conservation of momentum in the x- and y-direction:

pγ= p’γ cosθ + pe cosφ; p’γ sinθ = pe sin φ;

tan φ = pe sin φ / pe cosφ = (p’γ sinθ)/ (pγ - p’γ cosθ)

=(E’γ sinθ)/ (Eγ - E’γ cosθ)  

= (5141 sin 600 / [5167−5141 (cos 600] = 0.43 = 1.71

Hence, φ = 59.7 degree

Eγ
K

E ’γ < Eγ

meInitial 
photon φ

θ
pγ

p’γ

pe
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PYQ 3(c), Final exam 2003/04PYQ 3(c), Final exam 2003/04

•• (c)(c) A 0.0016A 0.0016--nm photon scatters from a free nm photon scatters from a free 
electron. For what scattering angle of the electron. For what scattering angle of the 
photon do the recoiling electron and the photon do the recoiling electron and the 
scattered photon have the same kinetic scattered photon have the same kinetic 
energy?energy?

•• SerwaySerway solution manual 2, Q35, pg. 358solution manual 2, Q35, pg. 358

68

SolutionSolution
• The energy of the incoming photon is 

Ei = hc/λ = 0.775 MeV
• Since the outgoing photon and the electron each have 

half of this energy in kinetic form, 
• Ef = hc/λ’ = 0.775 MeV / 2 = 0.388 MeV and 

λ’ = hc/Ef = 1240 eV⋅ nm / 0.388 MeV = 0.0032 nm
• The Compton shift is 

Δλ = λ’ - λ = (0.0032 – 0.0016) nm  = 0.0016 nm
• By Δλ = λc (1 – cos θ ) 
• = (h/mec)  (1 – cos θ ) 0.0016 nm
• = 0.00243 nm (1 – cos θ )

θ  = 70o
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PYQ 1.10 KSCP 2003/04PYQ 1.10 KSCP 2003/04
Which of the following statements is (are) true?Which of the following statements is (are) true?

•• I.I. Photoelectric effect arises due to the absorption of Photoelectric effect arises due to the absorption of 
electrons by photonselectrons by photons

•• II.II. Compton effect arises due to the scattering of Compton effect arises due to the scattering of 
photons by free electronsphotons by free electrons

•• III. III. In the photoelectric effect, only part of the energy of In the photoelectric effect, only part of the energy of 
the incident photon is lost in the processthe incident photon is lost in the process

•• IVIV.I.Inn the Compton effect, the photon completely the Compton effect, the photon completely 
disappears and all of its energy is given to the Compton disappears and all of its energy is given to the Compton 
electronelectron

•• A.A. I,III,II B.B. II,III,IVII,III,IV C. I, II, IIIC. I, II, III
•• D.D. III,IVIII,IV AnsAns: E: E
•• [I = false; II = true; III = false; IV = false][I = false; II = true; III = false; IV = false]
•• MurugeshanMurugeshan, S. , S. ChandChand & Company, New Delhi, pg. 134, & Company, New Delhi, pg. 134, 

Q13, Q13, 
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XX--ray:ray:
The inverse of The inverse of photoelectricityphotoelectricity

• X-ray, discovered by 
Wilhelm Konrad
Roentgen (1845-1923). 
He won the first Nobel 
prize in 1902. He refused 
to benefit financially 
from his work and died 
in poverty in the German 
inflation that followed 
the end of World War 1.
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XX--rays are simply EM radiation with rays are simply EM radiation with 
very short wavelength,very short wavelength,

~ 0.01 nm ~ 0.01 nm ––10 nm10 nm
Some properties:Some properties:

•• energetic, according to energetic, according to EE = = hchc//λλ ∼ 0.1 ∼ 0.1 −− 100 100 keVkeV
(c.f. (c.f. EE ~ a few ~ a few eVeV for visible light)for visible light)

•• travels in straight linestravels in straight lines
•• is unaffected by electric and magnetic fields is unaffected by electric and magnetic fields 
•• passes readily through opaque materials passes readily through opaque materials –– highly highly 

penetrativepenetrative
•• causes phosphorescent substances to glowcauses phosphorescent substances to glow
•• exposes photographic platesexposes photographic plates

72

In In photoelectricityphotoelectricity, energy is transferred , energy is transferred 
from photons to kinetic energy of from photons to kinetic energy of 

electrons. The inverse of this process electrons. The inverse of this process 
produces xproduces x--raysrays

P.E: 

electron (Ke=0) +  photon (hc/λ)

electron (Ke) + W0

γ

e

(Eγ = hc/λ)

Ke = 0

(Ee = K) 

W0

W0 0 compared 
to Ke, hence 
ignored

x-ray:

electron (Ke)

heat + photon (hc/λ)

(Ee = Ke >> W0) 

γ

e
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PE and xPE and x--rays production happen at rays production happen at 
different energy scaledifferent energy scale

•• However, both process occur at disparately However, both process occur at disparately 
different energy scaledifferent energy scale

•• Roughly, for PE, it occurs at Roughly, for PE, it occurs at eVeV scale with scale with 
ultraviolet radiationultraviolet radiation

•• For xFor x--ray production, the energy scale ray production, the energy scale 
involved is much higher involved is much higher -- at the order of at the order of 
100 100 eVeV -- 100 100 keVkeV

74

XX--ray productionray production
•• XX--rays is produced rays is produced 

when electrons, when electrons, 
accelerated by an accelerated by an 
electric field in a electric field in a 
vacuum cathodevacuum cathode--ray ray 
tube, are impacted on tube, are impacted on 
the glass end of the the glass end of the 
tubetube

•• Part or all of the kinetic Part or all of the kinetic 
energy of a moving energy of a moving 
electron is converted electron is converted 
into a xinto a x--ray photonray photon

Ke

Eγ γ

e
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The xThe x--ray tuberay tube

•• A cathode (the `poleA cathode (the `pole’’ that emits negative charge) is heated by means that emits negative charge) is heated by means 
of electric current to produce of electric current to produce thermionicthermionic emission of the electrons emission of the electrons 
from the targetfrom the target

•• A high potential difference A high potential difference VV is maintained between the cathode and is maintained between the cathode and 
a metallic targeta metallic target

•• The The thermionicthermionic electrons will get accelerated toward the latterelectrons will get accelerated toward the latter
•• The higher the accelerating potential The higher the accelerating potential VV, the faster the electron and , the faster the electron and 

the shorter the wavelengths of the xthe shorter the wavelengths of the x--raysrays

76

Typical xTypical x--ray spectrum from the xray spectrum from the x--
ray tube ray tube 

λmin
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Important featuresImportant features of the xof the x--ray ray 
spectrumspectrum

1.1. The spectrum is continuousThe spectrum is continuous
2.2. The existence of a minimum wavelength  The existence of a minimum wavelength  

for a given for a given VV, below which no x, below which no x--
ray is observedray is observed

3.3. Increasing Increasing VV decreases         . decreases         . 

minλ

minλ

78

λλminmin ∝∝ 1/1/VV, the same for all material , the same for all material 
surfacesurface

•• At a particular At a particular VV,  ,  λλminmin is is 
approximately the same approximately the same 
for different target for different target 
materials. materials. 
Experimentally one finds Experimentally one finds 
that that λλminmin is inversely is inversely 
proportional to proportional to VV,,

Vm1024.1 6

min ⋅⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ×
=

−

V
λ

The peaks in the spectrum are due to the electronic transition occurring 
between the adjacent shells (orbit) in the atom. We would not discuss them 
further here.
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XX--ray production heats up the target ray production heats up the target 
materialmaterial

•• Due to conversion of energy from the Due to conversion of energy from the 
impacting electrons to ximpacting electrons to x--ray photons is not ray photons is not 
efficient, the difference between input efficient, the difference between input 
energy, energy, KKee and the output xand the output x--ray energy ray energy EEγγ
becomes heatbecomes heat

•• Hence the target materials have to be made Hence the target materials have to be made 
from metal that can stand heat and must from metal that can stand heat and must 
have high melting point (such as Tungsten have high melting point (such as Tungsten 
and Molybdenum)and Molybdenum)

80

Classical explanation of continuous xClassical explanation of continuous x--
ray spectrum: ray spectrum: 

•• The continuous XThe continuous X--ray spectrum is explained in terms of ray spectrum is explained in terms of 
BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung:  :  radiation emitted when a moving electron radiation emitted when a moving electron 
““tekantekan bbrakerake””

•• According to classical EM theory, an accelerating or deceleratinAccording to classical EM theory, an accelerating or decelerating g 
electric charge will radiate EM radiationelectric charge will radiate EM radiation

•• Electrons striking the target get slowed down and brought to Electrons striking the target get slowed down and brought to 
eventual rest because of collisions with the atoms of the targeteventual rest because of collisions with the atoms of the target
materialmaterial

•• Within the target, many electrons collides with many atoms for Within the target, many electrons collides with many atoms for 
many times before they are brought to restmany times before they are brought to rest

•• Each collision causes some nonEach collision causes some non--unique losses to the kinetic energy unique losses to the kinetic energy 
of the of the BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung electronelectron

•• As a net effect of the collective behavior by many individual As a net effect of the collective behavior by many individual 
collisions, the radiation emitted (a result due to the lost of Kcollisions, the radiation emitted (a result due to the lost of KE of E of 
the electron) forms a continuous spectrumthe electron) forms a continuous spectrum
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BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung

82

BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung, simulation, simulation

K

K’ < K

Target atom
electron

γ Eγ = K - K’
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BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung cannot explain cannot explain 
λλminmin

•• Notice that in the classical Notice that in the classical BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung
process the xprocess the x--ray radiated is continuous and ray radiated is continuous and 
there is no lower limit on the value of the there is no lower limit on the value of the 
wavelength emitted (wavelength emitted (because classical because classical 
physics does not relate energy with physics does not relate energy with 
wavelengthwavelength). Hence, the existence of ). Hence, the existence of λλminmin is is 
not explained with the classical not explained with the classical 
BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung mechanism. All range of mechanism. All range of λ λ 
from 0 to a maximum should be possible in from 0 to a maximum should be possible in 
this classical picture. this classical picture. 
λλminmin can only be explained by assuming light can only be explained by assuming light 
as photons but not as EM waveas photons but not as EM wave
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Energy of the xEnergy of the x--ray photon in the ray photon in the 
quantum picturequantum picture

•• According to Einstein assumption on the energy of a According to Einstein assumption on the energy of a 
photon, the energy of the photon emitted in the photon, the energy of the photon emitted in the 
BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung is simply the difference between the is simply the difference between the 
initial and final kinetic energy of the electron: initial and final kinetic energy of the electron: 

hhνν = = KK –– KK’’
•• The shortest wavelength of the emitted photon gains The shortest wavelength of the emitted photon gains 

its energy, its energy, EE = = hhννmaxmax = = hchc//λλminmin corresponds to the corresponds to the 
maximal loss of the K.E. of an electron in a single maximal loss of the K.E. of an electron in a single 
collisioncollision (happen when (happen when KK’’ = 0 in a single collision)= 0 in a single collision)

•• This (This (i.e.i.e. the maximal lose on KE) only happens to a the maximal lose on KE) only happens to a 
small sample of collisions. Most of the other small sample of collisions. Most of the other 
collisions loss their KE gradually in smaller amount collisions loss their KE gradually in smaller amount 
in an almost continuous manner.in an almost continuous manner.
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Theoretical explanation of the Theoretical explanation of the 
experimental Value of experimental Value of λλminmin

•• KK (of the (of the BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung electron) is converted into the electron) is converted into the 
photon withphoton with EE = = hchc//λλminmin

•• ExperimentallyExperimentally K K is caused by the external potential is caused by the external potential VV that that 
accelerates the electron before it bombards with the target, accelerates the electron before it bombards with the target, 
hencehence

KK = = eVeV
•• Conservation of energy requires Conservation of energy requires 

KK = = eVeV = = hchc//λλminmin
•• or, or, λλminmin = = hchc//eVeV = = (1240(1240 nmnm⋅⋅eVeV))//eVeV =  (1240V/=  (1240V/VV)) nmnm
which is the value measured in xwhich is the value measured in x--ray experimentsray experiments
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Why is Why is λλminmin the same for different the same for different 
material?material?

•• The production of the xThe production of the x--ray can be considered as an inverse ray can be considered as an inverse 
process of PE process of PE 

•• Hence, to be more rigorous, the conservation of energy should taHence, to be more rigorous, the conservation of energy should take ke 
into account the effects due to the work potential of the targetinto account the effects due to the work potential of the target
material during the emission of xmaterial during the emission of x--ray process, ray process, WW00

•• However, so far we have ignored the effect of  However, so far we have ignored the effect of  WW00 when we were when we were 
calculating the relationship between calculating the relationship between λλminmin and and KK

•• This approximation is This approximation is justifiedjustified because of the following reason:because of the following reason:
•• The accelerating potentials that is used to produce xThe accelerating potentials that is used to produce x--ray in a xray in a x--ray ray 

vacuum tube, vacuum tube, VV, is in the range of 10,000 V , is in the range of 10,000 V 
•• Whereas the work function Whereas the work function WW00 is only of a few is only of a few eVeV
•• Hence, in comparison, Hence, in comparison, WW00 is ignored is ignored wrpwrp to to eVeV
•• This explains why This explains why λλminmin is the same for different target materialsis the same for different target materials
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ExampleExample

•• Find the shortest wavelength present in the Find the shortest wavelength present in the 
radiation from an xradiation from an x--ray machine whose ray machine whose 
accelerating potential is 50,000 Vaccelerating potential is 50,000 V

•• Solution:Solution:
nm0248.0m1048.2

V1000.5
mV1024.1 11

4

6

min =×=
×

⋅×
== −

−

eV
hcλ

This wavelength corresponds to the frequency

Hz1021.1
m1048.2
s/m103 19

11

8

min
max ×=

×
×

== −λ
ν c
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PYQ 1. 9 Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 1. 9 Final Exam 2003/04

•• To produce an xTo produce an x--ray quantum energy of 10ray quantum energy of 10--1515 J J 
electrons must be accelerated through a potential electrons must be accelerated through a potential 
difference of about difference of about 

•• A. 4 kVA. 4 kV
•• B. 6 kV B. 6 kV 
•• C. 8 kV C. 8 kV 
•• D. 9 kV D. 9 kV 
•• E. 10 kVE. 10 kV
•• ANS: B, OCR ADVANCED SUBSIDIARY ANS: B, OCR ADVANCED SUBSIDIARY 

GCE PHYSICS B (PDF), Q10, pg. 36GCE PHYSICS B (PDF), Q10, pg. 36

15
15

19

Solution:
The energy of the x-rays photon comes from the 
external accelerating potential,

1 10/ 1 10 J/ = eV/ 6250V
1.6 10

V
E eV

V E e e e

λ

λ

−
−

−

=

⎛ ⎞×
= = × =⎜ ⎟×⎝ ⎠
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PYQ 1.9 KSCP 2003/04PYQ 1.9 KSCP 2003/04
Which of the following Which of the following statement(sstatement(s) is (are) true?) is (are) true?

•• I.I. γ γ --rays have much shorter wavelength than rays have much shorter wavelength than xx--raysrays
•• II.II. The wavelength of The wavelength of xx--rays in a rays in a xx--ray tube can be ray tube can be 

controlled by varying the accelerating potential controlled by varying the accelerating potential 
•• IIIIII. x. x--rays are electromagnetic wavesrays are electromagnetic waves
•• IV. IV. xx--rays show diffraction pattern when passing rays show diffraction pattern when passing 

through crystalsthrough crystals
•• A.A. I,III,II B.B. I,II,III,IVI,II,III,IV C. I, II, IIIC. I, II, III
•• D.D. III.IVIII.IV E. E. Non of the above Non of the above 
•• AnsAns: B : B MurugeshanMurugeshan, S. , S. ChandChand & Company, New Delhi, & Company, New Delhi, 

pg. 132, Q1.(for I), pg. 132, Q3 (for II), pg. 132, Q4 (for pg. 132, Q1.(for I), pg. 132, Q3 (for II), pg. 132, Q4 (for 
III,IV)III,IV)
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XX--ray diffractionray diffraction

•• XX--ray wavelengths can be determined through ray wavelengths can be determined through 
diffraction in which the xdiffraction in which the x--ray is diffracted by the ray is diffracted by the 
crystal planes that are of the order of the crystal planes that are of the order of the 
wavelength of the xwavelength of the x--ray, ~ 0.1 nmray, ~ 0.1 nm

•• The diffraction of xThe diffraction of x--ray by crystal lattice is called ray by crystal lattice is called 
‘‘BraggBragg’’s diffractions diffraction’’

•• It is also used to study crystal lattice structure (by It is also used to study crystal lattice structure (by 
analysinganalysing the diffraction pattern)the diffraction pattern)
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Condition for diffractionCondition for diffraction

•• Note that as a general Note that as a general 
rule in wave optics, rule in wave optics, 
diffraction effect is diffraction effect is 
prominent only when  prominent only when  
the wavelength and the the wavelength and the 
hole/obstacle are  hole/obstacle are  
comparable in their comparable in their 
length scalelength scale
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Use atoms in a crystal lattice to Use atoms in a crystal lattice to 
diffract Xdiffract X--raysrays

•• Since wavelength of xSince wavelength of x--rays is very small, rays is very small, 
what kind of what kind of ““scattererscatterer”” has sufficiently tiny has sufficiently tiny 
separation to produce diffraction for xseparation to produce diffraction for x--rays?rays?

•• ANS: Atoms in a crystal lattice. Only the ANS: Atoms in a crystal lattice. Only the 
atomic separation in a crystal lattice is small atomic separation in a crystal lattice is small 
enough (~ nm) to diffract Xenough (~ nm) to diffract X--rays which are rays which are 
of the similar order of length scale.of the similar order of length scale.
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Experimental setup of Bragg’s 
diffraction

94

Experimental setup of Bragg’s 
diffraction
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The bright spots correspond to the directions where x-rays 
(full ranges of wavelengths) scattered from various layers 
(different Braggs planes) in the crystal interfere constructively. 

XX--ray diffraction pattern from ray diffraction pattern from 
crystalcrystal
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Constructive interference takes place only between those scattered 
rays that are parallel and whose paths differ by exactly λ, 2λ, 3λ and 
so on (beam I, II):

2d sinθ = nλ, n = 1, 2, 3 …Bragg’s law for x-ray diffraction

Adjacent parallel 
crystal planes

BraggBragg’’s law for xs law for x--rays diffractionrays diffraction
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An XAn X--rays can be reflected from rays can be reflected from 
many different crystal planesmany different crystal planes
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ExampleExample

•• A single crystal of table salt (A single crystal of table salt (NaClNaCl) is ) is 
irradiated with a beam of xirradiated with a beam of x--rays of rays of 
unknown wavelength. The first Braggunknown wavelength. The first Bragg’’s s 
reflection is observed at an angle of 26.3 reflection is observed at an angle of 26.3 
degree. Given that the spacing between degree. Given that the spacing between 
the the interatomicinteratomic planes in the planes in the NaClNaCl crystal crystal 
to be 0.282 nm, what is the wavelength of to be 0.282 nm, what is the wavelength of 
the xthe x--ray?ray?
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SolutionSolution

•• Solving BraggSolving Bragg’’s law for the s law for the n n == 11 order, order, 
  λλ = 2= 2dd sin sin θθ = 2 = 2 ×× 0.282 nm 0.282 nm ×× sin (26.3sin (26.3oo) ) 
  = 0.25 nm= 0.25 nm

Constructive 
inteference of n=1 
order:

2dsinθ = λ
θ

d
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If powder specimen is used (instead If powder specimen is used (instead 
of single crystal)of single crystal)

•• We get diffraction ring We get diffraction ring 
due to the large due to the large 
randomness in the randomness in the 
orientation of the orientation of the 
planes of  scattering in planes of  scattering in 
the power specimenthe power specimen
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Why ring for powdered sample?Why ring for powdered sample?

102

XX--rays rays ““finger printfinger print”” of crystalsof crystals
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PYQ 6 Test I, 2003/04PYQ 6 Test I, 2003/04

• X-ray of wavelength 1.2 Angstrom strikes a 
crystal of d-spacing 4.4 Angstrom. Where does 
the diffraction angle of the second order occur? 

• A.16° B. 33° C.55 °
• D. 90° E. Non of the above
• Solution: nλ = 2d sinθ
• sinθ = nλ/2d = 2 x 2.2 / (2 x 4.4) = 0. 5 

θ = 30 °
• ANS: B, Schaum’s 3000 solved problems, 

Q38.46, pg. 715

104
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Pair Production: Energy into matterPair Production: Energy into matter
•• In photoelectric effect, a photon gives an electron all of In photoelectric effect, a photon gives an electron all of 

its energy. In Compton effect, a photon give parts of its its energy. In Compton effect, a photon give parts of its 
energy to an electronenergy to an electron

•• A photon can also materialize into an electron and a A photon can also materialize into an electron and a 
positronpositron

•• Positron = antiPositron = anti--electron, positively charged electron electron, positively charged electron 
with the exactly same physical characteristics as with the exactly same physical characteristics as 
electron except opposite in charge and spinelectron except opposite in charge and spin

•• In this process, called pair production, electromagnetic In this process, called pair production, electromagnetic 
energy is converted into matterenergy is converted into matter

•• Creation of something (electronCreation of something (electron--positron pair) out of positron pair) out of 
nothing (pure EM energy) triggered by strong external nothing (pure EM energy) triggered by strong external 
EM fieldEM field

106

Pictorial Pictorial visualisationvisualisation of pair of pair 
productionproduction

•• In the process of pair production, a photon of In the process of pair production, a photon of 
sufficient energy is converted into electronsufficient energy is converted into electron--positron positron 
pair. The conversion process must occur only in the pair. The conversion process must occur only in the 
presence of some external EM field (such as near the presence of some external EM field (such as near the 
vicinity of a nucleus)vicinity of a nucleus)
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An electron (blue) enters the laser beam from the 
left, and collides with a laser photon to produce a 
high-energy gamma ray (wiggly yellow line). The 
electron is deflected downwards. The gamma ray 
then collides with four or more laser photons to 
produce an electron-positron pair
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Conservational laws in pairConservational laws in pair--
productionproduction

•• The pairThe pair--production must not violate some very production must not violate some very 
fundamental laws in physics:fundamental laws in physics:

•• Charge conservation, total linear momentum, total Charge conservation, total linear momentum, total 
relativistic energy are to be obeyed in the processrelativistic energy are to be obeyed in the process

•• Due to kinematical consideration (energy and Due to kinematical consideration (energy and 
linear momentum conservations) pair production linear momentum conservations) pair production 
cannot occur in empty spacecannot occur in empty space

•• Must occur in the proximity of a nucleus Must occur in the proximity of a nucleus 
•• Will see this Will see this inin an examplean example
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Energy threshold Energy threshold 

•• Due to conservation of relativistic energy, pair Due to conservation of relativistic energy, pair 
production can only occur if production can only occur if EEγγ is larger than 2 is larger than 2 
mmee =  2 =  2 ×× 0.51 0.51 MeVMeV = 1.02 = 1.02 MeVMeV

•• Any additional photon energy becomes kinetic Any additional photon energy becomes kinetic 
energy of the electron and positron, energy of the electron and positron, KK

KcmhcE e +== 22
λγ

nucleus

PP
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ExampleExample

•• What is the minimal wavelength of a EM What is the minimal wavelength of a EM 
radiation to pairradiation to pair--produce an electronproduce an electron--positron positron 
pair?pair?

•• Solutions: minimal photon energy occurs if the Solutions: minimal photon energy occurs if the 
pair have no kinetic energy after being created, pair have no kinetic energy after being created, 
K K = 0. Hence,= 0. Hence,

m1021.1
MeV51.02

eVnm1240
2

12
2min

−×=
⋅

⋅
==

cm
hc

e

λ

These are very energetic EM radiation called gamma 
rays and are found in nature as one of the emissions 
from radioactive nuclei and in cosmic rays.
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ElectronElectron--positron creationpositron creation

•• Part of a bubble chamber Part of a bubble chamber 
picture (Fermilab'15 foot picture (Fermilab'15 foot 
Bubble Chamber', found Bubble Chamber', found 
at the University of at the University of 
Birmingham). The curly Birmingham). The curly 
line which turns to the line which turns to the 
left is an electron. left is an electron. 
Positron looks similar but Positron looks similar but 
turn to the right The turn to the right The 
magnetic field is magnetic field is 
perpendicular to the perpendicular to the 
picture planpicture plan
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Pair Production cannot occur in empty Pair Production cannot occur in empty 
spacespace

•• Conservation of energy must me fulfilled, Conservation of energy must me fulfilled, hhff = 2= 2mcmc22

•• Conservation of linear momentum must be fulfilled:Conservation of linear momentum must be fulfilled:

•• ⇒⇒ ppγγ==hfhf //c c = 2= 2p p coscos θθ
•• Since Since p = p = mvmv for electron and positron,for electron and positron,
•• ⇒⇒ hhff = 2= 2cc((mvmv)) coscos θ θ = 2= 2mcmc22 ((vv//cc)) coscos θθ
•• Because Because vv//cc < 1 and < 1 and coscos θ  θ  ≤≤ 1, 1, hhff < 2< 2mcmc22

•• But conservation of energy requires But conservation of energy requires hfhf = 2= 2mcmc22. Hence it is . Hence it is 
impossible for pair production to conserve both energy and impossible for pair production to conserve both energy and 
momentum unless some other object (such as a nucleus) in momentum unless some other object (such as a nucleus) in 
involved in the process to carry away part of the initial of theinvolved in the process to carry away part of the initial of the
photon momentumphoton momentum

EEγγ==hfhf
pp

pp

θθ
θθ

e+

e-
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PairPair--annihilationannihilation
•• The inverse of pair production occurs when a The inverse of pair production occurs when a 

positron is near an electron and the two come positron is near an electron and the two come 
together under the influence of their opposite together under the influence of their opposite 
electric chargeselectric charges

ee++ + e+ e-- γγ + + γγ
•• Both particles vanish simultaneously, with the lost Both particles vanish simultaneously, with the lost 

masses becoming energies in the form of two masses becoming energies in the form of two 
gammagamma--ray photonsray photons

•• Positron and electron annihilate because they are Positron and electron annihilate because they are 
anti particles to each otheranti particles to each other
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Pair annihilationPair annihilation
•• Part of a bubblePart of a bubble--chamber chamber 

picture from a neutrino picture from a neutrino 
experiment performed at experiment performed at 
the the FermilabFermilab (found at the (found at the 
University of University of 
Birmingham). A positron Birmingham). A positron 
in flight annihilate with an in flight annihilate with an 
electron. The photon that electron. The photon that 
is produced materializes at is produced materializes at 
a certain distance, along a certain distance, along 
the line of flight, resulting the line of flight, resulting 
a new electrona new electron--positron positron 
pair (marked with green)pair (marked with green)
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Initial energy = 2mec2 + K

Final energy = hc/λ + hc/λ

Conservation of relativistic energy:

2mec2 + K = 2 hc/λ
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Energy and linear momentum are always Energy and linear momentum are always 
conserved in pair annihilationconserved in pair annihilation

•• The total relativistic energy of the The total relativistic energy of the ee----ee++ pair is pair is 
•• EE = 2= 2mmeecc22 + + KK = 1.02 = 1.02 MeVMeV + + KK

•• where where K K the total kinetic energy of the electronthe total kinetic energy of the electron--positron pair before annihilation positron pair before annihilation 
•• Each resultant gamma ray photon has an energy Each resultant gamma ray photon has an energy 

hfhf = 0.51 = 0.51 MeVMeV + + KK/2/2
•• Both energy and linear momentum are automatically conserved in pBoth energy and linear momentum are automatically conserved in pair air 

annihilation (else it wont occur at all)annihilation (else it wont occur at all)
•• For For ee----ee++ pair annihilation in which each particle collide in a headpair annihilation in which each particle collide in a head--on manner with on manner with 

same magnitude of momentum, i.e., same magnitude of momentum, i.e., pp++ = = -- pp-- , the gamma photons are always , the gamma photons are always 
emitted in a backemitted in a back--toto--back manner due to kinematical reasons (conservation of back manner due to kinematical reasons (conservation of 
linear momentum). (see explanation below and figure next page)linear momentum). (see explanation below and figure next page)

•• In such a momentumIn such a momentum--symmetric collision, the sum of momentum of the system is symmetric collision, the sum of momentum of the system is 
zero. Hence, after the photon pair is created, the sum their momzero. Hence, after the photon pair is created, the sum their momentum must also entum must also 
be zero. Such kinematical reason demands that the photon pair bebe zero. Such kinematical reason demands that the photon pair be emitted backemitted back--
toto--back. back. 

•• No nucleus or other particle is needed for pair annihilation to No nucleus or other particle is needed for pair annihilation to take placetake place
•• Pair annihilation always occurs whenever a matter comes into conPair annihilation always occurs whenever a matter comes into contact with its tact with its 

antimatterantimatter
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Collision of Collision of ee++--ee-- pair in a center of pair in a center of 
momentum (CM) frame momentum (CM) frame 

−p +p

p+ = - p-
Back-to-back photon 
pair

γp

γp−

Sum of momentum before annihilation = 

= Sum of momentum after annihilation =

=  0

−+ + pp
γγ pp −
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As a tool to observe antiAs a tool to observe anti--worldworld

•• What is the characteristic energy of a gammaWhat is the characteristic energy of a gamma--ray ray 
that is produced in a pairthat is produced in a pair--annihilation production annihilation production 
process? What is its wavelength?process? What is its wavelength?

•• Answer: 0.51 Answer: 0.51 MeVMeV, , λλannihannih = = hchc / 0.51 / 0.51 MeVMeV = = 
0.0243 nm  0.0243 nm  

•• The detection of such characteristic gamma ray in The detection of such characteristic gamma ray in 
astrophysics indicates the annihilation of matterastrophysics indicates the annihilation of matter--
antimatter in deep spaceantimatter in deep space
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PYQ 4, Test I, 2003/04 PYQ 4, Test I, 2003/04 
•• An electron and a positron collide and An electron and a positron collide and 

undergo pairundergo pair--annihilation. If each particle is annihilation. If each particle is 
moving at a speed of 0.8moving at a speed of 0.8cc relative to the relative to the 
laboratory before the collision, determine the laboratory before the collision, determine the 
energy of each of the resultant photon.energy of each of the resultant photon.

•• A. A. 0.85MeV0.85MeV B.B. 1.67 1.67 MeVMeV
•• C. C. 0.51 0.51 MeVMeV D.D. 0.72MeV0.72MeV
•• E.E. Non of the aboveNon of the above
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SolutionSolution

•• ANS: A, ANS: A, CutnellCutnell, Q17, pg. 878, modified, Q17, pg. 878, modified

Total energy before and after anniliation 
must remain the same: . . the energy of each 
electron is converted into the energy of each photon.
Hence the energy of each photon is simple equal
to the total

i e

( )

2

2

 relativistic energy of each electron 
travelling at 0.8 :

 

where 1/ 1 0.8 1.678

Hence 1.678 0.51 MeV = 0.85 MeV

e e

c
E E m c

E

γ

γ

γ

γ

= =

= − =

= ×
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Photon absorptionPhoton absorption
• Three chief “channels” photons interact with matter are: 
• Photoelectric effect, Compton scattering effect and Pair-

production
• In all of these process, photon energy is transferred to electrons 

which in turn lose energy to atoms in the absorbing material
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Photon absorptionPhoton absorption
• The probability (cross section) of a photon undergoes a given 

channel of interaction with matter depends on
• (1) Photon energy, and 
• (2) Atomic number of the absorbing material

124

Relative probabilities of photon 
absorption channels

•• For a fixed atomic number (say Carbon, A = 12)For a fixed atomic number (say Carbon, A = 12)
•• At low energy photoelectric effect dominates. It diminishes fastAt low energy photoelectric effect dominates. It diminishes fast when when EEγγ

approaches tens of approaches tens of keVkeV
•• At At EEγγ = a few tens of = a few tens of keVkeV, Compton scattering start to take over, Compton scattering start to take over
•• OnceOnce EEγγ exceeds the threshold of 2exceeds the threshold of 2mmeecc22 = 1.02 = 1.02 MeVMeV, pair production becomes , pair production becomes 

more likely. Compton scattering diminishes as energy increases fmore likely. Compton scattering diminishes as energy increases from 1 rom 1 MeVMeV..
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Relative probabilities between
different absorbers different

• Compare with Lead absorber (much 
higher A: ):

• Photoelectric effect remains dominant 
up to a higher energy of a few 
hundreds of keV (c.f. Carbon of a few 
tens of keV)

• This is because the heavier the nucleus 
the better it is in absorbing the 
momentum transfer that occurs when 
the energetic photon imparts its 
momentum to the atom 

• Compton scattering starts to appears 
after a much higher energy of 1 MeV
(c.f. a few tens of keV for Carbon).

• This is because a larger atomic number 
binds an electron stronger, rendering 
the electron less ‘free’> In this case, to 
Compton scatter off an “free” electron 
the photon has to be more energetic

• (recall that in Compton scattering, only 
free electrons are scattered by photon).

The relative probabilities of the photoelectric effect, 
Compton scattering, and pair production as 
functions of energy in carbon (a light element) and 
lead (a heavy element).
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Relative probabilities between
different absorbers different

• The energy at which pair 
production takes over as the 
principle mechanism of energy 
loss is called the crossover 
energy

• The crossover energy is 10 
MeV for Carbon, 4 for Lead

• The greater atomic number, 
the lower the crossover energy

• This is because nuclear with 
larger atomic number has 
stronger electric field that is 
necessary to trigger pair-
creation 
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What is a photonWhat is a photon??

•• Like an EM wave, photons move with speed of Like an EM wave, photons move with speed of 
light light cc

•• They have zero mass and rest energyThey have zero mass and rest energy
•• The carry energy and momentum, which are The carry energy and momentum, which are 

related to the frequency and wavelength of the EM related to the frequency and wavelength of the EM 
wave by wave by EE==hfhf and and p p = = hh//λλ

•• They can be created or destroyed when radiation is They can be created or destroyed when radiation is 
emitted or absorbedemitted or absorbed

•• They can have particleThey can have particle--like collisions with other like collisions with other 
particles such as electronsparticles such as electrons
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Contradictory nature of Contradictory nature of lightlight
•• In Photoelectric effect, Compton scatterings, In Photoelectric effect, Compton scatterings, 

inverse photoelectric effect, pair inverse photoelectric effect, pair 
creation/annihilation, light behaves as creation/annihilation, light behaves as 
particle. The energy of the EM radiation is particle. The energy of the EM radiation is 
confined to confined to localisedlocalised bundles bundles 

•• In YoungIn Young’’s Double slit interference, s Double slit interference, 
diffraction, diffraction, BraggBragg’’s diffraction of Xs diffraction of X--rayray, , 
light behave as waves. In the wave picture light behave as waves. In the wave picture 
of EM radiation, the energy of wave is of EM radiation, the energy of wave is 
spread smoothly and continuously over the spread smoothly and continuously over the 
wavefrontswavefronts..
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Is light particle? Or is it wave?Is light particle? Or is it wave?

•• Both the wave and particle explanations of Both the wave and particle explanations of 
EM radiation are obviously mutually EM radiation are obviously mutually 
exclusiveexclusive

•• So how could we reconcile these seemingly So how could we reconcile these seemingly 
contradictory characteristics of light?contradictory characteristics of light?

•• The way out to the conundrum:The way out to the conundrum:
•• WAVEWAVE--PARTICLE DUALITYPARTICLE DUALITY
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GedankenGedanken experiment with remote experiment with remote 
light sourcelight source

• The same remote light source is used to simultaneously go through two 
experimental set up separated at a huge distance of say 100 M light years 
away.

• In the left experiment, the EM radiation behaves as wave; the right one 
behave like particle

• This is weird: the “light source” from 100 M light years away seems to 
“know” in which direction to aim the waves and in which direction to aim 
the particles

Light source is 100 M light years away 
from the detection sites

Photoelectric 
experiment

Double slit 
experiment

Interference pattern 
observed Photoelectron observed
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So, So, (asking for the second time) (asking for the second time) is is 
light wave of particle?light wave of particle?

•• So, it is not So, it is not eithereither particle or wave but particle or wave but bothboth
particles and wavesparticles and waves

•• However, both typed of nature cannot be However, both typed of nature cannot be 
simultaneously measured in a single experimentsimultaneously measured in a single experiment

•• The light only shows one or the other aspect, The light only shows one or the other aspect, 
depending on the kind of experiment we are doingdepending on the kind of experiment we are doing

•• Particle experiments show the particle nature, Particle experiments show the particle nature, 
while a wavewhile a wave--type experiment shows the wave type experiment shows the wave 
naturenature
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The identity of photon depends on The identity of photon depends on 
how the experimenterhow the experimenter decide decide to look to look 

at itat it

The face of a young or an old woman? Is this a rabbit or a duck? 
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Coin a simile of waveCoin a simile of wave--particle particle 
dualityduality

•• ItIt’’s like a coin with two s like a coin with two 
faces. One can only sees one faces. One can only sees one 
side of the coin but not the side of the coin but not the 
other at any instanceother at any instance

•• This is the soThis is the so--called wavecalled wave--
particle dualityparticle duality

•• Neither the wave nor the Neither the wave nor the 
particle picture is wholly particle picture is wholly 
correct all of the time, that correct all of the time, that 
both are needed for a both are needed for a 
complete description pf complete description pf 
physical phenomenaphysical phenomena

•• The two are The two are complementary complementary 
to anotherto another

photon as 
particle

Photon as 
wave
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Interference experiment with a Interference experiment with a 
single photonsingle photon

•• Consider an double slit experiment using an extremely weak Consider an double slit experiment using an extremely weak 
source (say, a black body filament) that emits only one photon asource (say, a black body filament) that emits only one photon a
time through the double slit and then detected on a photographictime through the double slit and then detected on a photographic
plate by darkening individual grains. plate by darkening individual grains. 

•• When one follows the time evolution of the pattern created by When one follows the time evolution of the pattern created by 
these individual photons, interference pattern is observedthese individual photons, interference pattern is observed

•• At the source the light is being emitted as photon (radiated froAt the source the light is being emitted as photon (radiated from a m a 
dark body) and is experimentally detected as a photon which is dark body) and is experimentally detected as a photon which is 
absorbed by an individual atom on the photographic plate to formabsorbed by an individual atom on the photographic plate to form
a graina grain

•• In between (e.g. between emission and detection), we must In between (e.g. between emission and detection), we must 
interpret the light as electromagnetic energy  that propagates interpret the light as electromagnetic energy  that propagates 
smoothly and continuously as a wavesmoothly and continuously as a wave

•• However, the wave nature between the emission and detection However, the wave nature between the emission and detection is is 
not directly detectednot directly detected. Only the particle nature are detected in this . Only the particle nature are detected in this 
procedure.procedure.

•• The correct explanation of the origin and appearance of the The correct explanation of the origin and appearance of the 
interference pattern comes from the wave picture, and the correcinterference pattern comes from the wave picture, and the correct t 
interpretation of the evolution of the pattern on the screen cominterpretation of the evolution of the pattern on the screen comes es 
from the particle picture;from the particle picture;

•• Hence to completely explain the experiment, the two pictures musHence to completely explain the experiment, the two pictures must t 
somehow be taken together somehow be taken together –– this is an example for which this is an example for which both both 
pictures are complimentary to each otherpictures are complimentary to each other

136
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Both light and material particle Both light and material particle 
display wavedisplay wave--particle dualityparticle duality

•• Not only light manifest such waveNot only light manifest such wave--particle duality, particle duality, 
but other microscopic material particles (e.g. but other microscopic material particles (e.g. 
electrons, atoms, electrons, atoms, muonsmuons, , pionspions well).well).

•• In other words:In other words:
•• Light, as initially thought to be wave, turns out to Light, as initially thought to be wave, turns out to 

have particle nature;have particle nature;
•• Material particles, which are initially thought to be Material particles, which are initially thought to be 

corpuscular, also turns out to have wave nature corpuscular, also turns out to have wave nature 
(next topic)(next topic)
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CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 4

The wavelike properties of particlesThe wavelike properties of particles

2

SchroedingerSchroedinger’’ss Cat: Cat: ““Am I a particle or wave?Am I a particle or wave?””
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Wave particle dualityWave particle duality

•• ““Quantum nature of lightQuantum nature of light”” refers to the refers to the 
particle attribute of lightparticle attribute of light

•• ““Quantum nature of particleQuantum nature of particle”” refers to the refers to the 
wave attribute of a particlewave attribute of a particle

•• Light (classically EM waves) is said to Light (classically EM waves) is said to 
display display ““wavewave--particle dualityparticle duality”” –– it behave it behave 
like wave in one experiment but as particle like wave in one experiment but as particle 
in others (c.f. a person with schizophrenia)in others (c.f. a person with schizophrenia)

4

•• Not only light does have Not only light does have ““schizophreniaschizophrenia””, so are , so are 
other microscopic other microscopic ““particleparticle’’’’ such as electron, i.e. such as electron, i.e. 
particles also manifest wave characteristics in particles also manifest wave characteristics in 
some experimentssome experiments

•• WaveWave--particle duality is essentially the particle duality is essentially the 
manifestation of the quantum nature of thingsmanifestation of the quantum nature of things

•• This is an very weird picture quite contradicts to This is an very weird picture quite contradicts to 
our conventional assumption with is deeply rooted our conventional assumption with is deeply rooted 
on classical physics or intuitive notion on thingson classical physics or intuitive notion on things
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Planck constant as a measure of Planck constant as a measure of 
quantum effectquantum effect

•• When investigating physical systems involving its When investigating physical systems involving its 
quantum nature, the theory usually involves the quantum nature, the theory usually involves the 
appearance of the constant appearance of the constant hh

•• e.g.e.g. in Compton scattering, the Compton shift is in Compton scattering, the Compton shift is 
proportional to proportional to hh; So is ; So is photoelectricityphotoelectricity involves involves hh in its in its 
formulaformula

•• In general, when In general, when hh appears, it means quantum effects appears, it means quantum effects 
arisearise

•• In contrary, in classical mechanics or classical EM In contrary, in classical mechanics or classical EM 
theory, theory, hh never appear never appear as bas both theories do not take into oth theories do not take into 
account account ofof quantum effectsquantum effects

•• Roughly quantum effects arise in microscopic system Roughly quantum effects arise in microscopic system 
(e.g. on the scale approximately of the order 10(e.g. on the scale approximately of the order 10--1010 m or m or 
smaller)smaller)

6

Wavelike properties of particleWavelike properties of particle
•• In 1923, while still a graduate In 1923, while still a graduate 

student at the University of student at the University of 
Paris, Louis de Paris, Louis de BroglieBroglie
published a brief note in the published a brief note in the 
journal journal ComptesComptes rendusrendus
containing an idea that was to containing an idea that was to 
revolutionize our understanding revolutionize our understanding 
of the physical world at the of the physical world at the 
most fundamental level: most fundamental level: 

•• That particle has intrinsic wave That particle has intrinsic wave 
propertiesproperties

•• For more interesting details:For more interesting details:
•• http://www.davishttp://www.davis--

inc.com/physics/index.shtmlinc.com/physics/index.shtml
Prince de Broglie, 1892-1987
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de de BroglieBroglie’’ss postulate (1924)postulate (1924)

•• The postulate: there should be a symmetry The postulate: there should be a symmetry 
between matter and wave. The wave aspect of between matter and wave. The wave aspect of 
matter is related to its particle aspect in exactly the matter is related to its particle aspect in exactly the 
same quantitative manner that is in the case for same quantitative manner that is in the case for 
radiation. The total (i.e. relativistic) energy radiation. The total (i.e. relativistic) energy EE and and 
momentum momentum p p of an entity, for both matter and of an entity, for both matter and 
wave alike, is related to the frequency wave alike, is related to the frequency ff of the of the 
wave associated with its motion via Planck wave associated with its motion via Planck 
constantconstant

p p = = hh//λλ,,
E = E = hfhf

8

A particle has wavelength!!!A particle has wavelength!!!

λλ = = hh//pp
•• is the de is the de BroglieBroglie relation predicting the wave length of the matter relation predicting the wave length of the matter 

wave wave λλ associated with the motion of a material particle with associated with the motion of a material particle with 
momentum momentum pp

•• Note that classically the property of wavelength is only reserveNote that classically the property of wavelength is only reserved for d for 
wave and particle was never associate with any wavelengthwave and particle was never associate with any wavelength

•• But, following de But, following de BroglieBroglie’’ss postulate, such distinction is removedpostulate, such distinction is removed

Particle with linear 
momentum p

Matter wave with de 
Broglie wavelength

λ = p/h

A particle with momentum p
is pictured as a wave (wavepulse)
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A physical entity possess both aspects A physical entity possess both aspects 
of particle and wave in a of particle and wave in a 
complimentary mannercomplimentary manner

BUT why is the wave nature of material particle 

not observed? 

Because …

10

•• BecauseBecause……we are too large and quantum effects are too smallwe are too large and quantum effects are too small

•• Consider two extreme cases: Consider two extreme cases: 
•• (i) an electron with kinetic energy (i) an electron with kinetic energy KK = 54 = 54 eVeV, de , de BroglieBroglie wavelength, wavelength, λλ = = hh//pp = = 

hh / (2/ (2mmeeKK))1/21/2 = 1.65 Angstrom. = 1.65 Angstrom. 
•• Such a wavelength is comparable to the size of atomic lattice, aSuch a wavelength is comparable to the size of atomic lattice, and is nd is 

experimentally detectableexperimentally detectable

•• (ii) As a comparison, consider an macroscopic object, a (ii) As a comparison, consider an macroscopic object, a billardbillard ball of mass ball of mass mm = = 
100 g moving with momentum 100 g moving with momentum pp

•• pp = = mvmv ≈≈ 0.1 kg 0.1 kg ×× 10 10 m/sm/s = 1 Ns (relativistic correction is negligible)= 1 Ns (relativistic correction is negligible)
•• It has de It has de BroglieBroglie wavelength wavelength λλ = = hh//pp ≈≈ 1010--3434 m, too tiny to be observed in any m, too tiny to be observed in any 

experimentsexperiments
•• The total energy of the The total energy of the billardbillard ball is ball is 

•• E = K + mE = K + m00cc2 2 ≈≈ mm00cc2 2 = 0.1= 0.1×× (3 (3 ××101088))22 J = 9 J = 9 ×× 10101515J J 
•• ((K K is ignored since is ignored since KK<< << mm00cc22))
•• The frequency of the de The frequency of the de BroglieBroglie wave associated with the wave associated with the billardbillard ball is ball is 
  ff = = EE//hh = = mm00cc22//hh= (9= (9××10101515/6.63/6.63××10103434) Hz =10) Hz =1078 78 Hz, impossibly high for any Hz, impossibly high for any 

experiment to detectexperiment to detect
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Matter wave is a quantum phenomenaMatter wave is a quantum phenomena
•• This also means that the wave properties of matter is This also means that the wave properties of matter is 

difficult to observe for macroscopic system (unless with difficult to observe for macroscopic system (unless with 
the aid of some specially designed apparatus)the aid of some specially designed apparatus)

•• The smallness of The smallness of hh in the relation in the relation λλ = = hh//pp makes wave makes wave 
characteristic of particles hard to be observedcharacteristic of particles hard to be observed

•• The statement that when The statement that when h h 00, , λ λ becomes vanishingly becomes vanishingly 
small means that: small means that: 

•• the wave nature will become effectively the wave nature will become effectively ““shutshut--offoff”” and and 
appear to loss its wave nature whenever the relevant appear to loss its wave nature whenever the relevant pp of of 
the particle is too large in comparison with the quantum the particle is too large in comparison with the quantum 
scale characterised by scale characterised by hh

12

How small is small?How small is small?
•• More quantitatively, we could not detect the quantum effect if More quantitatively, we could not detect the quantum effect if 

h/ph/p ~ 10~ 10--3434 Js/Js/pp (dimension: length, L)(dimension: length, L) becomes too tiny in becomes too tiny in 
comparison to the length scale discernable by an experimental comparison to the length scale discernable by an experimental 
setup setup (e.g. slit spacing in a diffraction experiment)(e.g. slit spacing in a diffraction experiment)

•• For a numerical example: For a slit spacing of For a numerical example: For a slit spacing of ll~ nm (inter~ nm (inter--
atomic layer in a crystal), and a momentum of atomic layer in a crystal), and a momentum of p=p=10 Ns (100 g 10 Ns (100 g 
billardbillard ball moving with 10 ball moving with 10 m/sm/s), ), 
h/ph/p ==1010--3434 Js/Js/p = p = 1010--3434 Js/10 Ns ~ 10Js/10 Ns ~ 10--35 35 mm << << l l ~ nm~ nm

•• LHS, i.e. LHS, i.e. h/ph/p ((~~1010--35 35 m)m) , , is the length scale of the de is the length scale of the de BroglieBroglie
(quantum) wavelength;(quantum) wavelength;

•• RHS, i.e. RHS, i.e. l l (~ nm)(~ nm),  is the length scale charactering the ,  is the length scale charactering the 
experimentexperiment

•• Such an experimental set up could not detect the wave length of Such an experimental set up could not detect the wave length of 
the moving the moving billardbillard ball.ball.
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The particleThe particle’’s velocity s velocity vv00 is is 
identified with the de identified with the de BroglieBroglie’’ group group 

wave, wave, vvgg but not its phase wave but not its phase wave vvpp

vvpp,, could be could be 
larger than larger than cc

14

ExampleExample
• An electron has a de Broglie wavelength of 

2.00 pm. Find its kinetic energy and the group 
velocity of its de Broglie waves.

• Hint:
• The group velocity of the dB wave of electron 

vg is equal to the velocity of the electron, v.
• Must treat the problem relativistically.
• If the electron’s de Broglie wavelength λ is 

known, so is the momentum, p. Once p is 
known, so is the total energy, E and velocity v. 
Once E is known, so will the kinetic energy, K.
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SolutionSolution

• Total energy E2 = c2p2 + m0
2c4

• K = E - m0c2 

= (c2p2 + m0
2c4) ½- m0c2

= ((hc/λ)2 + m0
2c4) ½- m0c2= 297 keV

• vg= v; 1/γ2 = 1 – (v/c)2;
• (pc)2 = (γm0vc)2= (hc/λ)2 (from Relativity and de 

Broglie’s postulate)
⇒(γv/c)2= (hc/λ)2/(m0c2)2=(620 keV/510 keV)2 = 1.4884;
(γv/c)2 = (v/c)2 / 1- (v/c)2  

⇒ vg /c=√(1.4884/(1+1.4884))=0.77

16

AlternativelyAlternatively

•• The previous calculation can also proceed via:The previous calculation can also proceed via:
•• KK=(=(γ γ --1)1)mmeecc22

•• ⇒⇒ γ γ = = KK/(/(mmeecc22) + 1 =297 keV/(510 ) + 1 =297 keV/(510 keVkeV) + 1      ) + 1      
=1.582;=1.582;

•• pp = = hh//λλ = = γγmmeevv ⇒⇒ v v = = hchc/(/(λγλγmmeecc))
•• ⇒⇒ v/cv/c = = hchc/(/(λλ γ γ mmeecc22) ) 
•• = (1240 = (1240 nmnm··eVeV)) /(2pm/(2pm··1.5821.582··0.51MeV) 0.51MeV) 
•• = 0.77= 0.77
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Interference experiment with a Interference experiment with a 
single electron, firing one in a timesingle electron, firing one in a time

•• Consider an double slit experiment Consider an double slit experiment 
using an extremely using an extremely smallsmall electron electron 
source that emits only one electron source that emits only one electron 
a time through the double slit and a time through the double slit and 
then detected on a fluorescent platethen detected on a fluorescent plate

•• When hole 1 (hole 2) is blocked, When hole 1 (hole 2) is blocked, 
distribution P1 (P2) is observed. distribution P1 (P2) is observed. 

•• P1 are P2 are the distribution P1 are P2 are the distribution 
pattern as expected from the pattern as expected from the 
behaviour of particles. behaviour of particles. 

•• Hence, electron behaves like Hence, electron behaves like 
particle when one of the holes is particle when one of the holes is 
blockedblocked

•• What about if both holes are not What about if both holes are not 
blocked? Shall we see the blocked? Shall we see the 
distribution simply be P1 + P2? distribution simply be P1 + P2? 
(This would be our expectation for  (This would be our expectation for  
particle: Their distribution simply particle: Their distribution simply 
adds)adds)

18

•• When one follows the time evolution of the pattern created When one follows the time evolution of the pattern created 
by these individual by these individual electron with both hole openedelectron with both hole opened, what , what 
sort of pattern do you think you will observed?sort of pattern do you think you will observed?

•• ItIt’’s the interference pattern that are in fact observed in s the interference pattern that are in fact observed in 
experimentsexperiments

•• At the source the electron is being emitted as particle and is At the source the electron is being emitted as particle and is 
experimentally detected as a electron which is absorbed by experimentally detected as a electron which is absorbed by 
an individual atom in the fluorescent platean individual atom in the fluorescent plate

•• In between, we must interpret the electron in the form of a In between, we must interpret the electron in the form of a 
wave. The double slits change the propagation of the wave. The double slits change the propagation of the 
electron wave so that it is electron wave so that it is ‘‘processedprocessed’’ to forms diffraction to forms diffraction 
pattern on the screen. pattern on the screen. 

•• Such process would be impossible if electrons are particle Such process would be impossible if electrons are particle 
(because no one particle can go through both slits at the (because no one particle can go through both slits at the 
same time. Such a simultaneous penetration is only possible same time. Such a simultaneous penetration is only possible 
for wave.)for wave.)

•• Be reminded that the wave nature in the intermediate states Be reminded that the wave nature in the intermediate states 
is not measured. Only the particle nature are detected in this is not measured. Only the particle nature are detected in this 
procedure.procedure.

Electrons display interference Electrons display interference 
patternpattern

OR ?
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•• The correct explanation of the origin and The correct explanation of the origin and 
appearance of the interference pattern comes from appearance of the interference pattern comes from 
the wave picturethe wave picture

•• Hence to completely explain the experiment, the Hence to completely explain the experiment, the 
two pictures must somehow be taken together two pictures must somehow be taken together ––
this is an example for which this is an example for which both pictures are both pictures are 
complimentary to each othercomplimentary to each other

•• Try to compare the last few slides with the slides Try to compare the last few slides with the slides 
from previous chapter for photon, which also from previous chapter for photon, which also 
displays wavedisplays wave--particle dualityparticle duality

20

So, is electron wave or particleSo, is electron wave or particle??
•• They are bothThey are both……but not but not 

simultaneouslysimultaneously
•• In any experiment (or empirical In any experiment (or empirical 

observation) only one aspect of observation) only one aspect of 
either wave or particle, but not either wave or particle, but not 
both can be observed both can be observed 
simultaneously. simultaneously. 

•• ItIt’’s like a coin with two faces. s like a coin with two faces. 
But one can only see one side But one can only see one side 
of the coin but not the other at of the coin but not the other at 
any instanceany instance

•• This is the soThis is the so--called wavecalled wave--
particle dualityparticle duality

Electron as 
particle

Electron as 
wave
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Detection of electron as particle Detection of electron as particle 
destroy the interference patterndestroy the interference pattern

•• If in the electron interference If in the electron interference 
experiment one tries to place a experiment one tries to place a 
detector on each hole to determine detector on each hole to determine 
throughthrough which an electron passes, which an electron passes, 
the wave nature of electron in the the wave nature of electron in the 
intermediate states are destroyed intermediate states are destroyed 

•• i.e.i.e. the interference pattern on the the interference pattern on the 
screen shall be destroyedscreen shall be destroyed

•• Why? It is the consistency of the Why? It is the consistency of the 
wavewave--particle duality that demands particle duality that demands 
such destruction must happen (think such destruction must happen (think 
of the logics yourself or read up of the logics yourself or read up 
from the text)from the text)

22

“Once and for all I want to know what I’m paying for. When the electric 
company tells me whether electron is a wave or a particle I’ll write my 
check”
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Extra readingsExtra readings

•• Those quantum enthusiasts may like to read more Those quantum enthusiasts may like to read more 
about waveabout wave--particle duality in Section 5.7, page particle duality in Section 5.7, page 
179179--185, 185, SerwaySerway, Moses and Mayer., Moses and Mayer.

•• An even more recommended reading on waveAn even more recommended reading on wave--
particle duality: the Feynman lectures on physics, particle duality: the Feynman lectures on physics, 
vol. III, chapter 1 (Addisonvol. III, chapter 1 (Addison--Wesley Publishing)Wesley Publishing)

•• ItIt’’s a very interesting and highly intellectual topic s a very interesting and highly intellectual topic 
to investigateto investigate

24

DavissonDavisson and and GremerGremer experiment,experiment,
1937 Nobel prize1937 Nobel prize

•• DG confirms the wave DG confirms the wave 
nature of electron in nature of electron in 
which it undergoes which it undergoes 
BraggBragg’’s diffractions diffraction

•• ThermionicThermionic electrons are electrons are 
produced produced by hot filament, by hot filament, 
accelerated and focused accelerated and focused 
onto the target (all onto the target (all 
apparatus is in vacuum apparatus is in vacuum 
condition)condition)

•• Electrons are scattered at Electrons are scattered at 
an angle an angle φφ into a movable into a movable 
detectordetector

Note: the discussion of DG experiment in Beiser, 6th edition, is incorrect.
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Pix of Davisson and Gremer

26

Result of the DG experimentResult of the DG experiment

•• Distribution of electrons Distribution of electrons 
is measured as a is measured as a 
function of function of φφ

•• Strong scattered eStrong scattered e--
beam is detected atbeam is detected at φφ = = 
50 degree for50 degree for V = V = 5454 VV
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How to interpret the result of DG?How to interpret the result of DG?

•• Electrons get diffracted by Electrons get diffracted by 
the atoms on the surface the atoms on the surface 
(which acted as diffraction (which acted as diffraction 
grating) of the metal as grating) of the metal as 
though the electron acting though the electron acting 
like they are WAVES like they are WAVES 

•• Electrons do behave like Electrons do behave like 
waves as postulated by de waves as postulated by de 
BroglieBroglie

28

Diffraction of electron by atoms on the crystal Diffraction of electron by atoms on the crystal 
surfacesurface

•• Electron energy is low, hence Electron energy is low, hence 
electron did not penetrate far into electron did not penetrate far into 
the crystalthe crystal

•• Sufficient to consider only Sufficient to consider only 
diffraction to take place in the diffraction to take place in the 
plane of atoms on the surface plane of atoms on the surface 
(refer figure)(refer figure)

•• The situation is similar to using a The situation is similar to using a 
reflection grating for light; the reflection grating for light; the 
spacing spacing dd between the rows of between the rows of 
atoms on the crystal surface plays atoms on the crystal surface plays 
the role of the spacing between the role of the spacing between 
the slit in the optical grating.the slit in the optical grating.

•• dd sin sin φφ = = nnλλ, , n n = 1,2,3= 1,2,3……(for (for 
constructive diffraction)constructive diffraction)
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•• The peak of the diffraction pattern is the The peak of the diffraction pattern is the n n = 1= 1stst order order 

•• From xFrom x--ray diffraction experiment done independentlyray diffraction experiment done independently on on 
nicklenickle, we know , we know d d = 2.15 = 2.15 AmstrongAmstrong

•• Hence the wavelength corresponds to the diffraction Hence the wavelength corresponds to the diffraction 
pattern observed in the DG experiment is pattern observed in the DG experiment is 

λλ = = d d sinsinφφ = = 1.65Angstrom 1.65Angstrom 
•• Here, 1.65 Here, 1.65 Angstrom is the experimentally inferred value, Angstrom is the experimentally inferred value, 

which is to be checked against the theoretical value which is to be checked against the theoretical value 
predicted by de predicted by de BroglieBroglie

Diffraction of electron by atoms Diffraction of electron by atoms 
on the crystal surfaceon the crystal surface

30

Theoretical value of Theoretical value of λλ of the electronof the electron

•• An external potential An external potential V V accelerates the electron via  accelerates the electron via  
eVeV==K K 

•• In the DG experiment the kinetic energy of the In the DG experiment the kinetic energy of the 
electron is accelerated to electron is accelerated to KK = 54 = 54 eVeV (non(non--relativistic relativistic 
treatment is suffice because treatment is suffice because KK << << mmeecc22 = 0.51 = 0.51 MeVMeV) ) 

•• According to de According to de BroglieBroglie, the wavelength of an electron , the wavelength of an electron 
accelerated to kinetic energy of accelerated to kinetic energy of KK = = pp22/2/2mmee = 54 = 54 eVeV
has a equivalent matter wave wavelength has a equivalent matter wave wavelength 
λλ = = hh//pp = = hh/(2/(2KmKmee))1/2 1/2 = 1.67 = 1.67 AmstrongAmstrong

•• In terms of the external potential, In terms of the external potential, 
λλ = = hh/(2/(2eVmeVmee))1/21/2
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TheoryTheory’’s prediction matches s prediction matches 
measured valuemeasured value

•• The result of DG measurement agrees almost The result of DG measurement agrees almost 
perfectly with the de perfectly with the de BroglieBroglie’’ss predictionprediction: : 1.65 1.65 
Angstrom measured by DG experiment against Angstrom measured by DG experiment against 
1.67 Angstrom according to theoretical prediction1.67 Angstrom according to theoretical prediction

•• Wave nature of electron is hence experimentally Wave nature of electron is hence experimentally 
confirmedconfirmed

•• In fact, wave nature of microscopic particles are In fact, wave nature of microscopic particles are 
observed not only in eobserved not only in e-- but also in other particles but also in other particles 
(e.g. neutron, proton, molecules etc. (e.g. neutron, proton, molecules etc. –– most most 
strikingly Bosestrikingly Bose--Einstein condensateEinstein condensate))

32

Application of electrons wave: Application of electrons wave: 
electron microscope, 1986 Nobel electron microscope, 1986 Nobel 
Prize in medicine (Ernst Prize in medicine (Ernst RuskaRuska))
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•• ElectronElectron’’s de s de BroglieBroglie
wavelength can be tuned wavelength can be tuned 
via via λλ = = hh/(2/(2eVmeVmee))1/21/2

•• Hence electron Hence electron 
microscope can magnify microscope can magnify 
specimen (x4000 times) specimen (x4000 times) 
for biological specimen for biological specimen 
or 120,000 times of wire or 120,000 times of wire 
of about 10 atoms in of about 10 atoms in 
widthwidth
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Not only electron, other microscopic Not only electron, other microscopic 
particles also behave like wave at the particles also behave like wave at the 

quantum scalequantum scale
•• The following atomic structural images provide insight into the The following atomic structural images provide insight into the threshold threshold 

between prime radiant flow and the interference structures callebetween prime radiant flow and the interference structures called d 
matter.matter.

•• In the right foci of the ellipse a real cobalt atom has been insIn the right foci of the ellipse a real cobalt atom has been inserted. In the erted. In the 
left foci of the ellipse a phantom of the real atom has appearedleft foci of the ellipse a phantom of the real atom has appeared. The . The 
appearance of the phantom atom was not expected.appearance of the phantom atom was not expected.

•• The ellipsoid coral was constructed by placing 36 cobalt atom onThe ellipsoid coral was constructed by placing 36 cobalt atom on a a 
copper surface. This image is provided here to provide a visual copper surface. This image is provided here to provide a visual 
demonstration of the attributes of material matter arising from demonstration of the attributes of material matter arising from the the 
harmonious interference of background radiation.harmonious interference of background radiation.

QUANTUM 
CORAL http://home.netcom.co

m/~sbyers11/grav11E
.htm
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HeisenbergHeisenberg’’s uncertainty principle s uncertainty principle 
(Nobel Prize,1932)(Nobel Prize,1932)

•• WERNER HEISENBERG (1901 WERNER HEISENBERG (1901 -- 1976) 1976) 
•• was one of the greatest physicists of the was one of the greatest physicists of the 

twentieth century. He is best known as a twentieth century. He is best known as a 
founder of founder of quantum mechanicsquantum mechanics, the new , the new 
physics of the atomic world, and especially physics of the atomic world, and especially 
for the for the uncertainty principleuncertainty principle in quantum in quantum 
theory. He is also known for his theory. He is also known for his 
controversial role as a leader of Germany's controversial role as a leader of Germany's 
nuclear fissionnuclear fission research during World War research during World War 
II. After the war he was active in II. After the war he was active in 
elementary particle physics and West elementary particle physics and West 
German German science policyscience policy. . 

•• http://www.aip.org/history/heisenberg/p01.http://www.aip.org/history/heisenberg/p01.
htmhtm
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A particle is represented by a wave A particle is represented by a wave 
packet/pulsepacket/pulse

•• Since we experimentally confirmed that particles Since we experimentally confirmed that particles 
are wave in nature at the quantum scale are wave in nature at the quantum scale hh (matter (matter 
wave) we now have to describe particles in term of wave) we now have to describe particles in term of 
waves (relevant only at the quantum scale)waves (relevant only at the quantum scale)

•• Since a real particle is localised in space (not Since a real particle is localised in space (not 
extending over an infinite extent in space), the wave extending over an infinite extent in space), the wave 
representation of a particle has to be in the form of representation of a particle has to be in the form of 
wave packet/wave pulsewave packet/wave pulse
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•• As mentioned before, As mentioned before, wavepulsewavepulse/wave packet is /wave packet is 
formed by adding many waves of different formed by adding many waves of different 
amplitudes and with the wave numbers amplitudes and with the wave numbers 
spanning a range of spanning a range of ΔΔkk (or equivalently, (or equivalently, ΔΔλλ))

Δx
Recall that k = 2Recall that k = 2ππ//λλ, hence, hence

ΔΔk/kk/k = Δλ= Δλ//λλ
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Still remember the Still remember the uncertainty uncertainty 
relationships for classical waves?relationships for classical waves?

•• As discussed earlier, due to its nature, a wave packet must obeyAs discussed earlier, due to its nature, a wave packet must obey the the 
uncertainty relationships for classical waves (which are deriveduncertainty relationships for classical waves (which are derived
mathematically with some approximations)mathematically with some approximations)

πλλ 2
~

2

~
>ΔΔ≡>ΔΔ xkx 1≥ΔΔ νt

•• However a more rigorous mathematical treatment (without the However a more rigorous mathematical treatment (without the 
approximation) gives the exact relationsapproximation) gives the exact relations

2/1
4

2

≥ΔΔ≡≥ΔΔ xkx
π

λλ π
ν

4
1

≥ΔΔ t

•• To describe a particle with wave packet that is localised over aTo describe a particle with wave packet that is localised over a small small 
region region ΔΔxx requires a large range of wave number; that is, requires a large range of wave number; that is, ΔΔkk is large. is large. 
Conversely, a small range of wave number cannot produce a wave Conversely, a small range of wave number cannot produce a wave 
packet localised within a small distance.packet localised within a small distance.
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•• A narrow wave packet (small A narrow wave packet (small ΔΔxx) corresponds to a ) corresponds to a 
large spread of wavelengths (large large spread of wavelengths (large ΔΔkk). ). 

•• A wide wave packet (large A wide wave packet (large ΔΔxx) corresponds to a ) corresponds to a 
small spread of wavelengths (small small spread of wavelengths (small ΔΔkk).).

in x space
in k space
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Matter wave representing a particle Matter wave representing a particle 
must also obey similar wave must also obey similar wave 

uncertainty relation uncertainty relation 
•• For matter waves, for which their momentum For matter waves, for which their momentum 

and wavelength are related by and wavelength are related by pp = = hh//λλ, the , the 
uncertainty relationship of the classical wave uncertainty relationship of the classical wave 

•• is translated into is translated into 

2
≥ΔΔ xpx

•• where where 
•• Prove this relation yourselves (hint: from Prove this relation yourselves (hint: from pp = = 

hh//λλ, , ΔΔpp//pp = = ΔΔλλ//λλ))

π2/h=

2/1
4

2

≥ΔΔ≡≥ΔΔ xkx
π

λλ
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TimeTime--energy uncertaintyenergy uncertainty

•• Just as                   implies positionJust as                   implies position--momentum momentum 
uncertainty relation, the classical wave uncertainty relation, the classical wave 
uncertainty relation                 also implies a uncertainty relation                 also implies a 
corresponding relation corresponding relation betweenbetween time and time and 
energyenergy

2
≥ΔΔ xpx

π
ν

4
1

≥ΔΔ t

2
≥ΔΔ tE

;
4 2

,
2

hh t

E h E h E t h t

ν
π

ν ν ν

Δ Δ ≥ =

= Δ = Δ ⇒ Δ Δ = Δ Δ =∵

•• This uncertainty relation can be easily obtained:This uncertainty relation can be easily obtained:
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Heisenberg uncertainty relationsHeisenberg uncertainty relations

2
≥ΔΔ xpx 2

≥ΔΔ tE

•• The product of the The product of the 
uncertainty in uncertainty in 
momentum momentum 
(energy) and in (energy) and in 
position (time) is position (time) is 
at least as large as at least as large as 
PlanckPlanck’’s constants constant
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What             meansWhat             means

•• It sets the intrinsic lowest possible limits on It sets the intrinsic lowest possible limits on 
the uncertainties in knowing the values of the uncertainties in knowing the values of ppxx
and and xx, no matter how good an experiments , no matter how good an experiments 
is madeis made

•• It is impossible to specify simultaneously It is impossible to specify simultaneously 
and with infinite precision the linear and with infinite precision the linear 
momentum and the corresponding position momentum and the corresponding position 
of a particleof a particle

2
≥ΔΔ xpx
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/2

/2

/2

It is impossible for the product It is impossible for the product 
ΔΔxxΔΔppxx to be less than to be less than hh/4/4ππ
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What             meansWhat             means
•• Uncertainty principle for energy. Uncertainty principle for energy. 
•• The energy of a system also has inherent uncertainty, The energy of a system also has inherent uncertainty, 

ΔΔEE
•• ΔΔE is E is dependent on the dependent on the time intervaltime interval ΔΔtt during which during which 

the system remains in the given states. the system remains in the given states. 
•• If a system is known to exist in a state of energy If a system is known to exist in a state of energy EE over over 

a limited period a limited period ΔΔtt, then this energy is uncertain by at , then this energy is uncertain by at 
least an amount least an amount hh/(4/(4πΔπΔtt). This corresponds to the ). This corresponds to the 
‘‘spreadspread’’ in energy of that state (see next page)in energy of that state (see next page)

•• Therefore, the energy of an object or system can be Therefore, the energy of an object or system can be 
measured with infinite precision (measured with infinite precision (ΔΔE=E=0) only if the 0) only if the 
object of system exists for an infinite time (object of system exists for an infinite time (ΔΔtt→∞→∞))

2
≥ΔΔ tE
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What             meansWhat             means
•• A system that remains in a A system that remains in a 

metastablemetastable state for a very state for a very 
long time (large long time (large ΔΔtt) can ) can 
have a very wellhave a very well--defined defined 
energy (small energy (small ΔΔEE), but if ), but if 
remain in a state for only a remain in a state for only a 
short time (small short time (small ΔΔtt), the ), the 
uncertainty in energy must uncertainty in energy must 
be correspondingly greater be correspondingly greater 
(large (large ΔΔEE). ). 

2
≥ΔΔ tE
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Conjugate variables Conjugate variables 
(Conjugate observables)(Conjugate observables)

•• {{ppxx,,xx}, {}, {EE,,tt} are called } are called conjugate conjugate 
variablesvariables

•• The conjugate variables cannot in The conjugate variables cannot in 
principle be measured (or known) to principle be measured (or known) to 
infinite precision simultaneouslyinfinite precision simultaneously
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HeisenbergHeisenberg’’s s GedankenGedanken
experimentexperiment

•• The U.P. can also be understood from the following The U.P. can also be understood from the following gedankengedanken experiment that experiment that 
tries to measure the position and momentum of an object, say, antries to measure the position and momentum of an object, say, an electron at a electron at a 
certain momentcertain moment

•• In order to measure the momentum and position of an electron it In order to measure the momentum and position of an electron it is necessary to is necessary to 
““interfereinterfere”” it with some it with some ““probeprobe”” that will then carries the required information that will then carries the required information 
back to us back to us –– such as shining it with a photon of say a wavelength of such as shining it with a photon of say a wavelength of λλ
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•• LetLet’’s say the s say the ““unperturbedunperturbed”” electron was electron was 
initially located at a initially located at a ““definitedefinite”” location location x x 
and with a and with a ““definitedefinite”” momentum momentum pp

•• When the photon When the photon ‘‘probesprobes’’ the electron it the electron it 
will be bounced off, associated with a will be bounced off, associated with a 
changed in its momentum by some changed in its momentum by some 
uncertain amount, uncertain amount, ΔΔpp. . 

•• ΔΔpp cannot be predicted but must be of the cannot be predicted but must be of the 
similar order of magnitude as the photonsimilar order of magnitude as the photon’’s s 
momentum momentum hh//λλ

•• Hence Hence ΔΔpp ≈≈ hh//λλ
•• The longer The longer λ (λ (i.e. less energetici.e. less energetic) ) the smaller the smaller 

the uncertainty in the measurement of the the uncertainty in the measurement of the 
electronelectron’’s momentum s momentum 

•• In other words, electron cannot be observed In other words, electron cannot be observed 
without changing its momentumwithout changing its momentum

HeisenbergHeisenberg’’s s GedankenGedanken
experimentexperiment
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•• How much is the uncertainty in the position How much is the uncertainty in the position 
of the electron? of the electron? 

•• By using a photon of wavelength By using a photon of wavelength λ λ we we 
cannot determine the location of the cannot determine the location of the 
electron better than an accuracy of electron better than an accuracy of ΔΔxx = = λλ

•• Hence Hence ΔΔxx ≥≥ λλ
•• Such is a fundamental constraint coming Such is a fundamental constraint coming 

from optics (from optics (RayleighRayleigh’’ss criteria).criteria).
•• The shorter the wavelength The shorter the wavelength λ (λ (i.e. more i.e. more 

energeticenergetic) ) the smaller the uncertainty in the the smaller the uncertainty in the 
electronelectron’’s positions position

HeisenbergHeisenberg’’s s GedankenGedanken
experimentexperiment
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•• However, if shorter wavelength is employed However, if shorter wavelength is employed 
(so that the accuracy in position is (so that the accuracy in position is 
increased), there will be a corresponding increased), there will be a corresponding 
decrease in the accuracy of the momentum, decrease in the accuracy of the momentum, 
measurement (recall measurement (recall ΔΔpp ≈≈ hh//λλ))

•• A higher photon momentum will disturb the A higher photon momentum will disturb the 
electronelectron’’s motion to a greater extents motion to a greater extent

•• Hence there is a Hence there is a ‘‘zero sum gamezero sum game’’ herehere
•• Combining the expression for Combining the expression for ΔΔxx and and ΔΔpp, , 

we then have we then have ΔΔpp ΔλΔλ ≥≥ hh, a result consistent , a result consistent 
with with ΔΔpp ΔλΔλ ≥≥ hh/2/2

HeisenbergHeisenberg’’s s GedankenGedanken
experimentexperiment
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HeisenbergHeisenberg’’s kiosks kiosk
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•• A typical atomic nucleus is about 5.0A typical atomic nucleus is about 5.0××1010--1515 m m 
in radius. Use the uncertainty principle to in radius. Use the uncertainty principle to 
place a lower limit on the energy an electron place a lower limit on the energy an electron 
must have if it is to be part of a nucleus must have if it is to be part of a nucleus 

ExampleExample
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SolutionSolution
•• Letting Letting ΔΔxx = = 5.05.0××1010--1515 m, we have m, we have 
•• ΔΔpp≥≥hh/(4/(4ππΔΔxx)=)=……=1=1.1.1××1010--2020 kgkg⋅⋅m/sm/s

If this is the uncertainty in a nuclear electronIf this is the uncertainty in a nuclear electron’’s momentum, s momentum, 
the momentum the momentum pp must be at lest comparable in magnitude. must be at lest comparable in magnitude. 
An electron of such a momentum has a An electron of such a momentum has a 

•• KE KE ≈≈ pc pc ≥≥ 33.3.3××1010--1212 J J 
= 20.6 = 20.6 MeVMeV >> >> mmeecc22= 0.5 = 0.5 MeVMeV

•• i.e., if electrons were contained within the nucleus, they i.e., if electrons were contained within the nucleus, they 
must have an energy of at least must have an energy of at least 20.6 20.6 MeVMeV

•• However such an high energy electron from radioactive However such an high energy electron from radioactive 
nuclei never observed nuclei never observed 

•• Hence, by virtue of the uncertainty principle, we conclude Hence, by virtue of the uncertainty principle, we conclude 
that electrons emitted from an unstable nucleus cannot that electrons emitted from an unstable nucleus cannot 
comes from within the nucleuscomes from within the nucleus
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Broadening of spectral lines due to Broadening of spectral lines due to 
uncertainty principleuncertainty principle

•• An excited atom gives up it excess energy by emitting a An excited atom gives up it excess energy by emitting a 
photon of characteristic frequency. The average period that photon of characteristic frequency. The average period that 
elapses between the excitation of an atom and the time it elapses between the excitation of an atom and the time it 
radiates is 1.0radiates is 1.0××1010--88 s. Find the inherent uncertainty in the s. Find the inherent uncertainty in the 
frequency of the photon. frequency of the photon. 
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SolutionSolution

•• The photon energy is uncertain by the amountThe photon energy is uncertain by the amount
•• ΔΔEE ≥≥ hchc/(4/(4ccπΔπΔtt)= 5.3)= 5.3××1010--27 27 J = 3J = 3.3.3××1010--8 8 eVeV
•• The corresponding uncertainty in the frequency of light is  The corresponding uncertainty in the frequency of light is  

ΔνΔν = = ΔΔEE//h h ≥≥ 88××10106 6 HzHz
•• This is the irreducible limit to the accuracy with which we This is the irreducible limit to the accuracy with which we 

can determine the frequency of the radiation emitted by an can determine the frequency of the radiation emitted by an 
atom. atom. 

•• As a result, the radiation from a group of excited atoms As a result, the radiation from a group of excited atoms 
does not appear with the precise frequency does not appear with the precise frequency νν. . 

•• For a photon whose frequency is, say, 5.0For a photon whose frequency is, say, 5.0××101014 14 Hz, Hz, 
•• ΔνΔν//νν =1.6=1.6××1010--88
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PYQ 2.11 Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 2.11 Final Exam 2003/04

• Assume that the uncertainty in the position of a 
particle is equal to its de Broglie wavelength. 
What is the minimal uncertainty in its velocity, 
vx?

• A. vx/4π B. vx/2π C. vx/8π
• D. vx E. vx/π

• ANS: A, Schaum’s 3000 solved problems, 
Q38.66, pg. 718
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SolutionSolution
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ExampleExample

•• A measurement established the position of a A measurement established the position of a 
proton with an accuracy of proton with an accuracy of ±±11.00.00××1010--1111 m. m. 
Find the uncertainty in the protonFind the uncertainty in the proton’’s position s position 
1.00 s later. Assume 1.00 s later. Assume vv << << cc. . 
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SolutionSolution
•• Let us call the uncertainty in the Let us call the uncertainty in the 
protonproton’’s position s position ΔΔxx00 at the time at the time tt = 0. = 0. 

•• The uncertainty in its momentum at The uncertainty in its momentum at tt = 0 = 0 
is is 

ΔΔpp≥≥hh/(4/(4π π ΔΔxx00))
•• Since Since vv << << cc, the momentum uncertainty is , the momentum uncertainty is 

ΔΔpp= = mmΔΔvv
•• The uncertainty in the protonThe uncertainty in the proton’’s velocity s velocity 
is is 

ΔΔvv= = ΔΔpp//mm≥≥ hh/(4/(4ππmm ΔΔxx00))
•• The distance The distance xx of the proton covers in of the proton covers in 
the time the time tt cannot be known more cannot be known more 
accurately than accurately than 

ΔΔxx==ttΔΔvv≥≥ htht/(4/(4π π mmΔΔxx00))
•• mm=970 MeV/=970 MeV/cc22

•• The value of The value of ΔΔxx at at tt = 1.00 s is 3.15 = 1.00 s is 3.15 kkm. m. 
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A moving wave packet spreads out A moving wave packet spreads out 
in spacein spaceΔΔxx==ttΔΔvv≥≥ htht/(4/(4π π ΔΔxx00))

•• Note that Note that ΔΔxx is inversely is inversely 
proportional to proportional to ΔΔxx00

•• It means the more we know It means the more we know 
about the protonabout the proton’’s position s position 
at at tt = 0 the less we know = 0 the less we know 
about its later position at about its later position at t t > > 
0. 0. 

•• The original wave group has The original wave group has 
spread out to a much wider spread out to a much wider 
one because the phase one because the phase 
velocities of the component velocities of the component 
wave vary with wave wave vary with wave 
number and a large range of number and a large range of 
wave numbers must have wave numbers must have 
been present to produce the been present to produce the 
narrow original wave groupnarrow original wave group
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ExampleExample
Estimating quantum effect of a macroscopic particle

•• Estimate the minimum uncertainty velocity of a Estimate the minimum uncertainty velocity of a billardbillard ball (ball (mm ~ ~ 
100 g) confined to a 100 g) confined to a billardbillard table of dimension 1 mtable of dimension 1 m

SolutionSolution
ForFor ΔΔxx ~ 1 m, we have~ 1 m, we have
ΔΔpp ≥≥hh/4/4πΔπΔxx = 5.3x10= 5.3x10--3535 Ns,Ns,

•• SoSo ΔΔvv =(=(ΔΔpp)/)/mm ≥≥ 5.3x105.3x10--3434 m/sm/s
•• One can considerOne can consider ΔΔvv = 5.3= 5.3xx1010--3434 m/sm/s (extremely tiny) is the (extremely tiny) is the 

speed of the speed of the billardbillard ball at anytime caused by quantum effectsball at anytime caused by quantum effects
•• In quantum theory, no particle is absolutely at rest due to the In quantum theory, no particle is absolutely at rest due to the 

Uncertainty PrincipleUncertainty Principle

1 m long billard
table

A billard ball of 
100 g, size ~ 2 cm

ΔΔvv == 5.3 5.3 x x 1010--3434 m/sm/s
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A particle contained within a finite A particle contained within a finite 
region must has some minimal KEregion must has some minimal KE

•• One of the most dramatic consequence of the One of the most dramatic consequence of the 
uncertainty principle is that a particle confined in uncertainty principle is that a particle confined in 
a small region of finite width cannot be exactly at a small region of finite width cannot be exactly at 
rest (as already seen in the previous example)rest (as already seen in the previous example)

•• Why? BecauseWhy? Because……

•• ...if it were, its momentum would be precisely ...if it were, its momentum would be precisely 
zero, (meaning zero, (meaning ΔΔpp = 0) which would in turn = 0) which would in turn 
violate the uncertainty principleviolate the uncertainty principle
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What is the What is the KKaveave of a particle in a box of a particle in a box 
due to Uncertainty Principle?due to Uncertainty Principle?

•• We can estimate the minimal KE of a particle confined in a box We can estimate the minimal KE of a particle confined in a box 
of size of size aa by making use of the U.P. by making use of the U.P. 

•• If a particle is confined to a box, its location is uncertain byIf a particle is confined to a box, its location is uncertain by

ΔΔxx == a a 
•• Uncertainty principle requires that Uncertainty principle requires that ΔΔpp≥≥ ((hh/2/2π)π)a a 
•• (don(don’’t worry about the factor 2 in the uncertainty t worry about the factor 2 in the uncertainty 

relation since we only perform an estimationrelation since we only perform an estimation))

a
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ZeroZero--point energypoint energy
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This is the zero-point energy, the minimal possible kinetic energy 
for a quantum particle confined in a region of width a

Particle in a box of size a can never be at rest (e.g. has 
zero K.E) but has a minimal KE Kave (its zero-point 
energy)

We will formally re-derived this result again when solving for the Schrodinger
equation of this system (see later).

a
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RecapRecap

•• Measurement necessarily involves interactions between Measurement necessarily involves interactions between 
observer and the observed systemobserver and the observed system

•• Matter and radiation are the entities available to us for such Matter and radiation are the entities available to us for such 
measurementsmeasurements

•• The relations The relations pp = = hh//λλ and and EE = = hhνν are applicable to both are applicable to both 
matter and to radiation because of the intrinsic nature of matter and to radiation because of the intrinsic nature of 
wavewave--particle dualityparticle duality

•• When combining these relations with the universal waves When combining these relations with the universal waves 
properties, we obtain the Heisenberg uncertainty relationsproperties, we obtain the Heisenberg uncertainty relations

•• In other words, the uncertainty principle is a necessary In other words, the uncertainty principle is a necessary 
consequence of particleconsequence of particle--wave dualitywave duality
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CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 5
Atomic ModelsAtomic Models

•• Much of the luminous matter in Much of the luminous matter in 
the Universe is hydrogen. In fact the Universe is hydrogen. In fact 
hydrogen is the most abundance hydrogen is the most abundance 
atom in the Universe. The atom in the Universe. The 
colourscolours of this Orion Nebula of this Orion Nebula 
come from the transition between come from the transition between 
the quantized states in hydrogen the quantized states in hydrogen 
atoms.atoms.

2

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
•• The purpose of this chapter is to build a simplest atomic The purpose of this chapter is to build a simplest atomic 

model that will help us to understand the structure of model that will help us to understand the structure of 
atomsatoms

•• This is attained by referring to some basic experimental This is attained by referring to some basic experimental 
facts that have been gathered since 1900facts that have been gathered since 1900’’s (e.g. s (e.g. 
Rutherford scattering experiment, atomic spectral lines Rutherford scattering experiment, atomic spectral lines 
etc.)etc.)

•• In order to build a model that well describes the atoms In order to build a model that well describes the atoms 
which are consistent with the experimental facts, we which are consistent with the experimental facts, we 
need to take into account the wave nature of electronneed to take into account the wave nature of electron

•• This is one of the purpose we explore the wave nature This is one of the purpose we explore the wave nature 
of particles in previous chaptersof particles in previous chapters
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Basic properties of atomsBasic properties of atoms

•• 1)1) Atoms are of microscopic size, ~ 10Atoms are of microscopic size, ~ 10--1010 m. Visible m. Visible 
light is not enough to resolve (see) the detail structure of light is not enough to resolve (see) the detail structure of 
an atom as its size is only of the order of 100 nm. an atom as its size is only of the order of 100 nm. 

•• 2)2) Most atoms are stable (i.e. atoms that are non Most atoms are stable (i.e. atoms that are non 
radioactive)radioactive)

•• 3)3) Atoms contain negatively charges, electrons, but are Atoms contain negatively charges, electrons, but are 
electrically neutral. An atom with electrically neutral. An atom with ZZ electrons must also electrons must also 
contain a net positive charge of +contain a net positive charge of +ZeZe..

•• 4)4) Atoms emit and absorb EM radiation (in other Atoms emit and absorb EM radiation (in other 
words, atoms interact with light quite readily)words, atoms interact with light quite readily)

Because atoms interacts with EM radiation quite Because atoms interacts with EM radiation quite 
strongly, it is usually used to probe the structure of an strongly, it is usually used to probe the structure of an 
atom. The typical of such EM probe  can be found in the atom. The typical of such EM probe  can be found in the 
atomic spectrum as we will see nowatomic spectrum as we will see now

4

Emission spectral linesEmission spectral lines
•• Experimental fact: Experimental fact: A single atom or molecule in a very A single atom or molecule in a very 

diluted sample of gas emits radiation characteristic of the diluted sample of gas emits radiation characteristic of the 
particular atom/molecule speciesparticular atom/molecule species

•• The emission is due to the deThe emission is due to the de--excitation of the atoms from excitation of the atoms from 
their excited statestheir excited states

•• e.g. if heating or passing electric current through the gas e.g. if heating or passing electric current through the gas 
sample, the atoms get excited into higher energy statessample, the atoms get excited into higher energy states

•• When a excited electron in the atom falls back to the lower When a excited electron in the atom falls back to the lower 
energy states (deenergy states (de--excites), EM wave is emittedexcites), EM wave is emitted

•• The spectral lines are analysed with The spectral lines are analysed with spectrometerspectrometer, which , which 
give important physical information of the atom/molecules give important physical information of the atom/molecules 
by analysing the wavelengths composition and pattern of by analysing the wavelengths composition and pattern of 
these lines. these lines. 
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Line spectrum of an atomLine spectrum of an atom
•• The light given off by individual atoms, as in a lowThe light given off by individual atoms, as in a low--

pressure gas, consist of a series of discrete pressure gas, consist of a series of discrete 
wavelengths corresponding to different wavelengths corresponding to different colourcolour..

6

Comparing continuous and line Comparing continuous and line 
spectrumspectrum

•• (a) continuous (a) continuous 
spectrum produced by spectrum produced by 
a glowing lighta glowing light--bulbbulb

•• (b) Emission line (b) Emission line 
spectrum by lamp spectrum by lamp 
containing heated gascontaining heated gas
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Absorption line spectrumAbsorption line spectrum

•• We also have absorption spectral line, in We also have absorption spectral line, in 
which white light is passed through a gas. which white light is passed through a gas. 
The absorption line spectrum consists of a The absorption line spectrum consists of a 
bright background crossed by dark lines that bright background crossed by dark lines that 
correspond to the absorbed wavelengths by correspond to the absorbed wavelengths by 
the gas atom/molecules.the gas atom/molecules.

8

Experimental arrangement for the Experimental arrangement for the 
observation of the absorptions lines observation of the absorptions lines 

of a sodium vapourof a sodium vapour
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Comparing emission and absorption Comparing emission and absorption 
spectrumspectrum

The emitted and absorption radiation displays The emitted and absorption radiation displays 
characteristic discrete sets of spectrum which contains characteristic discrete sets of spectrum which contains 
certain discrete wavelengths onlycertain discrete wavelengths only
(a) shows (a) shows ‘‘finger printfinger print’’ emission spectral lines of H, Hg emission spectral lines of H, Hg 
and and NeNe. (b) shows absorption lines for H. (b) shows absorption lines for H

10

A successful atomic model must be A successful atomic model must be 
able to explain the observed discrete able to explain the observed discrete 

atomic spectrumatomic spectrum

We are going to study two attempts to We are going to study two attempts to 
built model that describes the atoms: built model that describes the atoms: 
the Thompson Plumthe Thompson Plum--pudding model pudding model 

(which fails) and the Rutherford(which fails) and the Rutherford--Bohr Bohr 
model (which succeeds)model (which succeeds)
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The Thompson model The Thompson model –– PlumPlum--
pudding modelpudding model

Sir J. J. Thompson (1856-1940) 
is the Cavandish professor in 
Cambridge who discovered 
electron in cathode rays. He 
was awarded Nobel prize in 
1906 for his research on the 
conduction of electricity by 
bases at low pressure.
He is the first person to He is the first person to 
establish the particle nature of establish the particle nature of 
electron. Ironically his son, electron. Ironically his son, 
another renown physicist another renown physicist 
proves experimentally electron proves experimentally electron 
behaves like wavebehaves like wave……

12

PlumPlum--pudding modelpudding model

•• An atom consists of An atom consists of ZZ electrons is embedded in a electrons is embedded in a 
cloud of positive charges that exactly neutralise cloud of positive charges that exactly neutralise 
that of the electronsthat of the electrons’’

•• The positive cloud is heavy and comprising most The positive cloud is heavy and comprising most 
of the atomof the atom’’s masss mass

•• Inside a stable atom, the electrons sit at their Inside a stable atom, the electrons sit at their 
respective equilibrium position where the respective equilibrium position where the 
attraction of the positive cloud on the electrons attraction of the positive cloud on the electrons 
balances the electronbalances the electron’’s mutual repulsions mutual repulsion
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One can treat the One can treat the 
electron in the electron in the 
pudding like a point pudding like a point 
mass stressed by mass stressed by 
two springstwo springs

SHM

14

The The ““electron plumelectron plum”” stuck on the stuck on the 
pudding vibrates and executes SHMpudding vibrates and executes SHM

•• The electron at the EQ position shall vibrate like a The electron at the EQ position shall vibrate like a 
simple harmonic oscillator with a frequency simple harmonic oscillator with a frequency 

•• Where                 , Where                 , R R radius of the atom, radius of the atom, mm mass of the mass of the 
electronelectron

•• From classical EM theory, we know that an oscillating From classical EM theory, we know that an oscillating 
charge will emit radiation with frequency identical to charge will emit radiation with frequency identical to 
the oscillation frequency the oscillation frequency νν as given aboveas given above
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The plumThe plum--pudding model predicts pudding model predicts 
unique oscillation frequencyunique oscillation frequency

•• Radiation with frequency identical to the Radiation with frequency identical to the 
oscillation frequency. oscillation frequency. 

•• Hence light emitted from the atom in the plumHence light emitted from the atom in the plum--
pudding model is predicted to have exactly pudding model is predicted to have exactly one one 
unique unique frequency as given in the previous slide. frequency as given in the previous slide. 

•• This prediction has been falsified because This prediction has been falsified because 
observationally, light spectra from all atoms observationally, light spectra from all atoms 
(such as the simplest atom, hydrogen,) have sets (such as the simplest atom, hydrogen,) have sets 
of discrete spectral lines correspond to many of discrete spectral lines correspond to many 
different frequencies (already discussed earlier).different frequencies (already discussed earlier).

16

Experimental verdict on the plum Experimental verdict on the plum 
pudding modelpudding model

•• Theoretically one expect the deviation angle of a scattered partTheoretically one expect the deviation angle of a scattered particle by icle by 
the plumthe plum--pudding atom to be small:pudding atom to be small:

•• This is a prediction of the model that can be checked experimentThis is a prediction of the model that can be checked experimentallyally
•• Rutherford was the first one to carry out such experimentRutherford was the first one to carry out such experiment

1~aveNθ=Θ
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Ernest RutherfordErnest Rutherford
British physicist Ernest Rutherford, winner of the 
1908 Nobel Prize in chemistry, pioneered the field 
of nuclear physics with his research and 
development of the nuclear theory of atomic 
structure

Born in New Zealand, teachers to many physicists 
who later become Nobel prize laureates

Rutherford stated that an atom consists largely of 
empty space, with an electrically positive nucleus 
in the center and electrically negative electrons 
orbiting the nucleus. By bombarding nitrogen gas 
with alpha particles (nuclear particles emitted 
through radioactivity), Rutherford engineered the 
transformation of an atom of nitrogen into both an 
atom of oxygen and an atom of hydrogen. 

This experiment was an early stimulus to the 
development of nuclear energy, a form of energy 
in which nuclear transformation and disintegration 
release extraordinary power.

18

•• Alpha particles from Alpha particles from 
source is used to be  source is used to be  
scattered by atoms scattered by atoms 
from the thin foil from the thin foil 
made of goldmade of gold

•• The scattered alpha The scattered alpha 
particles are detected particles are detected 
by the background by the background 
screenscreen

RutherfordRutherford’’s experimental setups experimental setup
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““……fire a 15 inch artillery shell at a tissue fire a 15 inch artillery shell at a tissue 
paper and it came back and hit youpaper and it came back and hit you””

•• In the scattering experiment Rutherford saw In the scattering experiment Rutherford saw 
some electrons being bounced back at 180 some electrons being bounced back at 180 
degree. degree. 

•• He said this is like firing He said this is like firing ““a 15a 15--inch shell at a inch shell at a 
piece of a tissue paper and it came back and hit piece of a tissue paper and it came back and hit 
youyou””

• Hence Thompson plum-pudding model fails in 
the light of these experimental result

20

So, is the plum pudding model So, is the plum pudding model 
utterly useless?utterly useless?

•• So the plum pudding model does not work as its So the plum pudding model does not work as its 
predictions fail to fit the experimental data as well as other predictions fail to fit the experimental data as well as other 
observationsobservations

•• Nevertheless itNevertheless it’’s a perfectly sensible scientific theory s a perfectly sensible scientific theory 
because:because:

•• It is a mathematical model built on sound and rigorous It is a mathematical model built on sound and rigorous 
physical arguments  physical arguments  

•• It predicts some physical phenomenon with definitenessIt predicts some physical phenomenon with definiteness
•• It can be verified or falsified with experimentsIt can be verified or falsified with experiments
•• It also serves as a prototype to the next model which is It also serves as a prototype to the next model which is 

built on the experience gained from the failure of this built on the experience gained from the failure of this 
model model 
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How to interpret the Rutherford How to interpret the Rutherford 
scattering experiment?scattering experiment?

•• The large deflection of alpha The large deflection of alpha 
particle as seen in the particle as seen in the 
scattering experiment with a scattering experiment with a 
thin gold foil must be thin gold foil must be 
produced by a close produced by a close 
encounter between the alpha encounter between the alpha 
particle and a very small but particle and a very small but 
massive kernel inside the massive kernel inside the 
atom atom 

•• In contrast, a diffused In contrast, a diffused 
distribution of the positive distribution of the positive 
charge as assumed in plumcharge as assumed in plum--
pudding model cannot do pudding model cannot do 
the jobthe job

22

Comparing model with nucleus Comparing model with nucleus 
concentrated at a pointconcentrated at a point--like nucleus like nucleus 

and model with nucleus that has large and model with nucleus that has large 
sizesize
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RecapRecap
the atomic model building storythe atomic model building story

1~aveNθ=Θ
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• Plum-pudding model by 
Thompson

• It fails to explain the emission 
and absorption line spectrum 
from atoms because it predicts 
only a single emission 
frequency 

• Most importantly it fails to 
explain the back-scattering of 
alpha particle seen in 
Rutherford’s scattering 
experiment because the model 
predicts only

24

•• Rutherford put forward an Rutherford put forward an 
model to explain the result of model to explain the result of 
the scattering experiment: the the scattering experiment: the 
Rutherford modelRutherford model

•• An atom consists of a very An atom consists of a very 
small nucleus of charge +small nucleus of charge +ZeZe
containing almost all of the containing almost all of the 
mass of the atom; this nucleus mass of the atom; this nucleus 
is surrounded by a swarm of is surrounded by a swarm of ZZ
electrons electrons 

•• The atom is largely comprised The atom is largely comprised 
of empty spaceof empty space

•• RRatomatom ~ ~ 1010--1010mm
•• RRnucleusnucleus ~ ~ 1010--13 13 -- 1010--15 15 mm

The Rutherford model The Rutherford model 
(planetary model)(planetary model)
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Infrared catastrophe: insufficiency of Infrared catastrophe: insufficiency of 
the Rutherford modelthe Rutherford model

•• According to classical EM, According to classical EM, 
the Rutherford model for the Rutherford model for 
atom (a classical model) has atom (a classical model) has 
a fatal flaw: it predicts the a fatal flaw: it predicts the 
collapse of the atom within collapse of the atom within 
1010--1010 ss

•• A accelerated electron will A accelerated electron will 
radiate EM radiation, hence radiate EM radiation, hence 
causing the orbiting electron causing the orbiting electron 
to loss energy and to loss energy and 
consequently spiral inward consequently spiral inward 
and impact on the nucleusand impact on the nucleus
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Rutherford model also canRutherford model also can’’t explain t explain 
the discrete spectrumthe discrete spectrum

•• The Rutherford model also cannot The Rutherford model also cannot 
explain the pattern of discrete spectral explain the pattern of discrete spectral 
lines as the radiation predicted by lines as the radiation predicted by 
Rutherford model is a continuous Rutherford model is a continuous 
burst.burst.
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So how to fix up the problem?So how to fix up the problem?

NEILS BOHR COMES TO NEILS BOHR COMES TO 
THE RESCUETHE RESCUE

•• NielsNiels BohrBohr (1885 to 1962) (1885 to 1962) 
is best known for the is best known for the 
investigations of atomic investigations of atomic 
structure and also for work structure and also for work 
on radiation, which won him on radiation, which won him 
the 1922 Nobel Prize for the 1922 Nobel Prize for 
physicsphysics

•• He was sometimes dubbed He was sometimes dubbed 
““the God Fatherthe God Father”” in the in the 
physicist communityphysicist community

•• http://wwwhttp://www--gap.dcs.stgap.dcs.st--
and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/
Bohr_Niels.htmlBohr_Niels.html
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To fix up the infrared catastrophe To fix up the infrared catastrophe ……

NeilsNeils Bohr put forward a model which is a Bohr put forward a model which is a 
hybrid of the Rutherford model with the  hybrid of the Rutherford model with the  
wave nature of electron taken into accountwave nature of electron taken into account
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BohrBohr’’s model of hydrogens model of hydrogen--like atomlike atom
•• We shall consider a simple atom We shall consider a simple atom 

consists of a nucleus with charge consists of a nucleus with charge ZeZe
and mass of and mass of MMnucleusnucleus >> m>> mee, , such that such that 

•• (m(me e //MMnucleusnucleus) can be ignored.) can be ignored.
•• The nucleus is surrounded by only The nucleus is surrounded by only a a 

single electronsingle electron
•• We will assume the centre of the We will assume the centre of the 

circular motion of the electron circular motion of the electron 
coincides with the centre of the coincides with the centre of the 
nucleusnucleus

•• We term such type of simple system: We term such type of simple system: 
hydrogenhydrogen--like atomslike atoms

•• For example, hydrogen atom For example, hydrogen atom 
corresponds to corresponds to Z = Z = 1; a singly 1; a singly 
ionisedionised Helium atom HeHelium atom He+ + 

corresponds to corresponds to Z = Z = 2 etc2 etc

Diagram representing 
the model of a 
hydrogen-like atom

+Ze

M >>m
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BohrBohr’’s postulate, 1913s postulate, 1913

( )
r
vm

r
eZe e

2

2
04

1
=

πε

Coulomb’s attraction = centripetal force 
Assumption: the mass of the 
nucleus is infinitely heavy 
compared to the electron’s

•• Postulate No.1: Postulate No.1: Mechanical Mechanical 
stability (classical mechanics)stability (classical mechanics)

•• An electron in an atom moves in An electron in an atom moves in 
a circular orbit about the nucleus a circular orbit about the nucleus 
under Coulomb attraction under Coulomb attraction 
obeying the law of classical obeying the law of classical 
mechanicsmechanics

+Ze
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Postulate 2: condition for orbit Postulate 2: condition for orbit 
stabilitystability

•• Instead of the infinite orbit which could be Instead of the infinite orbit which could be 
possible in classical mechanics (possible in classical mechanics (c.fc.f the the 
orbits of satellites), it is only possible for orbits of satellites), it is only possible for 
an electron to move in an orbit that an electron to move in an orbit that 
contains an integral number of de contains an integral number of de BroglieBroglie
wavelengths, wavelengths, 

•• nnλλnn = = 22π π rrnn, , nn = 1,2,3...= 1,2,3...

32

BohrBohr’’s 2s 2ndnd postulate means that postulate means that nn de de 
BroglieBroglie wavelengths must fit into the wavelengths must fit into the 

circumference of an orbitcircumference of an orbit
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Electron that donElectron that don’’t form standing t form standing 
wave wave 

•• Since the electron must form Since the electron must form 
standing waves in the orbits, the standing waves in the orbits, the 
thethe orbits of the electron for orbits of the electron for 
each each nn is is quantisedquantised

•• Orbits with the perimeter that do Orbits with the perimeter that do 
not conform to the not conform to the quantisationquantisation
condition cannot persistcondition cannot persist

•• All this simply means: all orbits All this simply means: all orbits 
of the electron in the atom must of the electron in the atom must 
be be quantisedquantised, and orbit that is , and orbit that is 
not not quantisedquantised is not allowed is not allowed 
(hence can(hence can’’t exist)t exist)
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QuantisationQuantisation of angular momentumof angular momentum

•• As a result of the orbit As a result of the orbit 
quantisation, the angular quantisation, the angular 
momentum of the orbiting momentum of the orbiting 
electron is also quantised: electron is also quantised: 

•• L = L = ((mmeevv)) r = pr r = pr 
(definition)(definition)

•• nnλλ = = 22ππ r r (orbit (orbit 
quantisation)quantisation)

•• Combining both:Combining both:
•• p= p= h/h/λλ = = nhnh/ / 22ππ rr
•• L = L = mmeevrvr = p r = = p r = nhnh/ / 22ππ

p = mv

Angular momentum of the electron, 

L = p x r. It is a vector quantity with 
its direction pointing to the 
direction perpendicular to the 
plane defined by p and r

+Ze
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Third postulateThird postulate
•• Despite the fact that it is constantly accelerating, Despite the fact that it is constantly accelerating, 

an electron moving in such an allowed orbit an electron moving in such an allowed orbit 
does not radiate EM energy (hence total energy does not radiate EM energy (hence total energy 
remains constant)remains constant)

•• The atom remains stable at the ground state The atom remains stable at the ground state 
because there is no other states of lower energies because there is no other states of lower energies 
below the ground state (hence the atom cannot below the ground state (hence the atom cannot 
make any transition to a lower energy state)make any transition to a lower energy state)

•• As far as the stability of atoms is concerned, As far as the stability of atoms is concerned, 
classical physics is invalid hereclassical physics is invalid here

•• My Comment: At the quantum scale (inside the My Comment: At the quantum scale (inside the 
atoms) some of the classical EM predictions fail atoms) some of the classical EM predictions fail 
(e.g. an accelerating charge radiates EM wave)(e.g. an accelerating charge radiates EM wave)
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QuantisationQuantisation of velocity and radiusof velocity and radius

•• Combining the quantisation of angular Combining the quantisation of angular 
momentum and the equation of mechanical momentum and the equation of mechanical 
stability we arrive at the result that:stability we arrive at the result that:

•• the allowed radius and velocity at a given the allowed radius and velocity at a given 
orbit are also quantised:orbit are also quantised:
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Some mathematical steps leading to Some mathematical steps leading to 
quantisationquantisation of orbits, of orbits, 
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0 0

1 1      (Eq. 2)
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(Eq.2)(Eq.2) (Eq.1)(Eq.1)22,,
((mmeevrvr))22 = = ((nhnh/ / 22ππ))22

LHS: LHS: mmee
22rr22vv2 2 = = mmee

22rr22 ((ZeZe2 2 / 4/ 4πεπε0 0 mme e rr) ) 
= = mme e r Zer Ze2 2 / 4/ 4πεπε0 0 = = RHSRHS = = ((nhnh/ / 22ππ))22

r  = nr  = n22((h/ h/ 22ππ))22 44πεπε00 / / ZeZe22 mme e ≡≡ rrnn , , 
nn = 1,2,3= 1,2,3……
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Prove it yourself the Prove it yourself the quantisationquantisation of of 
the electron velocity the electron velocity 

using Eq.(1) and Eq.(2)using Eq.(1) and Eq.(2)
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Zevn
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04
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=
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The The quantisedquantised orbits of hydrogenorbits of hydrogen--
like atom (not to scale)like atom (not to scale)

+Ze
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Z
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nrn
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Important commentsImportant comments
•• The smallest orbit The smallest orbit charaterisedcharaterised by by 
•• ZZ = 1, = 1, nn=1 is the ground state orbit of the hydrogen=1 is the ground state orbit of the hydrogen

•• ItIt’’s called the Bohrs called the Bohr’’s radius = the typical size of an atoms radius = the typical size of an atom
•• In general, the radius of an hydrogenIn general, the radius of an hydrogen--like ion/atom with like ion/atom with 

charge charge ZeZe in the nucleus is expressed in terms of the Bohrin the nucleus is expressed in terms of the Bohr’’s s 
radius as  radius as  

•• Note also that  the ground state velocity of the electron in Note also that  the ground state velocity of the electron in 
the hydrogen atom is                            the hydrogen atom is                            m/sm/s << << cc

•• nonnon--relativisticrelativistic
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PYQ 7 Test II 2003/04PYQ 7 Test II 2003/04
•• In BohrIn Bohr’’s model for hydrogens model for hydrogen--like atoms, an electron like atoms, an electron 

(mass (mass mm) revolves in a circle around a nucleus with ) revolves in a circle around a nucleus with 
positive charges positive charges ZeZe. How is the electron. How is the electron’’s velocity related s velocity related 
to the radius to the radius r r of its orbit?of its orbit?

•• A. A. B.B. C. C. 

•• D.D. E.E. Non of the aboveNon of the above

•• Solution: I expect you to be able to derive it from scratch withSolution: I expect you to be able to derive it from scratch without out 
memorisationmemorisation

•• ANS: D, ANS: D, SchaumSchaum’’ss series 3000 solved problems, Q39.13, pg 722 modifiedseries 3000 solved problems, Q39.13, pg 722 modified
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Strongly recommending the Physics Strongly recommending the Physics 
2000 interactive physics webpage by 2000 interactive physics webpage by 

the University of Coloradothe University of Colorado

For example the page
http://www.colorado.edu/physics/2000/quantu
mzone/bohr.html
provides a very interesting explanation and 
simulation on atom and Bohr model in 
particular.
Please visit this page if you go online
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RecapRecap
•• The hydrogenThe hydrogen--like atomlike atom’’s radii are s radii are quantisedquantised according to:according to:

•• The The quantisationquantisation is a direct consequence of the postulate is a direct consequence of the postulate 
that electron wave forms stationary states (standing waves) that electron wave forms stationary states (standing waves) 
at the allowed orbitsat the allowed orbits

•• The smallest orbit or hydrogen, the BohrThe smallest orbit or hydrogen, the Bohr’’s radiuss radius
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Postulate 4Postulate 4
•• Similar to EinsteinSimilar to Einstein’’s s 

postulate of the energy of a postulate of the energy of a 
photonphoton
EM radiation is emitted if an 
electron initially moving in 
an orbit of total energy Ei, 
discontinuously changes it 
motion so that it moves in an 
orbit of total energy Ef,(Ei > 
Ef). The frequency of the 
emitted radiation, 

ν = (Ei - Ef)/h;
Ei > Ef
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Energies in the hydrogenEnergies in the hydrogen--like atomlike atom
•• Potential energyPotential energy of the electron at a distance of the electron at a distance r r 

from the nucleus is, as we learned from from the nucleus is, as we learned from 
standard electrostatics, ZCT 102, form 6, standard electrostatics, ZCT 102, form 6, 
matriculation etc. is simplymatriculation etc. is simply

∫
∞

−=−=
r r

Zedr
r

ZeV
0

2

2
0

2

44 πεπε
•• --veve means that the EM force is attractivemeans that the EM force is attractive

Fe
-e

+Ze
Check this sign to see if 
it’s correct
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Kinetic energy in the hydrogenKinetic energy in the hydrogen--like like 
atomatom

•• According to definition, the KE of the electron According to definition, the KE of the electron 
is is 

r
ZevmK e
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•• Adding up KE + V, we obtain the total Adding up KE + V, we obtain the total 
mechanical energy of the atom:mechanical energy of the atom:

The last step follows from the equation 2
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The ground state energyThe ground state energy

•• For the hydrogen atom (For the hydrogen atom (ZZ = 1), the ground state = 1), the ground state 
energy (which is characterised by energy (which is characterised by n n =1)=1)

( )
eV6.13

24
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emnEE e
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In general the energy level of a hydrogen 
like atom with Ze nucleus charges can be 
expressed in terms of 
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QuantisationQuantisation of energy levelsof energy levels
•• The energy level of the The energy level of the 

electrons in the atomic orbit electrons in the atomic orbit 
is quantisedis quantised

•• The quantum number, The quantum number, nn, , 
that characterises the that characterises the 
electronic states is called electronic states is called 
principle quantum numberprinciple quantum number

•• Note that the energy state is Note that the energy state is 
––veve (because it(because it’’s a bounded s a bounded 
system)system)

eV6.13
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EEn −==
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Energy of the electron at very large Energy of the electron at very large nn
•• An electron occupying an orbit with An electron occupying an orbit with 

very large very large nn is is ““almost freealmost free””
because its energy approaches zero:  because its energy approaches zero:  

•• EE = 0 means the electron is free = 0 means the electron is free 
from the bondage of the nucleusfrom the bondage of the nucleus’’
potential fieldpotential field

•• Electron at high Electron at high nn is not tightly is not tightly 
bounded to the nucleus by the EM bounded to the nucleus by the EM 
forceforce

•• Energy levels at high Energy levels at high nn approaches approaches 
to that of a continuum, as the to that of a continuum, as the 
energy gap between adjacent energy gap between adjacent 
energy levels become infinitesimal energy levels become infinitesimal 
in the large in the large nn limitlimit

( ) 0=∞→nEn
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IonisationIonisation energy of the hydrogen atomenergy of the hydrogen atom
•• The energy input required to remove the The energy input required to remove the 

electron from its ground state to infinity (electron from its ground state to infinity (ieie. to . to 
totally remove the electron from the bound of totally remove the electron from the bound of 
the nucleus) is simply the nucleus) is simply 

•• this is the ionisation energy of hydrogen this is the ionisation energy of hydrogen 
eV6.1300 =−=−= ∞ EEEEionisation

Fe
-e

+Ze

Ionisation energy to pull 
the electron off from the 
attraction of the +ve
nucleus

+Ze

-e

Free electron (= free from the attraction of 
the +ve nuclear charge, E= 0)

E=E0=-13.6 eV

+
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Two important quantities to Two important quantities to 
rememberremember

•• As a practical rule, it is strongly advisable As a practical rule, it is strongly advisable 
to remember the two very important values to remember the two very important values 

•• (i) the Bohr radius, (i) the Bohr radius, rr00 = 0.53A  and = 0.53A  and 
•• (ii) the ground state energy of the hydrogen (ii) the ground state energy of the hydrogen 

atom, atom, EE00 = = --13.6 13.6 eVeV
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BohrBohr’’s 4th postulate explains the line s 4th postulate explains the line 
spectrumspectrum

• When atoms are excited to an energy 
state above its ground state, they shall 
radiate out energy (in forms of photon) 
within at the time scale of ~10-8 s upon 
their de-excitations to lower energy 
states –emission spectrum explained

• When a beam of light with a range of 
wavelength sees an atom, the few 
particular wavelengths that matches 
the allowed energy gaps of the atom 
will be absorbed, leaving behind 
other unabsorbed wavelengthsto
become the bright  background in the 
absorption spectrum. Hence 
absorption spectrum explained
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BalmerBalmer series and the empirical series and the empirical 
emission spectrum equationemission spectrum equation

•• Since 1860 Since 1860 –– 1898 1898 BalmerBalmer have found an have found an 
empiricalempirical formula that correctly predicted the formula that correctly predicted the 
wavelength of four wavelength of four visible linesvisible lines of hydrogen:of hydrogen:

where n = 3,4,5,….RH is called the Rydberg constant, 
experimentally measured to be RH = 1.0973732 x 107 m-1
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ExampleExample
• For example, for the Hβ (486.1 nm) line, n = 4 in the 

empirical formula

• According to the empirical formula the wavelength of 
the hydrogen beta line is 

• which is consistent with the observed value
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Experimental measurement of the Experimental measurement of the 
RydbergRydberg constant, constant, RRHH

One measures the wavelengths of the α, β, γ, …lines (corresponding 
to n = 3, 4, 5, …∞) in Balmer’s empirical formula 

Then plot 1/λ as a function of 1/n2. Note that here n ≥ 3.

1/λ

1/n2

1/32
1/421/52

1/62

0

1/72

α line

γ line
β line

Balmer’s
series limit

Gradient of 
experimental line= -RH 

Intersection 
of the 
experimental 
line with 1/λ
axis =  RH /4
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Other spectra seriesOther spectra series
•• Apart from the Apart from the BalmerBalmer series others spectral series others spectral 

series are also discovered: Lyman, series are also discovered: Lyman, PaschenPaschen and and 
Brackett seriesBrackett series

•• The wavelengths of these spectral lines are also The wavelengths of these spectral lines are also 
given by the similar empirical  equation as given by the similar empirical  equation as 
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These are experimentally measured These are experimentally measured 
spectral linespectral line
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The empirical formula needs a The empirical formula needs a 
theoretical explanationtheoretical explanation
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is an empirical formula with RH measured to 
be RH = 1.0973732 x 107 m-1.

Can the Bohr model provide a sound 
theoretical explanation to the form of this 
formula and the numerical value of RH in 
terms of known physical constants? 

The answer is: YES
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Theoretical derivation of the empirical Theoretical derivation of the empirical 
formula from Bohrformula from Bohr’’s modes modell

•• According to the 4According to the 4thth postulate:postulate:
ΔΔE = E = EEii –– EEff = = hhνν = = hchc//λλ, and , and 

•• EEkk = E= E00 / / nnkk
22

•• = = --13.6 13.6 eVeV / / nnkk
2 2 

•• where  where  kk = = ii or or jj
•• Hence we can easily obtain the Hence we can easily obtain the 

theoretical expression for the theoretical expression for the 
emission line spectrum of emission line spectrum of 
hydrogenhydrogen--like atomlike atom

λ
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The theoretical The theoretical RydbergRydberg constantconstant

•• The theoretical The theoretical RydbergRydberg constant, constant, RR∞∞, agrees with the , agrees with the 
experimental one up a precision of less than 1%experimental one up a precision of less than 1%

( )
1-7

2
0

3

4

m100973732.1
44

×=≡∞ πεπc
emR e

-17 m100.1 ×= xxxxRH

This is a remarkable experimental verification of the 
correctness of the Bohr model
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2 2

1 1 1

For  Lyman series, 1,  2,3,4,...

For  Balmer series, 2,  3, 4,5...

For  Paschen series, 3,  4,5,6...

For  Brackett series, 4,  5,6,7...

For  Pfund series, 5,  

H
f i

f i

f i

f i

f i

f i

R
n n

n n

n n

n n

n n

n n

λ
⎛ ⎞

= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

= =

= =

= =

= =

= 6,7,8...=
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Real life example of atomic emissionReal life example of atomic emission

•• AURORA are caused AURORA are caused 
by streams of fast by streams of fast 
photons and electrons photons and electrons 
from the sun that from the sun that 
excite atoms in the excite atoms in the 
upper atmosphere. The upper atmosphere. The 
green hues of an green hues of an 
auroralauroral display come display come 
from oxygenfrom oxygen
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ExampleExample

•• Suppose that, as a result of a collision, the electron Suppose that, as a result of a collision, the electron 
in a hydrogen atom is raised to the second excited in a hydrogen atom is raised to the second excited 
state (state (nn = 3). = 3). 

•• What is (i) the energy and (ii) wavelength of the What is (i) the energy and (ii) wavelength of the 
photon emitted if the electron makes a direct photon emitted if the electron makes a direct 
transition to the ground state?transition to the ground state?

•• What are the energies and the wavelengths of the What are the energies and the wavelengths of the 
two photons emitted if, instead, the electron makes two photons emitted if, instead, the electron makes 
a transition to the first excited state (a transition to the first excited state (nn=2) and =2) and 
from there a subsequent transition to the ground from there a subsequent transition to the ground 
state? state? 
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n = 3

n = 2

n = 1, ground 
state

ΔE = E3 - E1

ΔE = E3 - E2

ΔE = E2 - E1

The energy of the proton emitted in the transition 
from the n = 3 to the n = 1 state is 

12.1eVeV
1
1

3
16.13 2213 =⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −−=−=Δ EEE

the wavelength of this photon is

nm102
1.12

1242
=

⋅
=

Δ
==

eV
nmeV

E
chc

ν
λ

Likewise the energies of the two photons emitted in 
the transitions from n = 3 n = 2 and n = 2 n = 
1 are, respectively, 

eV89.1
2
1

3
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=
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Make use ofMake use of EEkk = E= E0 0 / / nnkk
22 = = --13.6 13.6 eVeV / / nnkk

22
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ExampleExample
•• The series limit of the The series limit of the PaschenPaschen ((nnff = 3)is 820.1 nm = 3)is 820.1 nm 
•• The series limit of a given spectral series is the The series limit of a given spectral series is the 

shortest photon wavelength for that serieshortest photon wavelength for that seriess
•• The series limit of a spectral series is the The series limit of a spectral series is the 

wavelength corresponds to wavelength corresponds to nnii ∞∞
•• What are two longest wavelengths of the What are two longest wavelengths of the PaschenPaschen

series? series? 
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SolutionSolution
•• Note that the Note that the RydbergRydberg constant is not providedconstant is not provided
•• But by definition the series limit and the But by definition the series limit and the RydbergRydberg constant constant 

is closely related is closely related 
•• We got to make use of the series limit to solve that We got to make use of the series limit to solve that 

problemproblem
•• By referring to the definition of the series limit, By referring to the definition of the series limit, 
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•• Hence we can substitute Hence we can substitute RRHH = = nnff

22 / / λλ∞∞ into into 

•• and express it in terms of the series limit as and express it in terms of the series limit as 
•• nnii = 4,5,6= 4,5,6…… ; ; nnff = 3= 3
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•• For For PaschenPaschen series, series, nnff = 3,= 3,λλ∞∞ = 820.1 nm= 820.1 nm
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•• The two longest wavelengths The two longest wavelengths 
correspond to transitions of the two correspond to transitions of the two 
smallest energy gaps from the smallest energy gaps from the 
energy levels closest to energy levels closest to nn = 3 state = 3 state 
((i.ei.e the the n = n = 4, 4, n = n = 5 states) to the 5 states) to the n n 
= 3 state= 3 state
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ExampleExample

•• Given the ground state energy of hydrogen atom Given the ground state energy of hydrogen atom 
--13.6 13.6 eVeV, what is the longest wavelength in the , what is the longest wavelength in the 
hydrogenhydrogen’’s s BalmerBalmer series?series?

•• Solution:Solution:
ΔΔE = E = EEii –– EEff = = --13.6 13.6 eVeV (1/(1/nnii

22 -- 1/1/nnff
22) = ) = hchc//λλ

•• BalmerBalmer series: series: nnff = 2. Hence, in terms of 13.6 = 2. Hence, in terms of 13.6 eVeV
the wavelengths in the wavelengths in BalmerBalmer series is given byseries is given by

...5,4,3,
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•• longest wavelength corresponds to the transition from longest wavelength corresponds to the transition from 
the the nnii = 3 states to the = 3 states to the nnff = 2 states= 2 states

•• HenceHence

...5,4,3,
1

4
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•• This is the red This is the red HHαα line in the hydrogenline in the hydrogen’’s s BalmerBalmer seriesseries

•• Can you calculate the shortest wavelength (the series Can you calculate the shortest wavelength (the series 
limit) for the limit) for the BalmerBalmer series? series? AnsAns = 364 nm= 364 nm
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PYQ 2.18 Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 2.18 Final Exam 2003/04
•• Which of the following statements are true?Which of the following statements are true?
•• I.I.. . the ground states are states with lowest energythe ground states are states with lowest energy
•• II.II. ionisationionisation energy is the energy required to raise an energy is the energy required to raise an 

electron from ground state to free stateelectron from ground state to free state
•• IIIIII.. BalmerBalmer series is the lines in the spectrum of atomic series is the lines in the spectrum of atomic 

hydrogen that corresponds to the transitions to the hydrogen that corresponds to the transitions to the nn = 1 state = 1 state 
from higher energy statesfrom higher energy states

•• A.A. I,IVI,IV B.B. I,II, IVI,II, IV C. C. I, III,IVI, III,IV
•• D.D. I, III, II E. E. II,IIIII,III

•• ANS: D, My own questionANS: D, My own question
•• (note: this is an obvious typo error with the statement IV (note: this is an obvious typo error with the statement IV 

missing. In any case,  only statement I, II are true.)missing. In any case,  only statement I, II are true.)
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PYQ 1.5 KSCP 2003/04PYQ 1.5 KSCP 2003/04

•• An electron collides with a hydrogen atom in An electron collides with a hydrogen atom in 
its ground state and excites it to a state of its ground state and excites it to a state of nn
=3. How much energy was given to the =3. How much energy was given to the 
hydrogen atom in this collision?hydrogen atom in this collision?

•• A. A. --12.1 12.1 eVeV B.B. 12.1 12.1 eVeV C. C. --13.6 13.6 eVeV
•• D.D. 13.6 13.6 eVeV E.E. Non of the aboveNon of the above
• Solution: 

• ANS: B, Modern Technical Physics, Beiser, Example 25.6, 
pg. 786

( )0
3 0 02 2

13.6eV
( 13.6eV) 12.1eV

3 3
EE E E E

−
Δ = − = − = − − =
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FrankFrank--Hertz experimentHertz experiment
•• The famous experiment that shows the excitation of atoms to The famous experiment that shows the excitation of atoms to 

discrete energy levels and is consistent with the results suggesdiscrete energy levels and is consistent with the results suggested ted 
by line spectraby line spectra

•• Mercury vapour is bombarded with electron accelerated under the Mercury vapour is bombarded with electron accelerated under the 
potential potential V V (between the grid and the filament)(between the grid and the filament)

•• A small potential A small potential VV00 between the grid and collecting plate between the grid and collecting plate 
prevents electrons having energies less than a certain minimum prevents electrons having energies less than a certain minimum 
from contributing to the current measured by ammeterfrom contributing to the current measured by ammeter
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The electrons that arrive at the anode The electrons that arrive at the anode 
peaks at equal voltage intervals of peaks at equal voltage intervals of 

4.9 V4.9 V
•• As As VV increases, the increases, the 

current measured also current measured also 
increasesincreases

•• The measured current The measured current 
drops at multiples of a drops at multiples of a 
critical potential critical potential 

•• VV = 4.9 V, 9.8V, 14.7V= 4.9 V, 9.8V, 14.7V
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InterpretationInterpretation
•• As a result of inelastic collisions between the accelerated elecAs a result of inelastic collisions between the accelerated electrons trons 

of KE 4.9 of KE 4.9 eVeV with the with the thethe Hg atom, the Hg  atoms are excited to an Hg atom, the Hg  atoms are excited to an 
energy level above its ground stateenergy level above its ground state

•• At this critical point, the energy of the accelerating electron At this critical point, the energy of the accelerating electron equals to equals to 
that of the energy gap between the ground state and the excited that of the energy gap between the ground state and the excited statestate

•• This is a resonance phenomena, hence current increases abruptlyThis is a resonance phenomena, hence current increases abruptly
•• After After inelasticallyinelastically exciting the atom, the original (the bombarding) exciting the atom, the original (the bombarding) 

electron move off with too little energy to overcome the small electron move off with too little energy to overcome the small 
retarding potential and reach the plateretarding potential and reach the plate

•• As the accelerating potential is raised further, the plate curreAs the accelerating potential is raised further, the plate current again nt again 
increases, since the electrons now have enough energy to reach tincreases, since the electrons now have enough energy to reach the he 
plateplate

•• Eventually another sharp drop (at 9.8 V) in the current occurs Eventually another sharp drop (at 9.8 V) in the current occurs 
because, again, the electron has collected just the same energy because, again, the electron has collected just the same energy to to 
excite the same energy level in the other atomsexcite the same energy level in the other atoms
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V = 14.7V

Ke= 4.9eV

Ke= 0

First 
resonance 
at 4.9 eV

Hg

Plate C Plate P

Ke= 0 after first 
resonance

Electron continue to 
be accelerated by the 
external potential until 
the second resonance 
occurs

Hg

Ke reaches 4.9 eV again

Hg
First excitation 
energy of Hg 
atom ΔE1 = 4.9eV

Hg

Ke= 0 after second 
resonance

Electron continue to 
be accelerated by the 
external potential until 
the next (third) 
resonance occurs

Ke reaches 4.9 eV again 
here

second resonance 
initiated

Third 
resonance 
initiated

If bombared by electron with Ke = 4.9 eV excitation 
of the Hg atom will occur. This is a resonance 
phenomena

electron is 
accelerated 
under the 
external 
potential
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•• The higher critical potentials result from The higher critical potentials result from 
two or more inelastic collisions and are two or more inelastic collisions and are 
multiple of the lowest (4.9 V)multiple of the lowest (4.9 V)

•• The excited mercury atom will then deThe excited mercury atom will then de--
excite by radiating out a photon of exactly excite by radiating out a photon of exactly 
the energy (4.9 the energy (4.9 eVeV) which is also detected ) which is also detected 
in the Frankin the Frank--Hertz experimentHertz experiment

•• The critical potential verifies the existence The critical potential verifies the existence 
of atomic levelsof atomic levels
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BohrBohr’’s correspondence principles correspondence principle

•• The predictions of the quantum theory for the The predictions of the quantum theory for the 
behaviour of any physical system must correspond to behaviour of any physical system must correspond to 
the prediction of classical physics in the limit in the prediction of classical physics in the limit in 
which the quantum number specifying the state of the which the quantum number specifying the state of the 
system becomes very large:system becomes very large:

•• quantum theory = classical theoryquantum theory = classical theory

•• At large At large nn limit, the Bohr model must reduce to a limit, the Bohr model must reduce to a 
““classical atomclassical atom”” which obeys classical theorywhich obeys classical theory

∞→n
lim
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In other wordsIn other words……

•• The laws of quantum physics are valid in The laws of quantum physics are valid in 
the atomic domain; while the laws of the atomic domain; while the laws of 
classical physics is valid in the classical classical physics is valid in the classical 
domain; where the two domains overlaps, domain; where the two domains overlaps, 
both sets of laws must give the same result. both sets of laws must give the same result. 
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PYQ 20 Test II 2003/04PYQ 20 Test II 2003/04
•• Which of the following statements are correct?Which of the following statements are correct?

•• II FrankFrank--Hertz experiment shows that atoms are excited Hertz experiment shows that atoms are excited 
to discrete energy levelsto discrete energy levels

•• IIII FrankFrank--Hertz experimental result is consistent with the Hertz experimental result is consistent with the 
results suggested by the line spectraresults suggested by the line spectra

•• III III The predictions of the quantum theory for the The predictions of the quantum theory for the 
behaviour of any physical system must correspond to behaviour of any physical system must correspond to 
the prediction of classical physics in the limit in which the prediction of classical physics in the limit in which 
the quantum number specifying the state of the system the quantum number specifying the state of the system 
becomes very largebecomes very large

•• IVIVTheThe structure of atoms can be probed by using structure of atoms can be probed by using 
electromagnetic radiationelectromagnetic radiation

•• A.A. II,IIIII,III B.B. I, II,IVI, II,IV C. II, III, IV C. II, III, IV 
•• D.D. I,II, III, IV I,II, III, IV E. Non of the aboveE. Non of the above
•• ANS:D, My own questionsANS:D, My own questions
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Example Example 
(Read it yourself)(Read it yourself)

•• Classical EM predicts that an electron in a circular motion willClassical EM predicts that an electron in a circular motion will
radiate EM wave at the same frequencyradiate EM wave at the same frequency

•• According to the correspondence principle, According to the correspondence principle, 
the Bohr model must also reproduce this result in the large the Bohr model must also reproduce this result in the large nn
limitlimit

More quantitativelyMore quantitatively
•• In the limit, In the limit, nn = 10= 1033 -- 101044, the Bohr atom would have a size of , the Bohr atom would have a size of 

1010--33 mm
•• This is a large quantum atom which This is a large quantum atom which is in classical domainis in classical domain
•• The prediction for the photon emitted during transition around The prediction for the photon emitted during transition around 

the the nn = 10= 1033 -- 101044 states should equals to that predicted by states should equals to that predicted by 
classical EM theory. classical EM theory. 
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νn (Bohr)

n  large

= ν (classical theory)
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Classical physics calculationClassical physics calculation
• The period of a circulating electron is

T = 2πr/(2K/m)1/2

= πr(2m)1/2(8πe0r)1/2/e
• This result can be easily derived from the 

mechanical stability of the atom as per

• Substitute the quantised atomic radius rn = n2r0
into T, we obtain the frequency as per

ν n = 1/T = me4/32π3ε0
2 3n3

( )
r
vm

r
eZe e

2

2
04

1
=

πε
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Based on BohrBased on Bohr’’s theorys theory
• Now, for an electron in the Bohr atom at energy level n = 

103 - 104, the frequency of an radiated photon when 
electron makes a transition from the n state to n–1 state is 
given by

νn = (En – En-1 ) / h
= (me4/64π3ε0

2 3)[(n-1)-2 - n-2]
= (me4/64π3ε0

2 3)[(2n-1)/n2(n-1)2]
Where we have made use of 

En / h = E0 / n2h = (-me4/64π3ε0
2 3 n2).

• In the limit of large n,
ν ≈ (me4/64π3ε0

2 3)[2n/n4] 
= (me4/32π3ε0

2 3)[1/n3]
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Classical result and Quantum Classical result and Quantum 
calculation meets at calculation meets at nn ∞∞

•• Hence, in the region of large Hence, in the region of large nn, where classical and , where classical and 
quantum physics overlap, the classical prediction quantum physics overlap, the classical prediction 
and that of the quantum one is identicaland that of the quantum one is identical

νclassical = νBohr = (me4/32π3ε0
2 3)[1/n3]
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CHAPTER 6CHAPTER 6
Very Brief introduction to Very Brief introduction to 

Quantum mechanicsQuantum mechanics

2

A beam of light if pictured as monochromatic wave (λ, ν) 

A = 1 
unit 
area

Intensity of the light beam is

λ

A beam of light pictured in terms of photons A = 1 
unit 
area

Intensity of the light beam is I = Nhν

N = average number of photons per unit time crossing unit area 
perpendicular to the direction of propagation

E=hν

2
0 EcI ε=

Intensity = energy crossing one unit area per unit 
time. I is in unit of joule per m2 per second

Probabilistic interpretation of matter Probabilistic interpretation of matter 
wavewave
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•• Consider a beam of lightConsider a beam of light
•• In wave picture, In wave picture, EE = = EE00 sin(sin(kxkx––ωωtt), electric ), electric 

field in radiationfield in radiation
•• Intensity of radiation in wave picture isIntensity of radiation in wave picture is

2
0I cEε=

•• On the other hand, in the photon picture, On the other hand, in the photon picture, II = = NhNhνν
•• Correspondence principle: what is explained in the Correspondence principle: what is explained in the 

wave picture has to be consistent with what is wave picture has to be consistent with what is 
explained in the photon picture in the limit explained in the photon picture in the limit 
NN infinityinfinity: : 

νε NhEcI == 2
0

Probability of observing a photonProbability of observing a photon

4

Statistical interpretation of radiationStatistical interpretation of radiation

•• The probability of observing a photon at a point in unit The probability of observing a photon at a point in unit 
time is proportional to time is proportional to NN

•• However, since However, since 
•• the probability of observing a photon must also the probability of observing a photon must also 

•• This means that the probability of observing a photon at This means that the probability of observing a photon at 
any point in space is proportional to the square of the any point in space is proportional to the square of the 
averaged electric field strength at that pointaveraged electric field strength at that point

ProbProb (x)       (x)       

2E∝2
0 EcNh εν =

2E∝

Square of the mean of the square of 
the wave field amplitude
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What is the physical interpretation of What is the physical interpretation of 
matter wave?matter wave?

•• we will call the mathematical representation of the de we will call the mathematical representation of the de BroglieBroglie’’ss wave / matter wave / matter 
wave associated with a given particle (or an physical entity) aswave associated with a given particle (or an physical entity) as

The wave function, The wave function, ΨΨ

•• We wish to answer the following questions:We wish to answer the following questions:
•• Where is exactly the particle located within Where is exactly the particle located within ΔΔxx? the locality of a particle ? the locality of a particle 

becomes fuzzy when itbecomes fuzzy when it’’s represented by its matter wave. We can no more tell s represented by its matter wave. We can no more tell 
for sure where it is exactly located.for sure where it is exactly located.

•• Recall that in the case of conventional wave physics, |field ampRecall that in the case of conventional wave physics, |field amplitudelitude||2 2 is is 
proportional to the intensity of the wave). Now, what does |proportional to the intensity of the wave). Now, what does |ΨΨ ||22 physically physically 
mean? mean? 

6

Probabilistic interpretation of (the Probabilistic interpretation of (the 
square of) matter wavesquare of) matter wave

•• As seen in the case of radiation field, As seen in the case of radiation field, 
|electric field|electric field’’s amplitudes amplitude||2 2 is proportional to the is proportional to the 
probability of finding a photonprobability of finding a photon

•• In exact analogy to the statistical interpretation of In exact analogy to the statistical interpretation of 
the radiation field, the radiation field, 

•• PP((xx) = ) = ||Ψ Ψ ||22 is interpreted as the probability is interpreted as the probability 
density of observing a material particledensity of observing a material particle

•• More quantitatively, More quantitatively, 
•• Probability for a particle to be found between Probability for a particle to be found between 

point a and b ispoint a and b is
∫∫ Ψ==≤≤
b

a

b

a

dxtxdxxPbxap 2|),(|)()(
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2| ( , ) |  is the probability to find the 

particle between  and   

b

ab
a

p x t dx

a b

= Ψ∫

•• It value is given by the area under the curve of It value is given by the area under the curve of 
probability density between probability density between a a and and bb

8

Expectation valueExpectation value
•• Any physical observable in quantum mechanics, Any physical observable in quantum mechanics, O O (which is a (which is a 

function of position, function of position, xx), when measured repeatedly, will yield ), when measured repeatedly, will yield 
an expectation value of given byan expectation value of given by

•• Example, Example, O O can be the potential energy, position, etc. can be the potential energy, position, etc. 
•• (Note: the above statement is not applicable to energy and (Note: the above statement is not applicable to energy and 

linear momentum because they cannot be express explicitly as linear momentum because they cannot be express explicitly as 
a function of a function of xx due to uncertainty principle)due to uncertainty principle)……

2*

* *

O dx O dx
O

dx dx

∞ ∞

−∞ −∞
∞ ∞

−∞ −∞

Ψ Ψ Ψ
= =

ΨΨ ΨΨ

∫ ∫

∫ ∫
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Example of expectation value: Example of expectation value: 
average position measured for a average position measured for a 

quantum particlequantum particle
•• If the position of a quantum particle is If the position of a quantum particle is 

measured repeatedly with the same initial measured repeatedly with the same initial 
conditions, the averaged value of the conditions, the averaged value of the 
position measured is given by position measured is given by 

2

2

1

x dx
x x dx

∞

∞
−∞

−∞

Ψ
= = Ψ

∫
∫

10

ExampleExample

•• A particle limited to the A particle limited to the xx axis has the wave axis has the wave 
function function Ψ Ψ = = axax between between xx=0 and =0 and xx=1; =1; Ψ Ψ = = 
0 else where. 0 else where. 

•• (a) Find the probability that the particle can (a) Find the probability that the particle can 
be found between be found between xx=0.45 and =0.45 and xx=0.55. =0.55. 

•• (b) Find the expectation value <(b) Find the expectation value <x> x> of the of the 
particleparticle’’s positions position
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SolutionSolution

•• (a) the probability is(a) the probability is

•• (b) The expectation value is(b) The expectation value is

0.550.55 3
2 2 2 2

0.45 0.45

0.0251
3
xdx x dx a a

∞ ∞

−∞

⎡ ⎤
Ψ = = =⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦
∫ ∫

11 3 2
2 3 2

0 04 4
x ax x dx x dx a

∞

−∞

⎡ ⎤
= Ψ = = =⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦
∫ ∫
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Max Born and probabilistic Max Born and probabilistic 
interpretationinterpretation

•• Hence, a particleHence, a particle’’s wave s wave 
function gives rise to a function gives rise to a 
probabilistic probabilistic 
interpretationinterpretation of the of the 
position of a particleposition of a particle

•• Max Born in 1926Max Born in 1926

German-British physicist who worked on the mathematical basis for 
quantum mechanics. Born's most important contribution was his 
suggestion that the absolute square of the wavefunction in the 
Schrödinger equation was a measure of the probability of finding 
the particle at a given location. Born shared the 1954 Nobel Prize in 
physics with Bethe
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PYQ 2.7, Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 2.7, Final Exam 2003/04

•• A large value of the probability density of an A large value of the probability density of an 
atomic electron at a certain place and time atomic electron at a certain place and time 
signifies that the electron signifies that the electron 

•• A.A. is likely to be found thereis likely to be found there
•• B.B. is certain to be found thereis certain to be found there
•• C. C. has a great deal of energy therehas a great deal of energy there
•• D.D. has a great deal of chargehas a great deal of charge
•• E. E. is unlikely to be found thereis unlikely to be found there
• ANS:A, Modern physical technique, Beiser, MCP 25, pg. 802
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Particle in in an infinite wellParticle in in an infinite well
(sometimes called particle in a box)(sometimes called particle in a box)

•• Imagine that we put particle Imagine that we put particle 
(e.g. an electron) into an (e.g. an electron) into an 
““infinite wellinfinite well”” with width with width L L 
(e.g. a potential trap with (e.g. a potential trap with 
sufficiently high barrier)sufficiently high barrier)

•• In other words, the particle In other words, the particle 
is confined within 0 < is confined within 0 < xx < < LL

•• In Newtonian view the In Newtonian view the 
particle is traveling along a particle is traveling along a 
straight line bouncing straight line bouncing 
between two rigid walls between two rigid walls 
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•• The The ‘‘particleparticle’’ is no more pictured as a particle is no more pictured as a particle 
bouncing between the walls but a de bouncing between the walls but a de BroglieBroglie wave that wave that 
is trapped inside the infinite quantum well, in which is trapped inside the infinite quantum well, in which 
they form standing wavesthey form standing waves

However, in quantum view, particle However, in quantum view, particle 
becomes wavebecomes wave……

16

Particle forms standing wave Particle forms standing wave 
within the infinite wellwithin the infinite well

•• How would the wave How would the wave 
function of the function of the 
particle behave inside particle behave inside 
the well?the well?

•• They form standing They form standing 
waves which are waves which are 
confined within confined within 
0 0 ≤≤ xx ≤≤ LL
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Standing wave in generalStanding wave in general
•• Shown below are standing waves which ends are Shown below are standing waves which ends are 

fixed at fixed at xx = 0 and = 0 and xx = = LL
•• For standing wave, the speed is constant, (For standing wave, the speed is constant, (vv = = λ λ ff = = 

constant)constant)
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Mathematical description of standing Mathematical description of standing 
waveswaves

•• In general, the equation that describes a standing wave In general, the equation that describes a standing wave 
(with a constant width (with a constant width LL) is simply: ) is simply: 

LL = = nnλλnn/2/2
n n = 1, 2, 3, = 1, 2, 3, …… (positive, discrete integer)(positive, discrete integer)

•• n n characterisescharacterises the the ““modemode”” of the standing waveof the standing wave
•• nn = 1 mode is called the = 1 mode is called the ‘‘fundamentalfundamental’’ or the first or the first 

harmonicharmonic
•• nn = 2 is called the second harmonics, etc.= 2 is called the second harmonics, etc.
•• λλnn are the wavelengths associated with the   are the wavelengths associated with the   nn--thth mode mode 

standing wavesstanding waves
•• The lengths of The lengths of λλnn is is ““quantisedquantised”” as it can take only as it can take only 

discrete values according to discrete values according to λλnn= 2= 2LL//nn
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Energy of the particle in the boxEnergy of the particle in the box
•• Recall thatRecall that

•• For such a free particle that forms standing waves in the box, iFor such a free particle that forms standing waves in the box, it t 
has no potential energy has no potential energy 

•• It has all of its mechanical energy in the form of kinetic energIt has all of its mechanical energy in the form of kinetic energy y 
only only 

•• Hence, for the region 0 < Hence, for the region 0 < xx < < L , L , we write the total energy of we write the total energy of 
the particle asthe particle as

⎩
⎨
⎧

<<
≥≤∞

=
Lx
Lxx

xV
0,0

,0,
)(

EE = = K K + + VV = = pp22/2/2mm + 0 = + 0 = pp22/2/2mm
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Energies of the particle are  Energies of the particle are  
quantisedquantised

•• Due to the quantisation of the standing wave Due to the quantisation of the standing wave 
(which comes in the form of (which comes in the form of λλnn = 2= 2LL//nn), the ), the 
momentum of the particle must also be  quantised momentum of the particle must also be  quantised 
due to de due to de BroglieBroglie’’ss postulate:postulate:

L
nhhpp

n
n 2

==→
λ

It follows that the total energy of the particle It follows that the total energy of the particle 
is also quantised:is also quantised:

2

22
2

2

22 mL
n

m
pEE n

n

π
==→
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The The nn = 1 state is a characteristic state called the ground = 1 state is a characteristic state called the ground 
state = the state with lowest possible energy (also called state = the state with lowest possible energy (also called 
zerozero--point energy )point energy )

Ground state is usually used as the reference state when Ground state is usually used as the reference state when 
we refer to ``excited stateswe refer to ``excited states’’’’ ((nn = 2, 3 or higher)= 2, 3 or higher)

The total energy of the The total energy of the nn--thth state can be expressed in term state can be expressed in term 
of the ground state energy asof the ground state energy as

((nn = 1,2,3,4= 1,2,3,4……))

The higher The higher nn the larger is the energy levelthe larger is the energy level

2

22

0 2
)1(

mL
EnEn

π
=≡=

0
2EnEn =
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•• Some terminologySome terminology
•• nn = 1 corresponds to the ground state= 1 corresponds to the ground state
•• nn = 2 corresponds to the first excited state, etc= 2 corresponds to the first excited state, etc

•• Note that lowest possible energy for a Note that lowest possible energy for a 
particle in the box is not zero but particle in the box is not zero but 
EE00 (= (= EE11 ), the zero), the zero--point energy.point energy.

•• This a result  consistent with the This a result  consistent with the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principleHeisenberg uncertainty principle

n = 1 is the ground 
state (fundamental 
mode): 2 nodes, 1 
antinode

n = 2 is the first 
excited state, 3 
nodes, 2 antinodes

n = 3 is the second 
excited state, 4 
nodes, 3 antinodes
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Simple analogy
• Cars moving in the right lane on the highway are in 

‘excited states’ as they must travel faster (at least 
according to the traffic rules). Cars travelling in the left 
lane are in the ``ground state’’ as they can move with a 
relaxingly lower speed. Cars in the excited states must 
finally resume to the ground state (i.e. back to the left 
lane) when they slow down

Ground state excited states
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Example on energy levelsExample on energy levels
•• Consider an electron confined by electrical Consider an electron confined by electrical 

force to an infinitely deep potential well whose force to an infinitely deep potential well whose 
length length LL is 100 pm, which is roughly one is 100 pm, which is roughly one 
atomic diameter. What are the energies of its atomic diameter. What are the energies of its 
three lowest allowed states and of the state three lowest allowed states and of the state 
with with nn = 15?= 15?

•• SOLUTIONSOLUTION
•• For For nn = 1, the ground state, we have = 1, the ground state, we have 

( )
( )( ) eV7.37J103.6

m10100kg101.9
Js1063.6

8
)1( 18

21231

234

2

2
2

1 =×=
××

×
== −

−−

−

Lm
h

E
e
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eV8481eV7.37225)15(

eV339eV7.379)3(

eV150eV7.374)2(

1
2

15

1
2

3

1
2

2

=×==

=×==

=×==

EE

EE

EE

•• The energy of the remaining states (The energy of the remaining states (nn=2,3,15) =2,3,15) 
are are 
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•• When electron makes a transition from the When electron makes a transition from the nn = = 
3 excited state back to the ground state, does 3 excited state back to the ground state, does 
the energy of the system increase or decrease?the energy of the system increase or decrease?

•• Solution:Solution:
•• The energy of the system decreases as energy The energy of the system decreases as energy 

drops from drops from 339339 eVeV to 150 to 150 eVeV
•• The lost amount |The lost amount |ΔΔEE| = | = EE3 3 -- EE11 = = 339339 eVeV –– 150 150 

eVeV is radiated away in the form of is radiated away in the form of 
electromagnetic wave with wavelength electromagnetic wave with wavelength λ λ 
obeying obeying ΔΔEE = = hchc//λλ

Question continuedQuestion continued
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n = 1

n = 3

Photon with 

λ = xx nm
ExampleExample

Radiation emitted during deRadiation emitted during de--excitationexcitation
•• Calculate the wavelength of the Calculate the wavelength of the 

electromagnetic radiation electromagnetic radiation 
emitted when the excited emitted when the excited 
system at system at n n = 3 in the previous = 3 in the previous 
example deexample de--excites to its excites to its 
ground stateground state

•• SolutionSolution
λ λ == hchc/|/|ΔΔE|E|

= 1240 nm. = 1240 nm. eVeV / (|E/ (|E3 3 -- EE11|)|)
= 1240 nm. eV/(= 1240 nm. eV/(339339 eVeV––150 150 eVeV) ) 
=   =   xxxx nmnm
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ExampleExample
A macroscopic particleA macroscopic particle’’s quantum states quantum state

•• Consider a 1 microgram speck of dust moving Consider a 1 microgram speck of dust moving 
back and forth between two rigid walls back and forth between two rigid walls 
separated by 0.1 mm. It moves so slowly that it separated by 0.1 mm. It moves so slowly that it 
takes 100 s for the particle to cross this gap. takes 100 s for the particle to cross this gap. 
What quantum number describes this motion?What quantum number describes this motion?
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SolutionSolution
•• The energy of the particle is The energy of the particle is 

( ) ( ) J105s/m101kg101
2
1

2
1)( 222692 −−− ×=×××=== mvKE

•• Solving for Solving for nn in in 
2

22
2

2mL
nEn

π
=

•• yields yields 141038 ×≈= mE
h
Ln

•• This is a very large numberThis is a very large number
•• It is experimentally impossible to distinguish between It is experimentally impossible to distinguish between 

the n = 3 x 10the n = 3 x 101414 and n = 1 + (3 x 10and n = 1 + (3 x 101414) states, so that ) states, so that 
the quantized nature of this motion would never reveal the quantized nature of this motion would never reveal 
itself itself 
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•• The quantum states of a macroscopic particle The quantum states of a macroscopic particle 
cannot be experimentally discerned (as seen in cannot be experimentally discerned (as seen in 
previous example)previous example)

•• Effectively its quantum states appear as a Effectively its quantum states appear as a 
continuumcontinuum

E(n=1014) = 5x10-22J

allowed energies in classical system 
– appear continuous (such as 
energy carried by a wave; total 
mechanical energy of an orbiting 
planet, etc.)

descret energies in quantised 
system – discrete (such as energy 
levels in an atom, energies carried 
by a photon)

ΔE ≈ 5x10-22/1014

=1.67x10-36 = 10-17 eV

is too tiny to the discerned
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PYQ 4(a) Final Exam 2003/04PYQ 4(a) Final Exam 2003/04
•• An electron is contained in a oneAn electron is contained in a one--dimensional dimensional 

box of width 0.100 nm. Using the particlebox of width 0.100 nm. Using the particle--inin--aa--
box model,box model,

•• (i) (i) Calculate the Calculate the nn = 1 energy level and = 1 energy level and n n = 4 = 4 
energy level for the electron in energy level for the electron in eVeV..

•• (ii)(ii) Find the wavelength of the photon (in nm) Find the wavelength of the photon (in nm) 
in making transitions that will eventually get it in making transitions that will eventually get it 
from the from the thethe nn = 4 to = 4 to nn = 1 state = 1 state 

• Serway solution manual 2, Q33, pg. 380, modified
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SolutionSolution
•• 4a(i) In the particle4a(i) In the particle--inin--aa--box model, standing wave is box model, standing wave is 

formed in the box of dimension formed in the box of dimension LL: : 

•• The energy of the particle in the box is given by The energy of the particle in the box is given by 

•• 4a(ii)4a(ii)
•• The wavelength of the photon going from The wavelength of the photon going from nn = 4 to = 4 to nn = = 

1 is 1 is λλ = = hchc/(/(EE66 -- EE11))
•• = 1240 = 1240 eVeV nm/ (603 nm/ (603 –– 37.7) 37.7) eVeV = = 2.2 nm2.2 nm
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Example on the probabilistic Example on the probabilistic 
interpretation: interpretation: 

Where in the well the particle spend Where in the well the particle spend 
most of its time?most of its time?

•• The particle spend most of its time in places The particle spend most of its time in places 
where its probability to be found is largestwhere its probability to be found is largest

•• Find, for the Find, for the nn = 1 and for = 1 and for nn =3 quantum states =3 quantum states 
respectively, the points where the electron is respectively, the points where the electron is 
most likely to be foundmost likely to be found
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SolutionSolution
•• For electron in the n = 1 state, For electron in the n = 1 state, 

the probability to find the probability to find the the 
particle is highest at particle is highest at xx = = LL/2/2

•• Hence electron in the n =1 state Hence electron in the n =1 state 
spend most of its time there spend most of its time there 
compared to other placescompared to other places

•• For electron in the n = 3 state, the probability to find For electron in the n = 3 state, the probability to find the the 
particle is highest at particle is highest at xx = = LL/6,/6,LL/2, 5/2, 5LL/6/6

•• Hence electron in the n =3 state spend most of its time at Hence electron in the n =3 state spend most of its time at 
this three placesthis three places
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Boundary conditions and Boundary conditions and 
normalisationnormalisation of the wave function of the wave function 

in the infinite wellin the infinite well
•• Due to the probabilistic interpretation of the Due to the probabilistic interpretation of the 

wave function, the probability density wave function, the probability density PP((xx) = ) = 
||ΨΨ||2 2 must be such that must be such that 

•• PP((xx) = |) = |ΨΨ||2 2 > 0 for 0 < > 0 for 0 < xx < < LL
•• The particle has no where to be found at the The particle has no where to be found at the 

boundary as well as outside the well, boundary as well as outside the well, i.ei.e PP((xx) = ) = 
||ΨΨ||2 2 = 0 for = 0 for x x ≤≤ 0 and x 0 and x ≥≥ LL
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•• TheThe probability density is probability density is zero at the boundaries zero at the boundaries 

•• Inside the well, the particle is Inside the well, the particle is 
bouncing back and forth bouncing back and forth 
between the wallsbetween the walls

•• It is obvious that it must exist It is obvious that it must exist 
within somewhere within the within somewhere within the 
wellwell

•• This means:This means:

1||)(
0

2 =Ψ= ∫∫
∞

∞−

L

dxdxxP
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•• is called the is called the normalisationnormalisation condition of the wave condition of the wave 
functionfunction

•• It represents the physical fact that the particle is It represents the physical fact that the particle is 
contained inside the well and the integrated contained inside the well and the integrated 
possibility to find it inside the well must be 1possibility to find it inside the well must be 1

•• The The normalisationnormalisation condition will be used to condition will be used to 
determine the determine the normalisatonnormalisaton constant when we constant when we 
solve for the wave function in the solve for the wave function in the SchrodinderSchrodinder
equationequation

1||)(
0

2 =Ψ= ∫∫
∞

∞−

L

dxdxxP
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See if you could answer this See if you could answer this 
questionquestion

•• Can you list down the main differences Can you list down the main differences 
between the particlebetween the particle--inin--aa--box system box system 
(infinite square well) and the Bohr(infinite square well) and the Bohr’’s s 
hydrogen like atom? E.g. their energies hydrogen like atom? E.g. their energies 
level, their quantum number, their energy level, their quantum number, their energy 
gap as a function of gap as a function of nn, the sign of the , the sign of the 
energies, the potential etc. energies, the potential etc. 
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SchrodingerSchrodinger EquationEquation
Schrödinger, Erwin (1887-1961), 
Austrian physicist and Nobel laureate. 
Schrödinger formulated the theory of 
wave mechanics, which describes the 
behavior of the tiny particles that make 
up matter in terms of waves. 
Schrödinger formulated the 
Schrödinger wave equation to describe 
the behavior of electrons (tiny, 
negatively charged particles) in atoms. 
For this achievement, he was awarded 
the 1933 Nobel Prize in physics with 
British physicist Paul Dirac
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What is the general equation that What is the general equation that 
governs the evolution and governs the evolution and behaviourbehaviour

of the wave function?of the wave function?
•• Consider a particle subjected to some timeConsider a particle subjected to some time--

independent but spaceindependent but space--dependent potential dependent potential VV((xx) ) 
within some boundaries within some boundaries 

•• The The behaviourbehaviour of a particle subjected to a timeof a particle subjected to a time--
independent potential is  governed by the famous (1independent potential is  governed by the famous (1--
D, time independent, non relativistic) D, time independent, non relativistic) SchrodingerSchrodinger
equation:equation:
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How to derive the T.I.S.E How to derive the T.I.S.E 

•• 1) Energy must be conserved: 1) Energy must be conserved: EE = = KK + + UU
•• 2) Must be consistent with de 2) Must be consistent with de BrolieBrolie hypothesis thathypothesis that

p = p = h/h/λλ
•• 3)3) Mathematically wellMathematically well--behaved and sensible (e.g. behaved and sensible (e.g. 

finite, single valued, linear so that superposition finite, single valued, linear so that superposition 
prevails, conserved in probability etc.)prevails, conserved in probability etc.)

•• Read the Read the mswordmsword notes or text books for more notes or text books for more 
technical details (which we will skip here)technical details (which we will skip here)
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Energy of the particleEnergy of the particle
•• The kinetic energy of a particle subjected to The kinetic energy of a particle subjected to 

potential potential VV((xx) is ) is 

K (= pK (= p22/2m) = E /2m) = E –– V V 
•• EE is conserved if there is no net change in the total mechanical is conserved if there is no net change in the total mechanical 

energy between the particle and the surroundingenergy between the particle and the surrounding
(Recall that this is just the definition of total mechanical ene(Recall that this is just the definition of total mechanical energy) rgy) 

•• It is essential to relate the de It is essential to relate the de BroglieBroglie wavelength to the energies of wavelength to the energies of 
the particle:the particle:

λλ = = hh / / pp = = hh / / √√[2[2mm((EE--VV)])]
•• Note that, as Note that, as VV 0, the above equation reduces to the no0, the above equation reduces to the no--potential potential 

case (as we have discussed earlier)case (as we have discussed earlier)
λλ = = hh / / pp hh / / √√[2[2mEmE], where ], where EE = = KK onlyonly

V(x)E, K

λλ
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Infinite potential revisitedInfinite potential revisited

•• Armed with the T.I.S.E we now revisit the Armed with the T.I.S.E we now revisit the 
particle in the infinite wellparticle in the infinite well

•• By using appropriate boundary condition to the By using appropriate boundary condition to the 
T.I.S.E, the solution of T.I.S.E for the wave T.I.S.E, the solution of T.I.S.E for the wave 
function function Ψ Ψ should reproduces the quantisation should reproduces the quantisation 
of energy level as have been deduced earlier, of energy level as have been deduced earlier, 
i.e. i.e. 

2
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In the next slide we will need to do some mathematics to solve for ΨΨ((xx) ) in the second 
order differential equation of TISE to recover this result. This is a more formal way 
compared to the previous standing waves argument which is more qualitative
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Why do we need to solve the Why do we need to solve the 
ShrodingerShrodinger equation?equation?

•• The potential The potential VV((xx)  represents the environmental influence on the particle)  represents the environmental influence on the particle
•• Knowledge of the solution to the T.I.S.E, i.e. Knowledge of the solution to the T.I.S.E, i.e. ψψ((xx) allows us to obtain ) allows us to obtain 

essential physical information of the particle (which is subjectessential physical information of the particle (which is subjected to the ed to the 
influence of the external potential influence of the external potential VV((xx) ), ) ), e.ge.g the probability of its  existence the probability of its  existence 
in certain space interval, its momentum, energies etc.in certain space interval, its momentum, energies etc.

Take a classical example: A particle that are subjected to a graTake a classical example: A particle that are subjected to a gravity field vity field UU((xx) ) 
= = GMmGMm//rr2 2 is governed by the Newton equations of motion,   is governed by the Newton equations of motion,   

2

2

2 dt
rdm

r
GMm

=−

•• Solution of this equation of motion allows us to predict, e.g. tSolution of this equation of motion allows us to predict, e.g. the he 
position of the object position of the object mm as a function of time, as a function of time, r r = = rr((tt), its ), its 
instantaneous momentum, energies, etc.instantaneous momentum, energies, etc.
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S.E. is the quantum equivalent of the S.E. is the quantum equivalent of the 
NewtonNewton’’s law of motions law of motion

•• The equivalent of The equivalent of ““Newton laws of motionNewton laws of motion””
for quantum particles = for quantum particles = ShroedingerShroedinger
equationequation

•• Solving for the wave function in the S.E. Solving for the wave function in the S.E. 
allows us to extract all possible physical allows us to extract all possible physical 
information about the particle (energy, information about the particle (energy, 
expectation values for position, momentum, expectation values for position, momentum, 
etc.)etc.)
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The infinite well in the light of TISEThe infinite well in the light of TISE
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Plug the potential function V(x) 
into the T.I.S.E

Within 0 < x < L, V (x) = 0, hence the 
TISE becomes
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2 2mEB = This term contain the information of the energies of 

the particle, which in terns governs the behaviour
(manifested in terms of its mathematical solution) of 
ψ (x) inside the well. Note that in a fixed quantum 
state n, B is a constant because E is conserved. 

However, if the particle jumps to a state n’ ≠ n, E 
takes on other values. In this case, E is not conserved 
because there is an net change in the total energy of 
the system due to interactions with external 
environment (e.g. the particle is excited by external 
photon)

The behavior of the particle inside 

the box is governed by the equation

If you still recall the elementary mathematics of second order differential 
equations, you will recognise that the solution to the above TISE is simply

BxCBxAx cossin)( +=ψ
Where A, C are constants to be determined by ultilising the boundary conditions 
pertaining to the infinite well system
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You can prove that indeed You can prove that indeed 

BxCBxAx cossin)( +=ψ

is the solution to the TISE is the solution to the TISE )(
)( 2

2

2
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x

x
ψ

ψ
−=

∂

∂

•• I will show the steps in the following:I will show the steps in the following:
•• Mathematically, to show that EQ 1 is a solution to EQ Mathematically, to show that EQ 1 is a solution to EQ 

2, we just need to show that when EQ1 is plugged into 2, we just need to show that when EQ1 is plugged into 
the LHS of EQ. 2, the resultant expression is the same the LHS of EQ. 2, the resultant expression is the same 
as the expression to the RHS of EQ. 2.as the expression to the RHS of EQ. 2.

(EQ 1)

(EQ 2)
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BxCBxAx cossin)( +=ψ into the LHS of EQ 2:
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[ ]
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Plug

Proven that EQ1 is indeed the solution to EQ2
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Boundary conditionsBoundary conditions
•• Next, we would like to solve for the constants Next, we would like to solve for the constants AA,, CC in in 

the solution the solution ψψ((xx), as well as the constraint that is ), as well as the constraint that is 
imposed on the constant imposed on the constant BB

•• We know that  the wave function forms nodes at the We know that  the wave function forms nodes at the 
boundaries. Translate this boundary conditions into boundaries. Translate this boundary conditions into 
mathematical terms, this simply means mathematical terms, this simply means 

ψψ((xx = = 0) = 0) = ψψ((xx = L= L) = 0) = 0
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•• First, First, 
•• Plug Plug ψψ((xx = = 0) = 0 into 0) = 0 into 

ψ  ψ  = = AAsinsinBxBx + + CCcoscosBxBx, , we obtainwe obtain
ψ ψ ((x=x=0)0))) = 0 = = 0 = AAsinsin 00 + C + C coscos 00 = C= C

•• i.ei.e, , CC = 0= 0
•• Hence the solution is reduced to Hence the solution is reduced to 

ψ ψ ((xx))=  =  AAsinsinBxBx
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•• Next we apply the second boundary condition Next we apply the second boundary condition 

ψψ ((x = Lx = L) = 0 = ) = 0 = AAsinsin(BL(BL))

•• Only either Only either AA or or sin(sin(BLBL) must  be zero but not both) must  be zero but not both

•• AA cannot be zero else this would mean cannot be zero else this would mean ψψ ((xx) is zero ) is zero 
everywhere inside the box, conflicting the fact that the everywhere inside the box, conflicting the fact that the 
particle must exist inside the boxparticle must exist inside the box

•• The upshot is: The upshot is: AA cannot be zero cannot be zero 
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•• This means it must be This means it must be sinsinBLBL = = 0, or in other words0, or in other words
•• B = n B = n π/ π/ L L ≡≡ BBnn, n = , n = 1,2,3,1,2,3,……

•• nn is used to is used to characterisecharacterise the quantum states of  the quantum states of  ψψnn ((xx))

•• B is B is characterisedcharacterised by the positive integer by the positive integer nn, hence we use  , hence we use  BBnn instead of Binstead of B

•• The relationship The relationship BBnn = = nnππ//L L translates into the familiar translates into the familiar quantisationquantisation of energy of energy 
condition:condition:

•• ((BBnn = n= nππ//L)L)22
2

22
2

2

22

2
2

2
2

mL
nE

L
nmEB n

n
n

ππ
=⇒==
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Hence, up to this stage, the solution is Hence, up to this stage, the solution is 
ψψnn((xx) =  ) =  AAnnsinsin((nnππxx/L/L), ), nn = 1, 2, 3,= 1, 2, 3,……for 0 < x < Lfor 0 < x < L
ψψnn((xx) = 0 elsewhere (outside the box)) = 0 elsewhere (outside the box)

The constant The constant AAnn is yet unknown up to nowis yet unknown up to now
We can solve for We can solve for AAnn by applying another by applying another 

““boundary conditionboundary condition”” –– the the normalisationnormalisation
condition that: condition that: 

1)()(
0

22 == ∫∫
∞

∞−

L

nn dxxdxx ψψ

The area 
under the 
curves of 
|Ψn|2 =1 
for every 
n
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Solve for Solve for AAnn with with normalisationnormalisation

•• thusthus

1
2

)(sin)()(
2

0

22

0

22 ==== ∫∫∫
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LAdx
L

xnAdxxdxx n
L

n

L

nn
πψψ

L
An

2
=

•• We hence arrive at the final solution thatWe hence arrive at the final solution that

ψψnn((xx) =  (2/L)) =  (2/L)1/21/2sinsin((nnππx/Lx/L), ), nn = 1, 2, 3,= 1, 2, 3,……for 0 < for 0 < xx < < LL

ψψnn((xx) = 0 elsewhere (i.e. outside the box)) = 0 elsewhere (i.e. outside the box)
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ExampleExample
•• An electron is trapped in a oneAn electron is trapped in a one--

dimensional region of length dimensional region of length LL = = 
1.01.0××1010--1010 m. m. 

•• (a) How much energy must be (a) How much energy must be 
supplied to excite the electron supplied to excite the electron 
from the ground state to the first from the ground state to the first 
state? state? 

•• (b) In the ground state, what is (b) In the ground state, what is 
the probability of finding the the probability of finding the 
electron in the region from electron in the region from 
xx = 0.090 = 0.090 ×× 1010--1010 m to 0.110 m to 0.110 
××1010--1010 m? m? 

•• (c) In the first excited state, what (c) In the first excited state, what 
is the probability of finding the is the probability of finding the 
electron between electron between 
xx = 0 and = 0 and x x = 0.250 = 0.250 ×× 1010--1010 m? m? 0.5A 1A0.25A
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SolutionsSolutions
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On average the particle in 
the n = 2 state spend 25% of 
its time in the region 
between x=0 and x=0.25 A

For ground state

On average the particle in 
the ground state spend 
only 0.04 % of its time in 
the region between 
x=0.11A and x=0.09 A
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The nightmare The nightmare 
of a lengthy calculationof a lengthy calculation
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Quantum tunnelingQuantum tunneling

•• In the infinite quantum well, there are In the infinite quantum well, there are 
regions where the particle is regions where the particle is ““forbiddenforbidden”” to to 
appearappear V infinity V infinity

II 

Allowed region 
where particle 
can be found

I
Forbidden region 
where particle 
cannot be found 
because ψ = 0 
everywhere 
before x < 0

III

Forbidden region 
where particle 
cannot be found 
because ψ = 0 
everywhere after 
x > L

ψ(x=0)=0 ψ(x=L)=0
n = 1
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Finite quantum wellFinite quantum well
•• The fact that The fact that yy is 0 everywhere x is 0 everywhere x 

≤≤0, x 0, x ≥≥ L L is because of the is because of the 
infiniteness of the potential, infiniteness of the potential, VV ∞∞

•• If If VV has only finite height, the has only finite height, the 
solution to the TISE will be solution to the TISE will be 
modified such that a nonmodified such that a non--zero value zero value 
of of yy can exist beyond the boundaries can exist beyond the boundaries 
at at x = x = 0 and 0 and x x = = LL

•• In this case, the pertaining In this case, the pertaining 
boundaries conditions are boundaries conditions are 
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•• For such finite well, the wave function is not vanished at the bFor such finite well, the wave function is not vanished at the boundaries, and may oundaries, and may 
extent into the region I, III which is not allowed in the infiniextent into the region I, III which is not allowed in the infinite potential limitte potential limit

•• Such Such ψψ that penetrates beyond the classically forbidden regions diminthat penetrates beyond the classically forbidden regions diminishes very ishes very 
fast (exponentially) once fast (exponentially) once xx extents beyond x = 0 and extents beyond x = 0 and xx = = LL

•• The mathematical solution for the wave function in the The mathematical solution for the wave function in the ““classically forbiddenclassically forbidden””
regions are regions are 

••

⎩
⎨
⎧

≥≠−
≤≠

=
−

+

LxCxA
xCxA

x
,0)exp(

0,0)exp(
)(ψ

The total energy of the particle 

E = K inside the well. 

The height of the potential well V is 
larger than E for a particle trapped 
inside the well

Hence, classically, the particle 
inside the well would not have 
enough kinetic energy to overcome 
the potential barrier and escape 
into the forbidden regions I, III

V

E1 = K1

E2 = K2

However, in QM, there is a slight chance to find 
the particle outside the well due to the quantum 
tunneling effect
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•• The quantum tunnelling effect allows a The quantum tunnelling effect allows a 
confined particle within a finite potential confined particle within a finite potential 
well to penetrate through the classically well to penetrate through the classically 
impenetrable potential wallimpenetrable potential wall

Hard 
and 
high 
wall, 
V

E

Hard 
and 
high 
wall, 
V

E

After many many
times of banging 
the wall

Quantum tunneling effect
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Why tunneling phenomena can Why tunneling phenomena can 
happenhappen

•• ItIt’’s due to the continuity requirement of the wave function s due to the continuity requirement of the wave function 
at the boundaries when solving the T.I.S.Eat the boundaries when solving the T.I.S.E

•• The wave function cannot just The wave function cannot just ““die offdie off”” suddenly at the suddenly at the 
boundaries of a finite potential wellboundaries of a finite potential well

•• The wave function can only diminishes in an exponential The wave function can only diminishes in an exponential 
manner which then allow the wave function to extent manner which then allow the wave function to extent 
slightly beyond the boundariesslightly beyond the boundaries

•• The quantum tunneling effect is a manifestation of the The quantum tunneling effect is a manifestation of the 
wave nature of particle, which is in turns governed by the wave nature of particle, which is in turns governed by the 
T.I.S.E. T.I.S.E. 

•• In classical physics, particles are just particles, hence never In classical physics, particles are just particles, hence never 
display such tunneling effectdisplay such tunneling effect

⎩
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=
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+
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x
,0)exp(

0,0)exp(
)(ψ
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Quantum tunneling effectQuantum tunneling effect
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Real example Real example 
of tunneling of tunneling 
phenomena:phenomena:
alpha decayalpha decay
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Real example of tunneling phenomena:Real example of tunneling phenomena:
Atomic force microscopeAtomic force microscope
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